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1.Veldwerkapparatuur dient zo eenvoudig mogelijk te worden ontworpen.
2. In sedimenten met een ruimtelijk sterk variërend watergehalte, is eenjuiste
keuze van de eenheid waarin sedimentgegevens worden uitgedrukt essentieel
voorhet interpreteren van dezegegevens.
Ditproefschrift
3. Dezwavelinput alsgevolg van atmosferische depositie inbeide onderzochte
vennen wordt voor een belangrijk deel (55 - 90%) geconsumeerd door
biochemische processen inhet sediment.
Ditproefschrift
4.Vooreenaccuratebudgetteringvanzwavelingeïsoleerde oppervlaktewateren
is een goede schatting van de lokale atmosferische droge depositie op het
wateroppervlak van grootbelang.
5.Deverhoudingtussenpyritischzwavelenzuurvervluchtigbaarzwavelismeer
afhankelijk van redoxomstandigheden dan van de concentratie van organisch
koolstof en sulfaat.
Davison W.etal.(1985) Geochim. Cosmochim. Acta49:1615-1620.
Ditproefschrift
6. De intensiteit en het onderwerp van onderzoek aan wetenschappelijke
instellingen in Nederland wordt in steeds grotere mate bepaald door dekracht
en derichtingvan depolitieke wind.Hierdoorkrijgt dit onderzoek een groter
maatschappelijk draagvlak, dat als positief moet worden ervaren. Echter door
verschuivingen in politieke prioriteiten wordt het oorspronkelijk beoogde
onderzoek vaakniet gerealiseerd.
7.Hetrealiserenvaneengoede ontsluitingvanWageningenviatreinverkeerzal
de groene kleurvan de stad duidelijk versterken.
8. Sommige verkeersobstakels vormen een speels element in het verkeer; zij
vereisen een zekererijvaardigheidvande automobilist om zemeteen zohoog
mogelijke snelheid tenemen.
9. Gegeven dehuidige mogelijkheden tot geboortecontrole, is debeslissing tot
het "nemenvankinderen"eenpuuregoïstische.

10.Deoverweldigendeverkoopaanhetamerikaansevolkvan toegangsbewijzen
voor de in de VS georganiseerde WK voetbal '94 is eerder een uiting van de
eigenschap alles wat nieuw is te moeten beleven, dan van een buitengewone
interesse inhet spel.
11. Hetinhuren van een "headhunter" kanje dekopniet kosten.

Stellingenbehorend bij hetproefschrift "Sulfur cycling intwoDutchmoorland
pools". Emile CL. Marnette,Wageningen, 13oktober 1993.
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SUMMARY
Due to atmospheric acid deposition, the chemistry of many moorland pools has
changed, resulting in changes in their fauna and flora. Most moorland pools are
sensitive to acid loading because underlying and surrounding soils are low in
chemical buffering capacity. Biological processes in the sediment like
denitrification andSO*" reductionareofmajor importancetointernalalkalinization
necessary to neutralize the atmospheric input of potential acidifying N and S
components.Thisstudydealswiththecyclingofsulfur inmoorlandpoolsandwas
aimed at a better understanding of the factors influencing the S cycle in these
freshwaters.
Characterizationandquantification ofsulfurpoolsinsedimentandoverlyingwater
column. Determination ofspatial variability ofchemical characteristics related to
S-cycling.
Inhighlyorganicmoorlandpoolsediment (meanCcontent oftop 10cm=9.8%
dwt) about 46% of the total S is in organic S form, whereas in sandy sediment
(mean C content = 1.4% dwt) the organic S fraction makes up about 75%of the
totalSpool.ThesedimentsofthemoorlandpoolsGerritsfles andKliplo,havebeen
compared statistically with respect to total S and S-related sediment contents
(Chapter 6). The pools differ significantly in their horizontal and vertical
distribution of S. Statistical analyses indicate that spatial variation of S in Kliplo
is duetoorganically bound S.ForGerritsfles spatialinterrelation between C,Sor
Fe could not be recognized. As evidenced by this study, a choice for a
measurementunitlikemassfraction (gg"1) orvolumetricmass(mgcm"3)iscrucial
for the interpretation of spatial variability. In spatial studies of sediment
constituents, it is essential to express contents of these constituents in volumetric
mass fractions, since spatial sediment patterns are often obscured by spatial
variations inbulk density. Taking into account spatial variability is concise for a
proper quantification of S-budgets of pools orlakes.
DeterminationofSOl'reductionratesandtransformationratesofSO^' intoorganic
and inorganic S fractions. Estimation of S oxidation rates in sedimentsand
overlying water column.
In Gerritsfles S cycling near the sediment/water boundary was investigated by
measuring (1) SOj" reduction rates in the sediment, (2) depletion of SOj"in the
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overlying water column and (3) release of 35S from the sediment into the water
column (Chapter 2). Two locations differing in sediment type (highly organic and
sandy) were compared with respect to reduction rates and depletion of SO2" in the
overlying water.
Sulfate reduction rates,estimated by diagenetic modelling and whole core 35S02"
injection, ranged from 0.27 to 11.2mmol m 2 d'1.Rates of SO2."consumption in the
overlying water were estimated by changes in SO2" concentration over time in in
situ enclosures and varied from -0.51 to 1.81 mmol m"2 d"1. Maximum rates of
oxidation to SO2" in July 1990 estimated by combination of SO2" reduction rates
and rates of in situ SO2"uptake in the enclosed water column were 10.3 and 10.5
mmol m"2 d"1at an organic rich site and at a sandy site respectively.
Experiments with 35S2" and 35S02" tracer suggested (1) a rapid formation of
organically bound S from dissimilatory reduced SO2" and (2) transport of mainly
non-SO^-S, from the sediment into the overlying water.
Sulfate reduction rates in sediments with higher volumetric mass fraction of
organic matter did not significantly differ from those in sediments with a lower
mass fraction of organic matter.
The role of inorganic S, with emphasis onpyrite, in the S cycle of Gerritsfles and
Kliplo.
In Gerritsfles and Kliplo, pyrite is the most important iron sulfide phase
(Chapter 3). The redox status appeared to be a main factor in determining whether
pyrite or a monosulfide, defined by the content of acid volatile sulfur (AVS), is
formed. Sedimentary FeS2-S/AVS-S molar ratios in sediments of Gerritsfles and
Kliplo, which are overlain by a continuously oxygenated water column, were 32
and 55 respectively whereas in other lakes, where stratification caused anaerobic
conditions in the hypolimnion, FeS/AVS ratios were <1.
Framboidalpyrite,presumably formed slowlythrough sulfurization of iron sulfide
precursors is thought to be an important pathway of pyrite formation in the
freshwater sedimentsofGerritsfles andKliplo.Thepresence of single-crystal pyrite
indicates that pyrite inboth sediments may alsoform rapidly.The close association
of pyrite framboids and organic matter, and the undersaturation of bulk porewaters
with respect to amorphous FeS suggest that the framboidal pyrite is formed at
microsites within organic matter. Alternating reduced and more oxic conditions in
the sediment will supply Fe2+ and zerovalent sulfur respectively for the formation
of pyrite. That a large fraction of pyrite is in (dead) plant cells may be explained
by preferential oxidation of pyrite at locations where pyrite is not so protected
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against 0 2 intrusion, in contrast to the pyrite located inside organic matter
microsites.
Calculation ofa chemical S-budget inbothfreshwatersystemsusingmodels and
chemical dataofpool- and rainwater.
The chemical composition of surface waters of Gerritsfles and Kliplo and of
incidentprecipitation,weremonitoredfrom 1982to1990. Sulfur andwaterbudgets
were calculated using a hydrochemical model developed for well-mixed nonstratifying lakes (Chapter 4).InGerritsfles andKliplo respectively 70and 80%of
the incoming S is lost to the sediment primarily through reduction of SO2",
indicating that SOf reduction is an important mechanism to buffer the incoming
acidic Scompounds.
Total atmospheric deposition of Shas decreased significantly after 1986 atboth
locations. A model describing the sulfur budget in terms of input, output and
reduction/oxidation processes predicted a fast decrease of poolwater SO2"
concentrations after adecreaseofatmosphericinput.However,SO2"concentrations
inthesurface waterwerelowered only slightlyorremained constant sotheremust
be an extra source of SO2"to the water column. Two possible mechanisms can
explain this extra source of SO4": desorption of SO4"from the sediment and the
releaseofSO2" throughdesiccation ofapartofthepoolbottomafter drysummers.
Further investigations would be needed to study the relative importance of these
mechanisms.
Mineralization ofsedimentary organic S
The mineralization rate of organic S compounds in Gerritsfles was estimated to
revealits importance inthe overall Scycle (Chapter 5).Themineralization rateof
organic S was estimated indirectly from diagenetic modelling of pore waterNH4
depthprofiles andthe ratio of organic Nand Scontents.Sincethemineralization
ratesoforganicNandSdonotfollow thestoichiometry ofthecontents oforganic
N and S, it was only possible to estimate a maximum rate of organic S
mineralization. The maximum rate of organic Smineralization was 25 mmolm"2
y"1,only 1-2% of the SO2;reduction in Gerritsfles sediments so,mineralizationof
organic Stherefore, appears to play aminor role in the overallS-cycle.
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Introduction

Introduction
Atmosphericdepositionofsulfur andnitrogenhasincreasedduringthelastdecades
over severalregions of theworld.Uptothe seventies notmuch wasknown about
theimpactofatmosphericdepositiononpoorlybuffered freshwater systems.InThe
Netherlands a large number of these waters are particularly situated in the noncalcareous poorlybuffered regions.Most of these freshwaters aremoorland pools
or dune lakes, originally oligotrophic waters which are predominantly fed by
rainwater.Thepoolwatersaretherefore highlysensitivetoatmospheric deposition.
Moorland pools act as important habitats for a diversity of flora and fauna
characteristic for these environments (Van Dam 1987). Because these biota are
relatively rareinTheNetherlands andsurrounding countries,theyrepresent ahigh
value for nature conservation. Many of these isolated moorland pools have been
biologicallyimpoverishedthroughtheimpactofatmospherically derivedacid(Van
DamandKooyman-vanBlokland 1978). Thisthesisdealswiththesulfur dynamics
in two moorland pools with emphasis onthe inorganic part of the Scycle.
The sulfur cycle
Sulfurdynamicsarecomplexsincenumerousbiochemicalreactionsandinteractions
may occur. Figure 1 gives a simplified view of some important reactions and
pathways sulfur can follow in aquatic systems.The importance of the individual
pathways in the
overall S cycling
may be quite different for each ecosystem, depending
onitsenvironmental
setting. This thesis
deals with shallow
isolated freshwater
systemswithsurface
waters that are
continuously oxygenated. The sceneof
Fig.l. Simplified scheme of sulfur transformations in sediments.
action can therefore
More oxidized inorganic compounds are shown towards the top.
schematically be reOrganic-S may cover a large range of oxidation states.
presentedbyanoxic
water column underlain by anoxic sediment that may be partly oxygenated.
Biochemicalreactionsinvolvingsulfur arestronglydeterminedbyredoxconditions
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Table 1. Oxidation states of sulfur in
various compound classes innatural aquatic
systems.
Oxidation
state

-2

General
structure

R-S-H

Nomenclature

Thiol, mercaptan
Hydrogen sulfide
(R=H)

-2

R-S-R'

-1

R-S-S-R'

Sulfide,thioether
Disulfide

0
II

0

R-S-R'

Sulfoxide

O
II

+2

R-S-R'

Sulfone

II

0

and visa versa. Sulfur can occur in a
variety of redox states in natural
environments (Table 1).The thickness
of the oxidized part of the sediment
mayvaryintimeduetomixing effects
in the water column (e.g. J0rgensen
and Revsbech 1985; Sweerts 1990),
seasonal changes in temperature
(J0rgensen and S0rensen 1985),photosynthetic activity (Spratt et al. 1987),
oxygentransportbyplant roots (Feijtel
1986) and sediment mixing through
bioturbation (Matisoff et al. 1985).
Fluctuating redox potentials in the top
sediment are responsible for a more
intensive cycling of sulfur.

0
II

+2

" O-S-S '

Thiosulfate

II

Theproduction ofsulfide

0
0

Microbial dissimilatory sulfate reduction is a major pathway for the
0
production of £H2S in sediments.
0
0
il
II
Sulfatereducingbacteriaareobligatory
RO-S-0 or
Ester sulfate
+6
RO-S-OR
n
il
anaerobic organisms which gain their
0
0
metabolic
energy from oxidation of
O
il
organic compounds or molecular
" O-S-O "
Sulfate
+6
II
hydrogen,
using sulfate (or metastabile
0
molecules like sulfite (SO3) and thiosulfate (SJOJ)) as a terminal electron
From Anderson & Schiff (1987). Rand R'
acceptor. The most important organic
may represent carbon moieties, H or
substrates that are utilized by sulfate
nitrogen functional groups (not shown). In
reducers
are acetate, lactate, formate
addition the following inorganic forms are
relevant in this study: FeS, pyrite (FeS^,
and pyruvate (Bak 1988). In marine
elemental S, sulfur dioxide (SOj) with
systems with high sulfate concenoxidation states of -2, -1, 0 and +4
trations (-28 mM), sulfate reduction
respectively.
plays amajor role (J0rgensen 1977a,
maximally 50%)intheanaerobicmineralization oforganicmatterinsediments.In
freshwaters,where thesulfate concentration isafewordersofmagnitudelower,the
II

+4

R-S-OH
II

Sulfonic acid
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contribution of sulfate reduction toanaerobic respiration may stillbe considerable
(up to 20%,Cappenberg et al. 1984). Respiration of organic matter proceeds via
a successive use of electron acceptors. If present simultaneously, the electron
acceptor giving thehighest energy yield willbeutilized: 0 2 >N03">Fe3+ >SO4'
> C0 2 . The occurrence of the individual respiratory processes under natural
conditionsis,however,notstrictlybasedonthissocalledthermodynamicsequence.
The kinetics of each process and the influence of microorganisms (e.g. the
formation ofmetabolicproductslikesulfide) alsohelpdeterminewhich respiratory
processes will prevail. Furthermore these processes do not proceed in separate
sedimentary strata but may spatially overlap. J0rgensen (1977b), for example,
reported sulfate reduction at anaerobic micro-sites in oxic sediment.
Sulfides also can be produced by the disproportionation of thiosulfate (Bak and
Cypionka 1987;J0rgensen 1990),which isthe transformation of the outer Satom
(oxidation state -2) to EH2S and the inner S atom (oxidation state +6) to sulfate.
This process does not result in a net change of redox state and is carried out by
bacteria that conserve energy for growth by atype of inorganic fermentation that
doesnotrequireanelectronacceptorordonor.Sofar,microorganismsthatareable
to grow on disproportionation of thiosulfate (Bak and Pfennig 1987) have been
found only infreshwater sediments.Thiosulfate exists inarelatively smallpoolin
naturalfreshwater sedimentsandisexpectedtoturnoverrapidly(J0rgensen,1990).
Anindirect sourceofsulfide isassimilatory sulfate reduction,whichrepresentsthe
uptakeofsulfatebygreenplantsandmicroorganismsandsubsequentreductionand
incorporation inavariety ofcellcomponents likeaminoacids.Through aerobicor
anaerobic breakdown of these S-containing organic substances sulfides may be
released. Assimilatory sulfate reduction normally plays a minor role in view of
dissimilatory processes.
Thefate ofsulfide
Sulfides aresubjecttooxidationortoprecipitationreactionswithmetals.Oxidation
processesof sulfide arecomplexandmayfollow chemicalandbiologicalpathways
via a large variety of sulfur species. In the oxic sediment layer, sulfide is
chemically oxidized by oxygen to elemental sulfur (S8), sulfite, thiosulfate and
eventually to sulfate (Millero 1986). Below the oxic zone, were no oxygen is
present, nitrate,ferric iron,manganese andprobably organic molecules (Howarth
1984; Aller and Rude 1988) may serve as electron acceptor for the oxidation of
sulfide.J0rgensen (1990)reported thatthemajor partof reduced sulfur isoxidized
under anoxic conditions infreshwater sediments.Onceelemental sulfur is formed
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this can react with water tohydrogen sulfide orbisulfide (HS),polysulfides (S^\
pH >7), thiosulfate (pH >6) or probably polythionates (SnOfi", pH <6) (Schoonen
and Barnes 1991). Thiosulfate was found to be an important product of anoxic
sulfide oxidationintwoDanishfreshwater sediments (J0rgensen 1990).Half ofthe
sulfide was ultimately oxidized to sulfate and the other half was reduced back to
sulfide via thiosulfate, forming a shunt in the S-cycle. Under neutral or alkaline
conditions,elemental sulfur may react withhydrogen sulfide to form polysulfides
(Chen and Morris 1972; Millero 1986). Above transformations can proceed
chemically but may as wellbe microbiologically mediated.
Dissolved sulfides easilyprecipitate with irontoform various ironsulfides. Figure
2 shows a pH-redox stability diagram for minerals that are expected to occur in
non-calcareous freshwater sediments. The diagram is calculated for the mean
concentrations of sulfate, iron andtotaldissolved sulfide measured ina freshwater
sediment.

pH

Fig.2.pH-redox stability diagram for severaliron sulfide minerals in thefreshwater sedimentof
Gerritsfles at 2cm depth. Equilibrium constants are derived from free energy data. Free energy
data of the iron sulfide minerals are by Berner (1971), amorphous Fe(OH)3 by Lindsay (1979)
and Fe2+, HS"and SO2;by Robie et al. (1978). Equilibrium constants for H2S/HS"/S2"equilibria
are by Millero (1986) and the Fe27Fe3+ equilibrium constant by Lindsay (1979). The following
concentrations are used: SOj"=52, [Fe2+]=60, [EH2S]=12pmoll"1.
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Within the pH-redox range of the sediment either pyrite or troilite (a crystalline
FeS) can be stable iron sulfides. Depending on kinetics, metastable sulfides may
form and persist in anaerobic bottom sediments. Pyrite may form through the
sulfurization of intermediate iron sulfides like amorphous FeS, mackinawite
(FeS094), troilite or greigite (Fe3S4), which is a slow process (years,e.g. Sweeney
and Kaplan 1973;Raiswell 1982) yielding framboid-like crystals. Fast formation
of pyrite (hours) results in single crystals (Howarth 1979;Rickard 1975) and was
proposedtoformviaintermediate complexes ofFe2+withbisulfide or polysulfides
(Luther 1991). The reoxidation of pyrite is proposed to be mediated by oxygen
(Goldhaber 1983),iron (Luther 1987),orbyboth iron andoxygen where ironacts
as a conduit for electrons travelling from pyrite to dissolved oxygen (Moses and
Herman 1991).Chemical oxidation ofpyritewouldyieldthiosulfate and sulfate as
endproducts (Luther et al. 1986) while during bacterial oxidation of pyrite
polysulfides and ultimately organic S products (e.g. thiols) would be formed.
Finally sulfide or its oxidation products may react withhumic substances to form
organic S compounds (Mango 1983;Francois 1987).
Sulfur budgets
Studiesonmajor ionbudgetsoflakeshavedemonstratedthatwithin-lakealkalinity
generation may represent an important source of buffering of incoming acid
precipitation (e.g.Cook andSchindler 1983;Cook et al. 1988;Baker et al.1988).
Especially in (abiotically) poorly buffered freshwater systems asmoorland pools,
biological processes may play a crucial role in the buffering of the acidic load.
Dissimilatory SO^-reduction has been recognized as a significant alkalinity
generating process (e.g. Rudd et al. 1986a,b),producing one equivalent alkalinity
for every equivalent SO2"reduced. Sulfate reduction leads to permanent increases
of alkalinity in water and sediment only if the sulfide produced is permanently
precipitated. In North America and Norway several studies using mass budgets
have been conducted to investigate how freshwater ecosystems respond on
(artificial) acidification (e.g. Schindler et al. 1980; Rudd et al. 1986a,b; Baker et
al. 1989).Massbudgetsrequiredetailed information onthephysical,chemicaland
biological properties of the ecosystems and may be useful as independent
information for further experimental studies or model studies (Baker et al. 1986;
Kelly et al 1987,Chapter 4 this thesis).
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Study sites
This study was conducted in two moorland pools Gerritsfles and Kliplo in The
Netherlands (Fig.3). Some characteristics of both pools are given in Table 2.
Gerritsfles (52°10'N,5°49'E, 40 m above MSL) is developed on a placic horizon
(ironpan).Theironpanwaspresumably formed byprecipitation ofilluviatediron
compounds at the
boundary of an aerated zone and a
water-saturated substratum (Van Dam
& Buskens 1993).
During the first half
of the 19th century,
Gerritsfles rapidly
developed through
the large input of
iron by aeolian drift
sand. This influx of
Fig.3. Location of the study sites in The Netherlands and their
iron stopped around
shape.
1900when the drift
sand area was planted with Scots pines (Pinus Sylvestris L.). Gerritsfles is
surrounded by a zone of wet podzolic soils. To the East mainly well-drained
podzols occur, which developed in fine sands, often with gravelly material at
shallowdepth.TotheWestmainlydrift sandsarepresentwithgravelinthesubsoil
(VanDobben et al. 1992).
Kliplo(52°50'N,6°26'E, 13maboveMSL)probablybelongstoatypeofmoorland
poolthatisdeveloped inahollowofcoversandcreatedbywindaction.Aperched
water table was formed through illuviation and precipitation of dispersed humic
compounds (Van Dam & Buskens 1993). Kliplo is situated in an area with a
complex of wet and dry soils without distinct soil formation. The parent material
consists of non-loamy or weakly loamy fine sands (Van Dobben et al. 1992).
Outline of the thesis
The purpose of this study was to get a better insight in the S-cycling in noncalcareous poorly buffered freshwaters. Two moorland pools that have a welldefined hydrology andhave been subjected to other studies (e.g.Van Dam 1987)
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Table 2. Physiographical, historical (Van Dam & Buskens 1993) and chemical data for
Gerritsfles and Kliplo
Gerritsfes

Kliplo

Age

<200y

probably Subboreal

1800-1850

Origin and extension

Excavation of peat

1850-1900

Eutrophication and
alkalinization by washing of
sheep

Eutrophication and alkalinization
by washing of sheep and rearing
of ducks

1900-1950

Acidification by termination
of sheep washing

Acidification by termination of
sheep washing and rearing
ducks

1950-1985

Strong acidification by
atmospheric deposition

Slight acidification by
atmospheric deposition

1985-1993
Land use in
surroundings

Stabilization of acidification

Stabilization of acidification

Drift sand, heath land, shrubs
and forest

Drift sand, forest

Recent history

Morphometric and
hydrolic properties
Surface area (ha)

6.8

0.6

Mean depth (m)

0.7

0.8

Mean water residence
time (y)

0.85

0.93

Hydrological type

Perched water table,
isolated

Perched water table,
isolated

Lake water 1990 (± SD)
Mean pH

4.5 ± 0.3

(n=12)

5.1 ± 0.4

4±3

(n=12)

9±5

96 ±20

(n=12)

83± 16

Mean total S(%)

0.89 ± 0.35

(n=6)

0.59 ± 0.59 (n=86)*

Mean organic S

0.35 ± 0.08

(n=6)

nd

Mean total C

3.3 ± 3.2

(n=102)

9.4 ± 8.1 (n=132)

Mean total Fe

0.4 ± 0.2

(n=99)

0.6 ± 0.3 (n=132)

1

Mean Fe (umoll" )
1

Mean SC£ (umoll" )
Sediment 0-6 cm (± SD)

nd: not determined, n: number of samples.
Values of sedimentary contents are means of three depths (0-2, 2-4 and 4-6 cm).
* Means of depths 0-2 and 4-6 cm
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were chosen aslocations for this research.Toexamine the dynamics of the sulfur
cycle, the following aspects were investigated:
1) Characterization and quantification of sulfur pools in sediment and overlying
water column (InChapters 3 (inorganic S contents and pore water chemistry), 4
(poolandporewater SOf concentrations) and 5(organic-S fractionation)). Spatial
variability of chemical characteristics related to S-cycling (Chapter6).
2)SO^reduction rates andtransformation ratesof SO*" intoorganicand inorganic
S fractions andSoxidationratesinsedimentandoverlyingwatercolumn(Chapter
2).
3) The role of inorganic S, with emphasis onpyrite, in the S cycle of Gerritsfles
and Kliplo (Chapter 3).
4)ChemicalS-budgets inbothfreshwater systemsusingmodelsandchemicaldata
of pool- and rainwater and the response of pool water SO4" concentrations on
decreasing atmospheric Sinput (Chapter4).
5)Themineralization rate of organic-S anditsrole intheoverallS-cycle(Chapter
5).
Finally the main conclusions and some afterthoughts are given concerning the
present study and suggestions aremade for future research.
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ABSTRACT.
Inanoligotrophicmoorlandpool inTheNetherlands,Scycling
nearthesediment/waterboundarywasinvestigatedbymeasuring(1)SO2"reduction
rates in the sediment, (2) depletion of SO2"in the overlying water column and (3)
release of 35Sfrom the sediment intothewater column.Twolocations differing in
sedimenttype(highlyorganicandsandy)werecompared,withrespecttoreduction
rates and depletion of SO2" in the overlying water.
Sulfate reduction rates in sediments of an oligotrophic moorland pool were
estimated by diagenetic modelling and whole core 35S02" injection. Rates ofSO2"
consumption in the overlying water were estimated by changes in SO4"
concentration over time in insitu enclosures. Reduction rates ranged from 0.2711.2mmol m 2 d"1.Rates of SO2*uptake from the enclosed water column varied
from -0.5, -0.3mmolm'2d'1(November)to0.43 - 1.81 mmolm"2d"1 (July,August
and April). Maximum rates of oxidation to SO2" in July 1990 estimated by
combination of SO2" reduction ratesandratesof insituSO2"uptakeintheenclosed
water column were 10.3 and 10.5mmol m"2d"1at an organic rich and at a sandy
site respectively.
Experiments with 35S2" and 35S02" tracer suggested (1) a rapid formation of
organicallyboundSfrom dissimilatoryreducedSO2"and(2)thepresenceofmainly
non S02"-S derived from reduced S transported from the sediment into the
overlying water. A 35S2"tracer experiment showed that about 7% of 35S2" injected
at 1cm depth in a sediment core was recovered in the overlying water column.
Sulfate reduction rates in sediments with higher volumetric mass fraction of
organic matter did not significantly differ from those in sediments with a lower
mass fraction of organic matter.
INTRODUCTION
Sulfur cycling in aquatic and terrestrial ecosystems has received increasing
attention due to concern about the potential impact of atmospheric S-deposition.
Manyoligotrophicmoorlandpools,whicharewidelyspreadoverThe Netherlands,
are acidified due to atmospheric inputs of anthropogenically derived sulfur and
nitrogen (Van Dam 1987). Oligotrophic andmesotrophic moorland pools possess
a variety of characteristic fauna and flora. Due to anthropogenic activity manyof
thesemoorlandpoolshavelosttheiroriginalcharacter.Mostmoorlandaresensitive
to acidloadingbecausetheirunderlying andsurrounding soils arelowinchemical
buffering capacity. Therefore biological processes in the sediment like
denitrification andSO2"reductionareofmajor importancetointernalalkalinization
necessary to neutralize the atmospheric input of potential acidifying N and S
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components.
In two of the three moorland pools studied by Van Dam (1987), where littoral
sediment was exposed to the atmosphere during the dry summer of 1976, water
SO4" concentrations increasedandpHdecreased duetooxidationofreduced sulfur.
In subsequent years, however, SO4" reduction resulted in an increased pH and
alkalinity of the pool water (Van Dam 1987). The role of SO^ reduction in
alkalinity generationofacidified lakesiswelldocumented (e.g.,Ruddetal.1986a;
Giblin et al. 1990). Cook et al. (1986) reported that nearly 60% of alkalinity
generation inlittoralsediments inLake223(northwestern Ontario) wasaccounted
for by net loss of SOj" through SO4" reduction. For every equivalent of SO4"
reduced an equivalent alkalinity is generated:
2 CH20 + SO1,' -> 2 HCO; + H2S

(1)

Subsequently, the alkalinity is removed again when reduced S is reoxidized. For
long-term orpermanent alkalinity productionby SO4" reduction therefore, reduced
sulfur mustbe immobilized byreaction withFeororganicmatterandbeburiedin
the sediment (Giblin et al. 1990; Rudd et al. 1986a) or removed by leaching or
volatilization.Thenet gainof alkalinity isequivalenttothe removal orpermanent
burial of S.
In Gerritsfles, an acidified moorland pool in the Netherlands, fluxes over the
sediment water interface werecalculatedfrom dissolved porewater£H2S and SO4"
concentration profiles (Feijtel etal. 1989).The2H2Sflux overthesedimentwater
interface mayhavebeenoverestimated,however,becausepartoftheEH2Smaybe
oxidized to S species of intermediate oxidation state, and leave the sediment
unnoticed. So the Sflux from the sediment tothe overlying water involves partly
oxidized S-species in addition to dissolved EH2S. The primary aim of this study
was to assess the Sflux from the sediment intothe water column and to estimate
reoxidation rates of Sto SOf in the overlying water.
In Gerritsfles the thickness of the detrital layer overlying quarzitic sands varies
considerably.Thereisalargespatialvariabilityoforganicmattermassfraction and
the size of the pools of reduced S in the upper 10 cm of the sediment (Marnette
& Stein, 1993a) where SOj" reduction takes place. The second aim of this study
was to test the hypothesis that in organic sediments with a high mass fraction of
reduced S, reduction rates were higher than in sandy sediments with a low mass
fraction of reduced S.
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METHODSAND MATERIALS
Studysiteandsample collection
ExperimentswerecarriedoutinGerritsfles(5°49'E,52°10'N,40mabovemean
sealevel),ashallowfreshwater lakeinthecentreofTheNetherlands.Thepoolhas
a simplehydrology, characterized by a small catchment area and aperched water
tableduetoanimpermeable ironpan (Schimmel &TerHoeve 1952).The surface
area of thepool is about 5ha andthemean depth0.65 m.ThemeanpH andSO2/
concentration of the lake water are 4.4 and 102 pM respectively. Gerritsfles is
located in aheath-dominated ecosystem.The sediments areunconsolidated quartz
sandcoveredwithadetritallayer.Thedetritallayervaries inthickness(0-50cm)
over the sediment area and mainly originates from peat moss{Sphagnum).
Sulfatereductionrateswereestimatedby 1)diageneticmodellingofSO2"porewater
profiles, and 2) whole core injection with radiolabelled SO2" in the laboratory.
Sulfate uptake of the sediment from the overlying water was measured from SO2"
depletion in in situenclosures. Release of sulfur from the sediment into the pool
water was assessed by whole core injection with radio-labelled S2" in the lab.
Sediment was collected by means of a coring device using Acrylic liners (5 or7
cm diameter, 30 cm long). For diagenetic calculations, triplicate cores (5 cm
diameter) were collected on November 14, 1990. Water temperature at the
sediment-water interface was8°C.Thecorescontained securelytaped (Scotchtape
no.471)3-mm holes at0.5-1 cmintervals.Sediment samples were obtained inthe
field from every core by inserting hollow stainless steel tubes through the holes.
The sediment was transferred into mini-vials (maximum volume 1.5 ml) which
werecompletelyfilled tominimizepossibleoxidation.Sampleswerestoredat-5°C
and immediately centrifuged (6000 rpm)upon return to the laboratory.
For experiments involving radiolabelled sulfate, 2 cores (7 cm diameter) were
collected on July 9, 1990 at sites with either a thin surface layer (1-2 cm) of
detrital material or a thick (>8 cm) detrital layer.
To assess release of sulfur to the water column, we used sediment sampled in
August 1989from an organic-rich part of the sediment. Water temperature at the
sediment-water interface at time of sampling in July and August was 20°C. All
corescollectedatthespecific sitesweretakenwithinlessthan 1.5mdistance from
each other.
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Estimating ratesofsulfate reduction andsulfate uptake
1.Diagenetic modelling
Berner's (1964, 1980) diagenetic model describes the change of sulfate
concentration with time as a function of diffusion, sediment accumulation and
bacterial sulfate reduction:
oC ,-. aC
aC ~ x
/0-,
_ _ =D *
- co * —_ - f{x)
(2)
s
dt
dx2
3x
2
where Crepresents the SO "concentration (uM),Dsthe whole sedimentmolecular
diffusion coefficient (m2 s"1), cothe sedimentation rate (m s"1)and f(x) the depth
dependent sulfate reduction rate (umols"1).
Measured sulfate concentrations were fit to the form
C(x) = (Co-CJ * &ap(-b*x) + C.

(3)

where C0isthe sulfate concentration atthe sediment-water interface (x=0)andC„
isthesulfate concentration atadepthbelowwhichnofurther concentrationchange
occurs.
Assuming a steady state situation at the time of sampling (90/9^=0) with timeindependent Ds, coand f(x), the sulfate reduction rate canbe expressed as
j{x) ={Co-CJ * (Ds*b2 +(0*b) * exp(-ft*x)

(4)

Dswas determined independentlyusingthe3H20technique describedbyRuddet
al.(1986b) and modified by Sweerts et al. (1991). The mean 3H20 diffusion
coefficient of the upper 4-cm sediment was obtained graphically using an error
function (Duursma & Bosch 1970). Experiments were executed with nonasphyxiated (with bioturbation) cores. The measured value refers to the effective
or apparent diffusion coefficient in water, De which is the sum of Ds and the
increased diffusion due to faunal activity. The diffusion coefficients of SO2,"and
3
H20 in water (D0) are related through
Do(S024-) = DfH20) *0.5
(Li&Gregory 1974).D0wascorrectedfor temperature (Li&Gregory 1974).The
changeofporosity inthesedimentwithdepthisconsiderable (0.95atthe sediment
water interface, 0.75 at 3-4cm depth) sousing a single Ds as ameanvalue for the

(5)
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top 4 cm is not justified. Ds was estimated at 0.5 cm depth-intervals by the
following procedure:
, D
92 = —1
D

Berner, 1980

(6)

S

G2 = <j) *F

Andrews &Bennet, 1981 (7)

F =—

Archie, 1942

<|) m

(8)

where 9 denotes the tortuosity [dimensionless], F the formation factor
[dimensionless] (i.e., the ratio of the electrical resistivity in pore water and in
whole sediment) and <]) the sediment porosity [dimensionless].
Equations (6),(7) and (8)yield
Ds =Do*r'x
The mean measured diffusion coefficient was fitted by averaging Ds of each
individual sediment layer calculatedbyeq.(9) over4 cmdepthwithasinglevalue
of mfor the whole column, yieldingm=1.788.
Porosityused ineq.(9) wasestimated from themass fraction of water (1gwater
equals 1ml) and the dry bulk density of the sediment. Dry bulk density of the
sediment was estimated from the organic dry mass, the inorganic dry mass (1.2
g/ml and 2.6 g/ml respectively: Rudd et al. 1986b) and the water content. The
organic dry mass was estimated by loss of mass upon ashing at430°C.
Forthe sedimentation rate 1 mmyf' wasused (VanDam, 1988b).Themodelis
not sensitive to variations in sedimentation rates in the range of 0-5 mm yr'. A
five-fold increase in the sedimentation rate would result in an increase in the
calculated SO2;reduction rate of <6%.
2. 35S02"core injection
Sulfate reduction was estimated by 35S02" core injection in two ways: 1) from
the activity of the formed chromium reducible (inorganic) sulfur pool (Fossing &
J0rgensen 1989),2)by depletion of radioactive sulfate inthe sediment (Hordijk et
al. 1985).
Ineach of four sediment cores (twocores withathick organictoplayer andtwo
with a thin detrital layer), 10pi of 35SOj" solution (Amersham, 17.1*104Bqml"1)
were injected from four directions at 1,3,5,7 and 9cm sediment depths.After a
19to 22hrs incubation atinsitutemperature (20°C) the cores were sliced into2-

(9)
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cm segments.The segments were transferred immediately to40 ml 20% (w/v) zinc
acetate (ZnAc) and frozen to terminate bacterial activity and to fix sulfides. The
segments were weighed before and after addition of zinc acetate and subsamples
were taken for the determination of the water content. The homogenized sediment
was centrifuged and 1 ml of the supernatant and 3 ml Milli-Q water were
transferred into ascintillationvialfor determining radioactivity.Thesediment pellet
was washed twice with demineralized water to remove 35S04". A subsample (2-3
g) was transferred to a reaction flask and reduced sulfur was then distilled as H2S
from the sediment into two ZnAc traps (cf., Canfield et al. 1986). The traps were
pooled and a 5 ml subsample was transferred into a scintillation vial for
measurement of the radioactivity.
Sulfate concentrations were determined by HPLC. Because S0 4 " analyses by
HPLC is interfered by zinc acetate, two parallel cores at each site were collected
to assess SO2" concentration in porewater. They were sliced in 2-cm segments,
centrifuged (6000 rpm) and porewater S0 4 " was measured. Sulfate reduction rates
(SRR) based on the activity of reduced inorganic sulfur were calculated according
to the equation:
(SO
,
, ,
,im
4 4 ~)*a*24*1.06
nmol SO,2-4 «T 2 d'1
(10)
A*h
where a is the total radioactivity of ZnS, A is the total injected radioactivity, h is
the incubation time in hours, (SO2,") is the initial sulfate concentration in the
sediment in nmolper cm3 sediment, and 1.06 is a correction factor for the expected
isotope fractionation (J0rgensen & Fenchel 1974).
SRR based on depletion of 35S04" was calculated from (Hordijk et al. 1985):
SRR =

(SO 4 2 -)*ln(_iL)*24*1.06
SRR =
TL
nmol SO2' cm'3 rf"1
h
where Aœst is the rest activity of SO2" after incubation.
To estimate abiotic removal of SO2"in Gerritsfles sediment like SO2"adsorption
to the solid phase, Feijtel et al. (1989) measured 35S02" depletion in slurries after
inhibition of SO2/ reduction withNa 2 Mo0 4 . A 96+4%recovery of 35S02"was found,
suggesting no SO2" adsorption to the solid phase.
3. In situ enclosure experiment.
Although methods to assess sulfate uptake rates in underwater sediments exist
(e.g. J0rgensen 1978; Berner 1964; Fossing & J0rgensen 1989), SO2' uptake
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measurements insituare scarce (Kelly &Rudd 1984).Enclosures havebeenused
tomanipulate lake water conditions (e.g.Kelly &Rudd 1984;Schiff &Anderson
1987). To our knowledge, in situ enclosure experiments for measuring SOj"
depletioninthewatercolumnunderambientfield conditionshaveneverbeendone
before.
A change of the SO4"concentration inthe water column can result from several
processes. Dissimilatory SO4" reduction in the sediment and assimilatory SO4"
uptakeby algae,microorganisms and living Sphagnum can remove SO4" from the
overlying water. Abiotic processes that may remove SO4"play a minor role in
Gerritsfles sediment. On the other hand, SO4"may be released by mineralization
(conversion of carbon bonded S to SO4"or release of SO4"by cleavage of ester
sulfates) orby bacterial or chemical oxidation of reduced inorganic StoSO4".
Poolwater SO4"concentrations in insituenclosures were monitored to estimate
net sulfate consumption rates. The enclosures were constructed from two acrylic
columns with different dimensions (Fig.l). The enclosures were placed in the
sediment and reached above the pool water. The wide bottom part of the column
protruded 5to 10cm into the overlying water. The upper part of the column was
narrower toreduce the watervolume -sediment area ratio inthe enclosure sothat
changes in sulfate concentration due to SO4"reduction could be measured more
accurately. Water in the enclosure was open to the atmosphere. To obtain
homogeneous water samples and to avoid development of anaerobic conditions
above the sediment, water in the enclosure was mixed by pumping it down from
the top of the column tojust above the sediment. In lab installations amethylene
blue dye was used to determine minimum pumping rates giving complete mixing
(within20minutes)withoutdisturbingthesediment.Redoxpotentialsmeasuredby
a Pt electrode just above the sediment-water interface indicated that permanent
aerobic conditions were maintained (Eh = 724±3 mV at pH = 4.6). Without
pumpingtheEhdroppedto-59mVwithin24hours.Resuspension ofthesediment
was avoided through theuse of cut-off syringes andplungers (Fig.l) that directed
the water flow away from the sediment.
Enclosures were placed athighly organic, intermediate and low organic (sandy)
sediment sites (23, 10 and 4% mass fraction organic matter, respectively). The
watercirculation intheenclosures wasinterrupted for onehourafter eachonehour
of pumping tominimize batteryuse.Every twoorthree days 10-mlsamples were
withdrawn from the enclosures with a syringe (10 ml) and filtered through a
0.45um milliporefilter for SO4"analysis.Three columns were installed onJuly 5,
1990and were monitored for a 26 days period. A second and third series of two
columns each started on July 31 and November 5, 1990, respectively and were
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Fig.l.In situ enclosure for monitoring SOj" concentrations in the overlying water column.

monitored for 9 days. At April 15, 1991, one more column was monitored for 9
days.
Releaseofsulfurfrom thesediment intotheoverlying water column
The release of sulfur from the sediment into the overlying water column was
assessed by whole core injection of 35S2~(added as a Na2S solution) followed by
monitoringtheactivityof35Sinthe(oxygenated)overlyingwater.After incubation,
several sulfur species were analyzed in the water column to characterize sulfur
transported from the sediment. In the radioactive cores 35SC>4~ and acid volatile
35
sulfur (35AVS)was measured.
In total three cores, which were collected on August 14, 1989 were used. To
assure that 35S2'would not be injected in the oxic layer, the oxygen penetration
depth in the top sediment layer of one core was assessed by means of an oxygen
microelectrode as described by Sweerts et al. (1989). Oxygen did not penetrate
deeper than 2.5-3.5 mm into the sediment. In the two other cores 20 ul4.42*106
Bq/ml Na235S solution (Amersham) was injected from four directions at 1 cm
sedimentbelow thesediment-waterinterface (totalinjected activity: 3.53*105 Bq).
The cores were incubated for about 72 h at in situ temperature (20°C). The
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overlyingwaterwasgentlystirred(4rpm)withamotordrivenimpellertomaintain
anaerobic,wellmixedwatercolumnandafixeddiffusive boundarylayer(Sweerts
et al. 1989).At2-8hours time intervals,two 5-mlportions of the overlying water
from the35S-injectedcoresweretransferred intoscintillationvialsandradioactivity
was counted.
Analyses
Sulfate concentrations were determined by ion chromatography (Hordijk et al.
1984).
Inorganic Sinsediments was assessed using the single step chromium reduction
method (Fossing &J0rgensen 1989).Chromiumreducible sulfur comprisesZH2S,
S°,FeS and FeS2.
Radio activity was counted after addition of 10 ml Instagel II (Packard) in a
PackardTriCarb4530liquid scintillationspectrometerfor 10minutesatawindow
width of 4-167 KeV. Quench corrections were made by means of the externalstandard channel-ratio method using chloroform as quencher.
Radiolabelled SO2"wasmeasured after separationfrom otherdissolved Sspecies
by HPLC and 35AVS was determined after separation through microdistillation
(Hordijk et al. 1985).
RESULTS
Sulfatereduction andsulfate uptake
1.Diagenetic modelling
The3H20sediment diffusion coefficient, De(innon-asphyxiated cores)ofthe4cm sediment top layer was measured as 1.2610"5 cm2 s"1at 7°C. Sweerts et al.
(1991) reported in an asphyxiated core a Ds of 0.9310"5 cm2s"1at 7°C (corrected
for temperature). The difference of 0.3'10"5cmV 1 is relatively large compared to
studiesinotherlakes(Sweerts, 1991),butmaynotbesignificant. Sulfate reduction
ratescalculatedwithDs(Sweertsetal. 1991)andDe however differed bylessthan
12%. Diagenetic modelling of three SO2" profiles in Gerritsfles (eq.4), yielded
sulfate reductionratesof0.27,0.66,and0.38mmolm"2d"\linearlyintegratedover
theupper 10cm sediment (Fig.2a,b,c).
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Fig.2.Porewater SOj"concentration profiles of threeorganicrich sediment cores,(measured and
exponentially fitted, where z is the depth below the sediment-water interface) and integrated
modelled SO*'reduction rates (SR).

2. 35SC>4" core injection
Sulfate profiles from the duplicate cores at the organic location were not
significantly different (p=0.124) whilethedifference betweenbothSO4" profiles at
the sandy location (p=0.07) was greater. An inventory study on spatialvariability
indicatedthatSO4" concentrationsinsandytopsediment(0-2cm)ofGerritsfles did
notvarymorethan 14%(SDin %ofmean,N=15,unpubl.).SinceporewaterSO4"
concentrations ((SO4), eq.10,11) and radioactivities of labelled S (a, A, A^,
eq.10,11)weremeasuredinseparatecores,wecalculatedSO4"reductionratesusing
combinations of labelled Sprofiles and SOf profiles.
Sulfate reduction rates invariably decreased with depth (Fig.3).Depth-integrated
SO4"reduction rates calculated from production of inorganic reduced 35S (eq.10)
weresignificantly (p<0.0001)lowerthanthosebasedondepletion of35SC>4" (eq.ll,
Table 1).Mean depth-integrated SO4"reduction rates in organic cores were lower
than in sandy cores but the differences were not significant.
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Fig.3. Variation in SO4"reduction rates with depth in organic rich and sandy cores calculated
from A) rest activity of "SOj" and B) formation of inorganic 35S. Note the differences between
the scales. Bars indicate ±SD.

3. In situ enclosure experiment.
Rates of uptake of SO2"could be estimated by the slopes of the linear regression
of changes in SO2"concentration over time (R^O.91, Fig.4).
An apparent decrease of SO2." (expressed in mmol m"2) was observed in the
overlying water in July 1990 and April 1991 (Fig.4a,b,d) while SO2;increased in
November 1990 (Fig.4c).Rates of SO2"uptake are given inTable 1.
Releaseofsulfurfrom thesediment intotheoverlying water column
Transport of reduced 35S from the sediment into the water column is illustrated
inFig.5. Theduplicate results werevery similar. Spatialvariability between both
cores did not lead to exceptional differences in 35sulfur release. About 7% of the
35 2
S "-label injected at 1cm depth in the sediment was recovered in the overlying
water after 60hoursincubation.Thecurve showsasigmoid shape withashortlag
at the start of the incubation. There is alinear (R2=0.996) increase of the fraction
recovered activity in the water column and total injected activity during the first
ca. 24hours of 3.7% d"1.Only a smallfraction of the 35S in the water column
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Fig.4. Change of amount of SO2." per m"2 in in situ enclosures on sediments with high,
intermediate andlow (sandy) organic mattermass fractions during different periodsin 1990and
1991.
Table 1. (Net) sulfate reduction rates calculated by diagenetic modelling, determined with
labelled experiments and measured in situ.
(Net) sulfate reduction and sulfate uptake rates (nmol m"2 d"1)
diagenetic
modelling
sediment
type
Jul '90
Aug '90
Nov '90

org

insitu
SO4"uptake

labelled
experiments
org1

org2

san1

san2

10.7±0.7

1.7±0.4

11.2±1.9

2.3±0.5

0.27
0.66
0.38

Apr '90
org = organic rich sediment, san = sandy sediment
1
calculations based on rest activity of "SO2; (±SD,N=4)
2
calculations based on formation of reduced inorganic 35S (±SD, N=4)
* %C: see Table 3

org
0.43

san

0.73
1.81
-0.51 -0.30
0.94
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Fig.5.Mean amount of activity recovered in the overlying water column of two sediment cores
injected with 35S2" at 1cm depth versus time. The bars indicate the range of the two replicate
cores.

(about 3%) consisted of SO2"and a negligible fraction (about 0.3%) consisted of
AVS.
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DISCUSSION
The value of 10.3 mmol m"2d"1determined by Feijtel et al. (1989) from 35SC#
depletion insedimentslurriesfrom Gerritsfles agreeswellwiththeresultsfrom the
present study (10.7, 11.2 mmol m"2 d"1). We reported a wide range of sulfate
reduction rates (0.27 - 11.2mmolm"2d"1)in Gerritsfles sediment. These rates are
in the same order of magnitude as those reported for other sediments (Table 2).
Sulfate reduction rates determined by 35S02" depletion are somewhat higher than
thoseestimatedbyKuivilaetal.(1989)andIngvorsenetal.(1981)whocalculated
SO2"reduction rates from formation of 35AVS. However if also organic bound S
and pyrite are formed, SO2; reduction rates based on formed 35AVS are
underestimated. Bak et al. (1991) reported extremely high SO4" uptake rates (20.4
mmol m"2 d'1) when measuring SO2" depletion from the water column of Lake
Constance sediment under anaerobic conditions,but 3.5 times slower rates under
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Table 2. Sulfate reduction rates in several freshwater systems
lake water
SOj" concn.
(uM)

sulf. red.
rate
(mmol m"2d"1)

method of
determination

105
135
300
1200-2000
220
105
200
100
100
100
100
100

0.12
0.17 - 1.2
20.4
4.2
0.4 -2.8
0.27 - 0.36
3.6
10.3
1.7, 2.3
10.7, 11.2
-0.51 - 1.81
0.27 - 0.66

a1
c
d*
d
a1
d
a3
b
a2
a3
d
e

reference

Kuivila et al.(1989)
Sinke et al.(1990)
Bak et al.(1991)
Herlihy & Mills (1989)
Ingvorsen et al.(1981)
Kelly & Rudd (1984)
Hordijk et al.(1985)
Feijtel et al.(1989)
This study
This study
This study
This study

a: 35S02" injection
1
based on formed acid volatile 35S
2
based on chromium-reducible S
3
based on rest activity of 35S02"
b: slurry incubation based onrest activity of35SOl'
c: based on SO2;flux over the sediment-water interface
d: loss SO2."from water overlying cores
e: from diagenetic calculations
*: over 10cm sediment depth

aerobic conditions.
Sulfate reduction rates estimated from 35SC>4"depletion were 4-8 times higher
than rates estimated from the accumulation of chromium-reducible (i.e., reduced
inorganic) 35S (Table 1). So only 12-25% of reduced "SO*" is recovered as
inorganic S. The remaining 75-88% is most likely transformed to organic S.
Organic S was reported as a dominant initial product of dissimilatory sulfate
reduction by Baker et al. (1989),Nriagu &Soon (1985) and Rudd et al. (1986a).
S addition to humic substances during early diagenesis by chemical reactions
between organic matter and H2S or its oxidation products were found to be
important mechanisms in marsh and marine sediments (Ferdelman et al. 1991;
Francois 1987).Sediments high in sedimentary iron (>20mgg'1)typically havea
large fraction of sulfur bound in iron monosulfides, but even then organically
bound Smay be the main initial product of sulfate reduction (Baker et al. 1989).
In Gerritsfles low sedimentary iron content (about 3.5 mgg"1)andundersaturation
of porewater with respect to iron sulfides (Marnette et al. 1993b)may explain the
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initial high formation rate of organically bound S.
Diagenetic calculation of SO2" reduction rates obtained from porewater SO2"
concentrations ignore the possible effects of a diffusive flux of ZH2S over the
sediment water interface followed by back oxidation of sulfide to SO2" in the
overlying water (Carignan 1988).Alsopossible oxidation of reduced Sto SO2"in
the top sediment layer is not incorporated in the calculations and therefore
diagenetic modelling may underestimate SO4"reduction rates.
The change of SO2"concentration in the insituenclosures is abalance between
several processes that consume and produce SO2" in the sediment and water
column. Some processes however are of minor importance in Gerritsfles. Sulfate
consumption insediment andoverlyingwater isacombination ofassimilatory and
dissimilatory SO2" reduction. Gerritsfles is a clear water pool without abundant
growthofalgaeandassimilatorySO2"uptakeinthewatercolumnisnegligiblewith
respect to the observed changes of SO4" inthe enclosures.Alsouptake of SO2" by
livingSphagnum, estimatedfrom theannualdetritalSburialflux oforganicmatter
(15umolm"2d"\ Feijtel et al. 1989), is minor (< 5%) compared to the changeof
SO2"inthe enclosures. Assimilatory SO2," uptake in the sediment is relatively low
compared to dissimilatory SO4" reduction (Brown, 1986) so dissimilatory SO2/
reduction must be considered as the main SO2"consuming process in Gerritsfles
sediment. Sulfate release in the enclosures is the result of oxidation of inorganic
Sandmineralization oforganicScompoundstoSO2".Theinorganic (dissimilatory)
reduced Spool is much more susceptible to oxidation than is the organic Spool
(Wieder and Lang 1988) and therefore oxidation of inorganic S compounds is
likelythemainsourceofSO2" releaseintheenclosedwatercolumn.Mineralization
of organic S compounds may proceed under oxic and anoxic conditions, but the
conversion to SO2" requires a final oxidative reaction, except in case of
mineralization of ester sulfates. The change of SO4"inthe enclosed water column
therefore may be considered as the net result of dissimilatory SO2" reduction,
oxidation of reduced Scompounds andmineralization of ester sulfates.
Differences inSO2" removalratesbetweenJulyandNovembersediments indicate
thattheremightbeaseasonalfactor controllingSO2" removal. Althoughwedonot
have seasonalreplicated observations ofremovalratesofSO4" atthe specific sites,
the difference betweenthenegative SO2" uptakerates (November) andthepositive
SO4" uptake rates (July, August and April) arelikely tobereal,because duringan
incubation period trends of SO2"removal at the specific sites were similar.
In July, SO2"removal from insituenclosures was significantly lower than 35S02"
reduction (based onrestactivity of 35S02",Table 1)inthe sediment. This indicates
anapparent release of Sintothe water column.The SO2"increase inthe enclosure
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in November can be explained only by a net release of S due to oxidation and
mineralization of S compounds. The rather steep SOj" gradients at the sedimentwater interface (Fig.2) suggested that oxidation to SO2" did not occur in the
sediment. There was no clear subsurface peak of SO2' that pointed to SO2"
formation from S oxidation or mineralization of ester sulfates in the sediment
which could result in an upward SO2"flux. Consequently there must have beena
diffusive flux of reduced sulfur species from the sediment coupled with oxidation
to SO2"in the overlying water.
Temperature may be an important factor by controlling processes that affect
sulfate removal. Low temperature in November may have caused low microbial
activity allowing oxygentopenetrate deeperintothe sediment.Providedmicrobial
reductionprocesseswouldhavebeenhamperedbylowtemperaturesmorestrongly
than oxidationprocesses,this shouldhave resulted in anet flux of oxidized Sinto
the water column. Since no subsurface SO2"peak was observed, the mobilized S
must have involved intermediate S species that were oxidized to SO2"only after
diffusion into the water column. In July, when sediment temperatures are high
(20°C),anextra Sflux intothewatercolumn duetooxidation ofthetop sediment
layer is probably not present.
A flux of reduced S into the overlying water column is supported by results of
the 35S2" core injection experiment. The 35S-time curve (Fig.5) shows a sigmoid
shape with a short lag at the start of the incubation (the time needed for the label
to move from 1cm depth to the water column).The asymptote beyond which no
further netincreaseoflabelwouldoccurcanbe attributedtothelackof aconstant
source of label in the sediment. About 7% of the activity injected as 35S2" in the
reduced sediment at 1cmdepth,wasrecoveredintheoverlyingwatercolumn after
60 hours (Fig.5). It was not possible to quantify the absolute release of "cold"
sulfur tothewater columnbecause 35S2"was presentinheterogenous pools directly
after tracer injection and therefore specific activities are not known. Only 3%of
the 7% activity recovered in the overlying water column of Gerritsfles consisted
of "SO2; and 0.3%of 35AVS.Although we donot have absolute data on reduced
S release into the water, it is likely that the Sflux must bemuch greater thanthe
oxidation rate to SO4"in the water column and that a large part of sulfur in the
water column is present in non-SO2"form. We do not know in which forms the
remaining 97% of 35S, that is not converted to "SO2;, ends up in the overlying
water.
Thethickness of the detrital layer onthequarzitic bottom of Gerritsfles didnot
seem to be correlated with SO4"reduction rates in these sediments. Rudd et al.
(1986b)reported that inoligotrophic lakeshighly flocculent-organic sedimentsare
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notasactivemicrobially perunitvolume ascompact inorganic sediments because
carbon content per unit volume is higher in the more compact sediments. In two
lakes with about equal epilimnetic SO2" concentrations, Rudd et al. (1986b)
measured a much faster sulfate flux into highly inorganic Lake 320S sediments
than into the organic sediments of lake 114.LiGerritsfles the carbon content per
unit volume in the more compact, sandy sediments was also higher (Table 3).
However, SO2" reduction rates in the sandy sediments were not significantly
different from reductionratesinorganicrichsediments (Table 1).Changesin SO2"
ininsituenclosures wereconsequently smaller atthe sandy sitesthanatsiteswith
a thin organic layer,but the differences may notbe significant.
Table 3. Organic Ccontent per unit weight and volume and dry bulk density in Gerritsfles
sediment at 0-2 cm and 4-6 cm depth.
Depth
(cm)

C
(gg"1)

C
(gcm-3)

Dry bulk density
(g cm3)

Organic rich sediment
Transition zone
Sandy sediment

0-2
0-2
0-2

0.137
0.058
0.027

0.025
0.019
0.021

0.18
0.33
0.76

Organic rich sediment
Transition zone
Sandy sediment

4-6
4-6
4-6

0.121
0.009
0.008

0.022
0.127
0.116

0.18
1.41
1.45

From real S02"reduction rates (based on depletion of 35S02") and in situSO2"
uptake (whichisconsideredtobetheresultofSO2" reduction,oxidation oforganic
and inorganic S to SO2"and mineralization of ester sulfates) measured during a
same period in July 1990 (Table 1), oxidation rates can be calculated at the two
locations inGerritsfles. Theoxidation rate of reduced Sto SO4" atthe organic site
amounts 10.7-0.43= 10.3mmolm"2d"1 andatthesandy site 11.2-0.73=10.5mmol
ra^d"1. These oxidation rates indicatethatalargefraction (>90%)of reducedSO2"
is reoxidized again. We must notice however that these rates are overestimated
becauseanunknownfraction ofSO2"isreleasedbymineralization ofester sulfates,
whichisnot anoxidativeprocess.Alsotheunknownvariation indeterminationof
insituSO2" uptake isafactor ofuncertainty,butevenwithahighvariation of200
or 300%,a large fraction of reduced SO2/ is reoxidized, since the net insituSO2"
uptake is low compared to SO2"reduction rates (Table 1).For a quantification of
whole-lake fluxes associated with these oxidation and reduction processes on
annualbasis,more replicated samples at several times throughout the year would
be necessary.
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CONCLUSIONS
The tracer 3SS2" study indicated that a part of reduced S introduced into the
sediment was moved from the sediment into the overlying water. Only a small
fraction of labelled S inthe water column could be recovered aseither SO2"(3%)
or S2"(0.3%), indicating rapid transport of this mobile reduced Sto organic Sor
S of intermediate oxidation state.
Results of whole core injections of 35S02"andmeasurements onremoval ofSO4'
inoverlying waterinJuly 1990demonstrated thattheremustbea(maximum) flux
of reduced Sfrom the sediment intothe watercolumn ofwhich 10.3(organicrich
site)and 10.5mmolSm"2d"1 (sandy site)isoxidized toSO2".FromSO2"reduction
rates and oxidation rates it could be calculated that >90% (this value may be
overestimated) of reduced SO4" was reoxidized toSO2".
With low temperature inNovember anadditional flux of mobilized, nonS02"-S
from the sediment into the water column was observed. This result in increased
SO2"concentration in thepool water after complete oxidation.
Sulfate reduction rates in sediments with higher volumetric mass fraction of
organic matter did not differ significantly from those in sediments with a lower
mass fraction of organic matter.
35 2
S0 " core injections indicated that organically bound S is a major (75-88%)
initial product of sulfate reduction in Gerritsfles.
An important conclusion of this study is that a model based on the SO2; -S2"
redoxcoupleandtheappropriatetransportequationsgivesaverysimplified picture
of Scycling in amoorland pool. In future research much more attention mustbe
paid to inorganic Sintermediates and organic S forms.
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ABSTRACT.
CyclingofFeandSwasinvestigatedinsedimentsof Gerritsfles
andKliplo,twoacidicshallowmoorlandpoolsintheNetherlandsinordertoreveal
theimportance ofpyriteasapoolof inorganicS.Theporewater chemistry inboth
pool sediments is extremely dynamic ase.g. Fe2+ concentrations may increase 20
fold within a time span of amonth. Periodic oxidized conditions occur in thetop
several centimetres ofthe sediment.Theredox status appeared tobe amain factor
in determining whether pyrite or a monosulfide, defined by the content of acid
volatile sulfur (AVS), is formed. In Gerritsfles and Kliplo, pyrite was the most
important iron sulfide phase;sedimentary FeS2-S/AVS-Smolarratios were 32and
55respectively. In otherlakes,where stratification caused anaerobic conditions in
thehypolimnion, FeS2/AVSratios were <1. Morphological investigation by light
and scanning electron microscopy indicated that pyrite was present as single
crystals and as framboids. The framboids, mainly associated with organic matter,
were thought toform inmicrosites where theymay form slowly. Thepresence of
a single crystal morphology point to arapid formation ofpyrite.
INTRODUCTION
Over the past decade, renewed attention has been paid to the biogeochemistry of
sulfur in freshwater systems. This interest stems mainly from concern over the
effects of elevated inputs of sulfur derived from industrial activity (Kelly et al.
1982; Likens et al. 1977).In freshwater systems that arelocated in acid sensitive
areas,sulfate reduction anddenitrification mayconsumeallormostoftheH+from
acid deposition (Rudd et al. 1986b).
Insediments,decomposition of organicmatter andreduction of SO4" leadstothe
production of hydrogen sulfide (e.g. Berner 1970,1984; J0rgensen 1982).Part of
thesulfidemayreactwithironandorganicmattertoform respectively iron sulfides
(Berner 1970,1984) and organo-sulfur compounds (Kohnen et al. 1989).Another
partofthesulfide maybeoxidizedthroughoxidationfrom solutionorbyoxidation
of solid-phase sulfur (e.g.Millero 1986;Fossing &J0rgensen 1990;Aller &Rude
1988). The alkalinity generated by sulfate reduction is permanent when the
produced hydrogen sulfide is not fully oxidized but remains buried in organic or
inorganic form in the sediment.
Studies on distribution of sulfur infreshwater sediments revealed that formation
of inorganic solidphaseSplays animportant roleinsediments (Cook&Schindler
1983; Carignan &Tessier 1988) but that in other sediments organic S forms are
dominant (Nriagu &Soon 1985;Ruddet al. 1986a).Of the different iron sulfides
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that make up the major part of inorganic S in sediments, pyrite is most stable
(Berner 1967).
Pyrite formation requires the presence of metabolizable organic matter, SO2",
oxidizing compounds such as 0 2 orFe3+, and available reactive iron. Metabolizable
organic matter and SO2'arenecessary for theproduction of H2S.H2Scan react with
Fe2+ to form FeS. Oxygen or other oxidants are required to transform H2S to a
more oxidized phase which can react either directly with Fe2+ or via FeS to form
pyrite. Most insights on pyrite formation were derived from laboratory studies or
studies in marine or brackish environments (e.g., Berner 1984; Raiswell & Berner
1985; Howarth &Merkel 1984).The formation mechanism of pyrite in freshwater
systems is thought to be similar to that in marine sediments (Schoonen & Barnes
1991b).Pyritemay form via aniron sulfide precursor and elemental S (e.g., Berner
1970):
FeS + S" -> FeS2

(1)

where S° should be considered as a general S° source, consisting of reactants of
solid elemental S with water (Schoonen & Barnes 1991b).
Formation of pyrite without intermediate iron sulfide precursors, was reported in
salt marshes (Howarth 1979; Giblin & Howarth 1984) where porewaters were
undersaturated with respect to amorphous FeS. Oxidizing activity favoured the
formation of elemental sulfur andpolysulfides which were thought to react directly
with Fe2+. The direct reaction pathway may proceed within hours, resulting in the
formation of small single pyrite crystals (Rickard 1975; Luther et al. 1982).
Framboidal pyrite is formed slowly (in years) via intermediate iron sulfides
(Sweeney & Kaplan 1973; Raiswell 1982).
Innormalmarine sediments (thosedeposited in02-containingenvironments),pyrite
formation is limited by the amount and reactivity of organic matter buried in the
sediment (Berner 1984).In most marine pyritic sediments, black FeS is not found
at greater depth indicating essentially complete transformation to pyrite (Berner
1970). In freshwater systems, the potential pyrite formation is generally limited by
the availability of SO2".
In contrast to marine sediments, there have been only few direct determinations
of pyrite in freshwater sediments (Nriagu & Soon 1985; Davison 1988; Giblin et
al. 1990). Mean molar ratios of pyritic S to AVS-S (AVS for acid volatile sulfur,
i.e the operational definition for the collective monosulfides) reported for lake
sediments range widely, from 0.1 - 13 (White et al. 1990; Giblin et al. 1990;
Nriagu and Soon 1985;Davison 1985) indicating that, in some systems, formation
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of pyrite as an end product prevails over that of AVS.
The objectives of this study were to (1) characterize and quantify pyrite in
sediments of two seepage lakes with different morphometry, trophic status and
chemical characteristics (2) to evaluate environmental aspects that control the
formation of FeS2 and AVS in these lakes.

METHODS
Study sites
Gerritsfles and Kliplo are two isolated seepage lakes in the Netherlands. The
lakes have a simple hydrology, characterized by small catchment areas and a
perched water table due to an imperveous layer. Gerritsfles (52°10'N, 5°49'E, 40
m above MSL) is an oligotrophic lake, located in a heath-dominated ecosystem.
Thebottom sediments areunconsolidated quartz sands and aremainly covered with
peat-moss (Sphagnum). The surface area of the pool is approximately 7 ha and
during the study period the mean depth was 0.64 m. Kliplo (52°50'N, 6°26'E, 13
m above MSL), an oligo-mesotrophic lake, is also located in a quartz sand area.
Kliplo has a surface area of approximately 0.5 ha and a mean water depth of 0.58
m. The western side has a strip of bog (5-10 m wide) that separates the pool from
a heathland. At the southeastern side the pool has a sandy beach. Otherwise the
pool is enclosed by forest.
Solid phase analyses
In Gerritsfles and Kliplo, duplicate sediment cores (7cm diameter) were collected
on 23 October 1991 with a sediment corer as described by Ali (1984). In an
anaerobic glove box the cores were sectioned in 2-cm slices. Subsamples were
taken for acid volatile sulfur (AVS) and pyrite analyses. Samples for FeS analysis
were stored at 4°C under N2, samples for analyses of pyrite and reactive Fe were
freeze-dried, finely ground and stored under N2 The bulk samples were dried at
70°C and water contents were measured. Subsequently the samples were finely
ground and used for determination of organic matter content.
Organic matter content was estimated by the mass loss upon ignition to 450°C.
Organic C was calculated by dividing the organic matter content by 1.68, a factor
based on earlier work on the relation between weight loss on ignition and organic
C content of a large number of samples from Gerritsfles and Kliplo (R2=0.93,
N=95, unpubl.). Porosities and bulk densities of the samples were estimated from
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thecontents ofwater andorganicmatterusing specific densities ofH20 (1.0g cm"
3
), mineral sediment (2.6 g cm"3) and organic matter (1.2 g cm"3) (Hâkanson &
Janson 1983;HiUel 1980; Sweerts et al. 1991).
AVS from Gerritsfles and Kliplo samples was determined by sparging 1-3 gof
wetsedimentwithhighpuritygradeN2after additionof 8mlof 12M(coned)HCl
(Wieder et al. 1985). The sample was heated to boiling and the liberated sulfide
was trapped in 50 ml of 5% (w/v) zinc acetate. Sulfide was measured with a
spectrophotometer asamethylene-bluecomplex(modified afterJohnson &Nishita
1952).
Pyritewas assessed through an assay ofpyriticFeafter extraction of non-pyritic
Fe with HF and oxidation of pyrite with HN03 (Begheijn et al. 1978). Iron was
determinedcolorimetrically withorthophenanthroline (Begheijn etal. 1978). Three
pyrite standards (ca. 25mg) were run. The standards were made of ground pyrite
whichwaspreviously treatedwithHClandHF.Therecovery ofthestandardswas
>95% (N=3).
Reactive Fe was analyzed on a separate subsample of freeze-dried sediment.
Reactive Fe was defined as Fe that is removed by shaking 0.1 g of sediment
overnight with 15ml of cold 5.5M HCl (Giblin et al. 1990).The supernatant was
analyzed on Feby atomic absorption spectrometry. Cold 5.5 MHCl may extract
Fe from the exchange complex, Fe from AVS, most iron oxides, FeC03, Fe
between clay lattices and also Fe from organic complexes (Giblin et al. 1990).
Water analyses
Sampler
Porewater in Gerritsfles and Kliplo was sampled by in situ dialysis using a
sampling device("peeper", Ixhxw=60x30x4cm)thatcontained 10membranecells
with slits parallel to the sediment-water interface (modified after Oenema 1990),
covered with a 0.2 urn biologically inert acrylic copolymer membrane filter
(Versapor-200: Gelman Sciences). The upper 6 cells (width of slit 5 mm) of the
peeper contained about40ml,thelower4cells (width of slit 1 mm)about 80ml.
Atbothends,thecellswereconnected withtygontubestosamplingports atthe
water surface. The samplers were installed by a SCUBA diver at the end of
November 1989.Because porosity and tortuosity effects retarded equilibration in
thesediment,porewaterwassampledonlyonceamonth.Poolwaterswerecollected
in an acid-washed 100ml polypropylene bottle. Poolwater and porewater were
sampled starting from January throughout December 1990.
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Sampling and analyses
Porewater samples of Gerritsfles and Kliplo were withdrawn with a syringe at
one sampling port while N2-gas was pumped into the other port. The first 5 ml
sample were discarded. A second 5 ml portion was used for analyses of dissolved
sulfides (EH2S2"' ie H2S+HS"+S2"). The sample was injected into a 30 ml serum
bottle that was preflushed with N2 and that contained 5 ml of a 2% Znacetate/acetic acid buffer (20 g Zn-acetate + 0.2 ml 100% acetic acid per litre,
Pachmayr 1960) to fix the sulfides. Dissolved sulfides were measured with a
spectrophotometer as amethylene-blue complex (modified after Johnson & Nishita
1952). A third portion of 5ml was used for pH measurement. The pH was
measured with a combination electrode immediately after sampling. A final 10-50
ml portion, withdrawn with a 50ml-syringe, was used for analysis of sulfate, total
dissolved Fe and dissolved inorganic carbon (DIC). Fe that had crossed the peeper
membrane was thought to be Fe(U) (Kelly et al. 1984). Sulfate was measured by
High Performance Liquid Chromatography (KH-phtalate, pH 4 as eluent).
Dissolved Fe was measured with an atomic absorption spectophotometer after
acidification with HCl to pH 2. DIC was determined using a TOC analyzer
(Thermo Instruments). In pool waters field-pH, sulfate, total dissolved Fe and DIC
were measured. Samples were stored at 4°C prior to analysis.
Porewater equilibrium calculations
Solubility calculation offers a method to evaluate the possible regulation of
metastable iron sulfides on pore water composition. Saturation indices (SI) with
respect to amorphous FeS (FeS(am)), mackinawite (FeS094) and greigite (Fe3S4)
were calculated using ion activity products (LAP) of measured pore water Fe2+,
ZH2S concentrations and pH assuming equilibrium with orthorhombic sulfur
(Schoonen & Barnes 1991a):
Feßßy(s)

+ xH+(aq)* xFe2*(aq) +xHS-(aq) + yS(s)

\og{IAP) = l o g ( [ F e 2 r ' ^ ' J ' ) _ c

(2)
(3)

my
where [ ] is the solute concentration and (H+) the activity of hydrogen ions as
defined by the measured pH. Concentrations were corrected for non-zero ionic
strength (<0.1 moll"1)by using the Guntelberg correction (C in Eqn.(3), Stumm &
Morgan 1970):
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C = 0.5 •(xzV +xz2HS.) •V7"/(1 + v/T)

(4)

where z denotes the ionic charge and I the ionic strength inmoll"1.
The saturation index was then calculated as follows:
5/ = logQAP)- log(KFeSS)

(5)

x x y

SI>0 indicate supersaturation with respect to FexSxSy and SI<0 indicate
undersaturation. In Eqn.(4),the average ionic strength of the porewater was used,
calculated for a subset of samples based on analyses of all major cations and
anions.The average ionic strength for Gerritsfles was 810"4± 3T0"4(mean ± s.d.,
N=329) mol l 1 and for Kliplo 910"4 ± 310"4 (mean ± s.d., N=227) mol l 1 .
Concentrations of HS" were calculated using the first and second dissociation
constant of H2S. pKl was corrected for temperature using appropriate equations
from Millero(1986).ThesolubilityproductofFeSwastemperaturecorrectedusing
van 't Hoffs equation:
KT =K2,g •EXP(
T

298

1 •(_L_ - _L) )
R

V298

(6)
T

'

where AH° is the enthalpy of reaction at 298°K, K the solubility product, T the
absolute temperature and Rthe gas constant. Since AH°values of FeS(am) could
notbefound from literature,AH°wastakenfrom acrystallineFeSphase(troilite;5193 J mol"1, Robie et al. 1978). The SI values of FeS(am) are upper limits,
because organic and inorganic complexation of Fe was not considered.
Furthermore, we used the AHr of troilite to correct the solubility product of an
amorphous FeS phase for temperature. For thermodynamic reasons, these
calculations then overestimate the Si's (G° and S°f of an amorphous phase are
higherthanforacrystallinephase,so, becauseG?=H°-TS?,H° isalsohigher.Since
AH?jainoiph.FeS=H°fjFe+H°jHS-H?amorph.FeS, the reaction enthalpy AH°for amorphous FeS
islower than for amore crystalline phase.Using Eqn.(5) and (6) attemperature<
298°K,wecalculate algebraically lowerSIvaluesfor anamorphousphasethan for
a crystalline phase). For mackinawite, greigite and pyrite, the reaction enthalpies
could not be calculated soSi's were not corrected for temperature.
Micromorphology
Duplicate cores (7cm diameter) werecollected and subcores were takenwitha
cut-off, sharpened 50-ml syringe. While slowly inserting the syringe, the plunger
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waskeptatthesameplace,sotherewaslittleornocompaction.Thesyringeswere
deep-frozen and sawed into 0.5-cm slices. Subsequently the slices were freezedried. Because the top sediment of Gerritsfles and Kliplo consists of colloidal
material (porosities > 0.9), some disturbance of the sediment structure through
freezing andfreeze-drying couldnotbeavoided.Thedriedsliceswereimpregnated
with apolyester resin under vacuum. After the resin was hardened, anuncovered
polished 30 urn thick thin section of each slice was prepared (Fitzpatrick 1970).
Micromorphology ofthesectionswasstudiedwithaLeitzmicroscope usingplain
polarized light and a combination of plain polarized and incident light. With the
used optical technique, single angular crystals of pyrite smaller than about 5urn
can not be observed.
Forfurther identification ofpyrite,isolation ofmicro-quantities ofinsituspherical
opaqueframboids intheuncoveredthinsectionswasperformed withamicroscopemounted drill (Verschuren 1978).An X-ray diffraction pattern was obtained with
a Philips PW1000-PW1710 diffractometer by using a scan speed of 0.01° (29)
sec"1.
The framboids and also small single pyrite crystals which could not be observed
by light microscopy were investigated by using a Cambridge Instruments
Stereoscan240scanningelectronmicroscope (SEM)andelectrondispersiveX-ray
(EDX)microanalyses.
RESULTS
Solid phase
Watercontent,organicmattercontent,porositiesandbulkdensitiesof Gerritsfles
andKliplo sediments are shown inTable 1.Decreasing water content and organic
mattercontent withdeptharereflected byincreasing bulkdensitieswith sediment
depth. Solid phase contents have been expressed as volumetric mass fractions to
minimize effects of spatial variation of sediment bulk densities on vertical trends
in concentrations.
Carbon contents in Gerritsfles sediment are about constant with depth ranging
between 14-23mgCcm"3(Fig.l).InKliplo,Ccontents slowlyincreasewithdepth
from about 13near the surface to 33mg C cm'3 at 20cm with occasional erratic
peaks at 9 cm and at 20 cm depth.
AVScontents inthe sediments ofbothpools arelowrelatively topyrite (Fig.l).
In Gerritsfles contents range from about 0.5-1.7 umol cm"3, and slowly decrease
withdepth.InKliploAVScontentsaresomewhatlower;0.3-0.7 umolcm"3andare
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Table 1.Water content, organic matter content dry bulk density and porosity for
Gerritsfles and Kliplo sediments in replicate cores (CI and C2).
depth
(cm)

water
(gg1
dry sed.)

orgC
(gg'
dry sed.)

porosity
(cm3 H 2 0
cm"3dry sed.)

bulk dens.
(gdry sed.
cm"3wet sed.)

CI

C2

CI

C2

CI

C2

CI

C2

Gerritsfles

0-2
2-4
4-6
6-8
8-10
10-12
12-14
14-16
16-18
18-20

5.94
3.25
2.44
2.00
1.80
1.63
1.46
1.30
1.02
0.76

4.57
3.81
3.12
3.01
2.36
1.86
1.82
1.53
1.18
0.94

0.17
0.10
0.11
0.07
0.06
0.07
0.06
0.06
0.05
0.03

0.13
0.17
0.12
0.10
0.10
0.07
0.09
0.07
0.06
0.05

0.93
0.88
0.85
0.83
0.81
0.80
0.78
0.76
0.71
0.65

0.91
0.89
0.88
0.87
0.85
0.82
0.81
0.79
0.74
0.70

0.16
0.27
0.35
0.41
0.45
0.49
0.53
0.58
0.70
0.86

0.20
0.23
0.28
0.29
0.36
0.44
0.45
0.51
0.63
0.74

Kliplo

0-2
2-4
4-6
6-8
8-10
10-12
12-14
14-16
16-18
18-20

6.76
2.45
1.74
1.52
1.32
1.19
1.09
1.05
0.95
1.18

6.44
1.82
1.52
1.32
1.21
1.02
0.96
0.93
0.99
1.87

0.17
0.10
0.09
0.08
0.07
0.09
0.07
0.09
0.08
0.14

0.16
0.08
0.08
0.08
0.13
0.07
0.08
0.08
0.08
0.30

0.94
0.85
0.80
0.78
0.76
0.74
0.72
0.71
0.69
0.73

0.93
0.81
0.78
0.76
0.73
0.71
0.70
0.69
0.70
0.78

0.14
0.35
0.46
0.52
0.58
0.62
0.66
0.68
0.73
0.61

0.14
0.45
0.52
0.57
0.61
0.70
0.73
0.74
0.71
0.42

rather constant with depth.
In Gerritsfles contents of pyrite range from 11-96umol cm"3with a clearpeak
at 2-8 cm below the sediment surface (Fig.l). In Kliplo pyrites show a small
subsurface peak and slowly decreases with depth ranging from 8-46 umolcm'3.
In both pool sediments reactive Fe (5.5 N HCl extractable Fe) increases with
depth. In Gerritsfles reactive Fe range from 2-11 umol cm"3(Fig.l) and in Kliplo
reactive Fe is slightly higher (3-17 umol cm"3). Gerritsfles and Kliplo sediments
lack clay. Porewaters of Gerritsfles and Kliplo were invariably highly
undersaturated with respect to FeC03 (siderite) as could be calculated from DIC,
H and Fe concentrations, so FeC03 is assumed to be absent. AVS in Gerritsfles
sediment makes up 5-69% (mean 24%) and in Kliplo 2-20% (mean 7%) of total
reactive Fe, so in Kliplo more Fe is available to react with sulfides than is in
Gerritsfles. Thefraction oftotalreactiveFenotpresentasAVSisprobablyFe(III)
oxides and/or organically complexed Fe.
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Porewater
MeanporewaterpHandconcentrations of SO4",dissolved Feand sulfides during
1990 are given in Table 2. Concentrations of porewater SO4",Fe and sulfides in
Gerritsfles sediment are significantly higher (p<0.0001) than in Kliplo sediment
whereasthemeanporewaterpHinGerritsfles isslightly,butsignificantly (p<0.05),
lower than inKliplo.
Porewater chemistry in Gerritsfles and Kliplo is dynamic (Figs.2,3, note the
difference in scales between Gerritsfles and Kliplo). Porewater SO4" and EH2S
concentrations show a classical antagonistic pattern in sediments of both pools as
a result of SO4"reduction. Porewater EH2S concentrations atthe surface sediment
ofKliploareelevatedbetweenApril(samplingdate 1 May)andSeptember(Fig.3).
Concomitantly,concentrations ofFe2+andthepHincreaseandSO4" concentrations
decrease at the surface sediment. The same phenomena can be observed in
Gerritsfles sediment, between February andJune (Fig.2).
Micromorphology
Thin sections were examined to establish the morphology of pyrite. Both in
Gerritsfles and Kliplo pyrite appeared to occur in framboids varying from 15to
about25um(Plates 1,2and3).TheopaquespheresinPlates la and2aaretypical
framboids whichisevidencedbythereflectance oftheincidentlight(Plates lb,2b)
by the individual crystals that make up the framboids. The XRD pattern of the
framboids isolated from the microsite shown in Plate 2, revealed low but distinct
peaks at 2.21,2.42, 2.71 and 3.14 Â, typical of pyrite (JCPDS cardfile# 6-710).
SEM-EDX analysisofaframboid (Plate3)yieldedastoichiometryof 1:2.1 (Fe:S).
Semi-quantitativeobservationsrevealedadecreaseofthenumberofframboids with
depth.Nearly allvisible pyrite framboids were associated with organicmatterand
locatedwithincellstructuresofpartly decomposed organicmatter(Plates 1 and2).
Scanning electron microscopy revealed that single pyrite crystals (Plate 4) were
present, which were not necessarily associated with organic material. The
stoichiometry (Fe:S) of several single crystals was ranged from 1:1.66to 1:2.10.
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Chapter 3

Plate 3. SEM micrograph of a pyrite framboid.

Plate 4. SEM micrograph of single crystals
of pyrite. Fe:S ratios determined by SEMEDX analyses were 1) 1:2.01, 2) 1:1.94, 3)
1:1.66 and 4) 1:1.90.

DISCUSSION
Factors thatmay influence the formation (rate)of pyrite infreshwater sediments
are: 1)availability ofeasilymetabolizableorganic substrates 2)supply of sulfur 3)
availability of reactive Fe 4)pH of porewaters 5) redox state of the sediment and
6) sedimentation rate.
Organic substrates andsupplyof sulfur. Supply of SOj" and organic substrates
to sedimentsisrequiredfor sulfate reducingbacteriatoproduce sulfides whichare
(indirectly) needed to form pyrite. Organic substrates become available after
mineralizationofaccumulatedsedimentaryorganicmatter.InGerritsflesthebottom
sediments are mainly covered by peat-moss {Sphagnum). Bottom vegetation in
Kliplo isscarce,butabundantgrowthofalgaeprovidesorganicinputfor microbial

Al
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processes inthe sediment (VanDam 1987).The supply of SOj' inGerritsfles and
Kliploislimitedtowetanddryatmospheric deposition (VanDametal. 1987). We
assume sulfate reduction in these sediments to follow first order kinetics (Feijtel
etal. 1989)andhencetobeSOj"limited.Zerovalent sulfur, S(0),eitherintheform
of solid,dissolved elementalsulfur orpolysulfides isnecessarytotheformation of
pyrite.Dissolved elemental sulfur isunlikely areactant in the formation of pyrite
because it is highly insoluble in water (Boulegue 1978). Solid elemental sulfur
howevermay function as reagent with water to produce hydrogen sulfide (or
bisulfide) and, dependent on pH, polysulfides (pH>7), thiosulfate (pH>6)
(Schoonen&Barnes 1991)andprobablypolythionates(pH<6,Arnstonetal.1960).
Thesource of S(0)inGerritsfles andKliplo sediments ismost likely theoxidation
of 2H2S. Li the very top sediment layer, 0 2 may function as electron acceptor,
while in reduced sediment Fe(III) oxi-hydroxides, organic carbon compounds or
probably even bicarbonate have to be considered as possible electron acceptors
(Fossing &J0rgensen 1990).
Iron. The supply and availability of sufficient reactive Fe is essential to the
formation of pyrite. Poolwaters of Gerritsfles and Kliplo are low in dissolved Fe
(Table 2) because they are only fed by rain and oxygenated throughout the year.
Concentrations of Fe in the porewater are generally higher than in the overlying
water(Table2,Figs.2,3)sosupply ofFethroughdiffusion from thewaterintothe
Table 2. Mean, standard deviation (SD),range and number of samples (N) of pH and
concentrations of dissolved Fe, SOj" and XH2S (umoll'1)in poolwater and porewater of
Gerritsfles and Kliplo over 1990.
poolwater

porewater

mean

SD

range

N

mean

SD

range

N

0.3
3
20

4.1-5.3
1-13
58-138

12
12
12

XH2S

4.5
4
96
nd

5.4
60
52
12

0.7
57
37
14

3.8-6.8
2-236
0-121
0-61

117
113
112
111

Kliplo
pH
Fe
SO*
XH2S

5.1
9
83
nd

0.4
5
16

4.4-5.9
1-18
50-118

12
12
12

5.5
34
30
14

0.4
24
32
13

4.7-6.5
2-91
0-108
0-46

109
109
109
108

Gerritsfles
pH
Fe

so42-

nd :not determined
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sediment is negligible. In these types of sediments Fe may be supplied indirectly
through burial of Fe(IQ) after oxidation of Fe(II) which has diffused from the
sedimentintothelakewater.Fe(HI)enrichmentsarecommonlyobservedatornear
the sediment-water interface (Carignan and Tessier 1988; Carignan & Nriagu
1985).Thecontinuousburialandreduction ofFe(III)bysulfides orbacteriabelow
theoxiczoneserves asasourceofFe2+porewaterwhichmayreacttoiron sulfides
or diffuse upward to form new oxy-hydroxides (Carignan &Tessier 1988;White
et al. 1989). Temporal increase of dissolved Fe2+ in porewaters may result from
different processes likepyrite oxidation, reduction of Fe(ffl) oxidesby sulfides or
redissolution of FeS.Elevated Fe2+concentrations inporewaters of Gerritsfles and
Kliploareobservedexclusively atmorereducedconditions (Fig.4),suggestingthat
not oxidation of iron sulfides but reduction ofFe(ffl) oxides is responsible for the
high Fe2+ concentrations in the top sediment. Concentrations of Fe2+ rival those
found in salt marshes by several workers (Giblin &Howarth 1984; Luther et al.
1991). When substracting AVS (assuming amolar ratio of S:Fe=l) from reactive
Fe and considering the remaining Fe content to be Fe(ni) oxides, we found no
surficial enrichments of Fe(III) oxides in Gerritsfles and Kliplo (Fig.l). The
sedimentofGerritsfles isenriched inFethroughformation ofFesulfides.Thiscan
be illustratedby substituting themineralpart of the sedimentbymaterialofwhich
it originally was composed. Thismaterialconsists of aeolian sandwithameanFe
content of about 0.14 % (dw) which is almost entirely present as Fe oxyhydroxides (Mulder 1988). Iron in aeolian sands will be referred as parent-Fe.
Sedimentary reactiveFe(5.5MHClextractable Fe)inbothmoorlandpools isvery
low (12-40 umol (g dw)"1)compared to other lake sediments (up to 400 umol (g
dw)"1,Giblin et al. 1990),whereFe also originates from watershed input. In Fig.5
parent-Fe is compared with the present Fe fractions in Gerritsfles. About 50%of
theparentFewasstillpresent asFeoxides(defined asreactiveFeminusAVS-Fe).
Inboth cores the Fe at 20cm depth isequaltothe original parent Fe content,but
part of it istransformed intosulfide Fe.Higherupintheprofile, the sedimentwas
evidently enrichedwithFe,particularly intheform ofpyrite,containing about 1.82.7 times (integrated over 20 cm depth) as much Fe as expected based on the
parentFecontent.Porewaterprofiles ofdissolved Fe2+(Figs.2,3)indicatethatover
the year there is anet flux of Fe2+ from down the sediment to the water column.
We expect higher Fe2+ concentrations deeper down in the sediment as a result of
more Fe-rich layers underlying thepoor aeolian sands which suggests that Fe2+in
the top sediment is supplied by diffusion of Fe2+ from greater depths. The
combinationoftheFeflux intothewatercolumn,thelackofenrichment ofFe(DI)
oxidesandofFesulfide atthesurficial sediment,pointstotheformation ofpyrite
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from Fe oxides reduced in the upper part of the sediment and from dissolved Fe
conveyed from deeper sediments.
pH andredoxstate.Pyrite isthought to form at the interface of the oxic/anoxic
zone (Davison etal. 1985) where ferrous and sulfide ions are supplied by the
reducedsedimentandoxidizingcomponentslike0 2fromtheoxidizedenvironment.
Profiles ofcalculated pe values inporewaters ofGerritsfles and Kliplo (Fig.6)
indicate periodically more oxidized conditions inthe sediment, creatingasuitable
environment for pyrite formation. Thepe was calculated following Eqn.(7) using
pH and the SO^/HS"redox couple:
SOA2-+Se- +9H** HS-

(7)

+AH20

The temporal and spatial changes of redox conditions are in agreement with field
results by Marnette etal. (1992), based on in situenclosures to investigate SOj"
uptake and release by the sediment. In July and August 1990 the sediment acted
asasink of SO*",In November 1990,however, the poolwater SO4"concentration
in theenclosure increased, suggesting temporal oxidation of sedimentary S.
Decreased microbial activity because of the low temperatures apparently allowed
0 2 to penetrate deeper into the sediment, causing oxidation of reduced S
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compounds by 0 2 and subsequent transport of SO2" into the overlying water
column.
Sedimentation rate.Sedimentation ratesdeterminethetime spaninwhichpyriteat
a certain depth can be formed. Due to low sedimentation rates in Gerritsfles and
Kliplo (about 1mm yr"\ VanDam et al. 1988b) sediments willbe located within
the zone where sulfide production (sulfate reduction) takes place for a relatively
long period. The low sedimentation rates in Gerritsfles and Kliplo may thus
contribute to the high pyrite contents relative toAVS.
Solubility considerations.
Si'swithrespecttoFe(am),mackinawite,greigiteandpyriteofporewatersduring
1990 are plotted against time in Fig.7. Since no corrections were made for
temperature (except for FeS(am)) and for possible organic and inorganic Fe2+
complexes, the SI values must be treated as maximum values. Porewaters of
Gerritsfles and Kliplo only in a few cases reached equilibrium (SL=0) with
FeS(am), mackinawite and greigite (Fig.7). Cores for solid phase analyses were
recovered at the end of October 1991, representing a period when oxidized
conditions occur(Fig.6)andwhenporewaters areundersaturated fortheFe sulfide
phases (except pyrite, Fig.7). Yet, pool sediments contain AVS, so in case of
undersaturation it is not possible to draw unequivocal conclusions based on
porewater SIvalues.Schoonen &Barnes 1991a showed that undersaturation with
respect to FeS(am) may occur in the presence of FeS(am) if the growth rate of
pyrite,mackinawite, greigite orthe oxidation rate of either Fe2+ or EH2S exceeds
the dissolution rate of FeS(am).Furthermore theporewaters inthis study arebulk
samples, which may fail to reflect microsites which are at saturation with FeS
(J0rgensen 1977b).
Ratios ofFeS2IAVS
Acontinuously oxicwaterlayer isprobably amainfactor favouring pyritization
of FeS. In Table 3,a compilation is given of anumber of lakes where AVS and
FeS2contentsweredetermined.Trophicstatus,epilimnetic,pH, SO2;concentration,
oxic/anoxic conditions andtheFeS2-AVSratio are given.It appears that stratified
lakes with periodically anoxic conditions at the sediment-water interface, have
markedly lower the FeS2-AVS ratios than lakes with a continuously oxic water
layer. In lakes where the hypolimnion did not turn anoxic periodically, 4 to 55
times more FeS2 was formed than AVS.In the three lakes Windermere,Blelham
Tarn and Vechten, where anoxic conditions exist during the stratification period,
FeS2 formation was about equal to 10 times less than AVS. Nextly, the
concentration of SO2* in the overlying water nor the trophic status of the lakes
showed arelationship with AVS andpyrite concentrations, orFeS2-AVSratios.
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Contents of C, reactive Fe, AVS (Fig.l) and porewater SO2" (Figs.2,3) are not
directly correlated to pyrite contents. Such lack of correlation was also observed
by others (Davison et al. 1985;Nriagu &Soon 1985) in lacustrine systems.One
must realize that FeSj/AVS ratios in sediments overlain by a continuously oxic
water columnmay seasonally change.Duringthetime ofcoring inGerritsfles and
Kliplo,the sedimentexperienced oxidation.Duringthisperiod,ratios areprobably
higherbecause AVSaremorerapidly oxidized thanpyrite.Higherpyrite contents
in Gerritsfles compared to Kliplo are probably due to the fact that Gerritsfles
sediment is more subject to oxidizing influences (Fig.6).
Pathwayofpyriteformation
Pyrite formation is generally portrayed as a reaction between an FeS precursor
(e.g. Davison 1987; Lord & Church 1983) and polysulfides derived from S°
(Boulegue 1978).When the solution isundersaturated with respect to aprecursor
phase, pyrite is also thought to form via direct nucleation and growth (Howarth
1979; Giblin &Howarth 1984)by a following reaction (e.g.Rickard 1975):
Fe2+ + S5S2- + HS- -» FeS2 +S4S2- + H+

(8)

Recent experimental studies (Schoonen & Barnes 1991a; Luther 1991) however,
revealed nodirect and instantaneous formation ofpyrite atroom temperature.The
rapid nucleation of iron monosulfides prevents the build up of a degree of
supersaturation of the solution with respect to iron disulfides (like pyrite)
sufficiently high to generate significant FeS2 nucleation (Schoonen & Barnes
1991a). A refinement of Eqn.(8) was proposed by Luther (1991), suggesting
formation of pyrite without the dissolution of a solid FeS phase to Fe2+ andHS".
Equimolaror 1:2reactions (n=l or2respectively,Eqn.(9))ofFe2+and polysulfides
gave aprecursor "FeS"according:
Fe2+ + nSx2- ->"FeS" +

(x

" 1 ) S 8 + (n-1)S, 2 (9)
8
Polarographicresults demonstrated that "FeS"consisted of solidphaseFeSandan
ionpair which is a complex of the form Fe(SH)+orFe[(SH)(Sx)]\ FeS2 is formed
from adirectreaction of either solid phase FeS oranionpair with polysulfide via
acyclicintermediate.Theconcentrations ofFe2+andHS" solutionsusedinLuther's
experiments at 25°C (606-3530 and 788-3530 umoll"1respectively) were closeto
those in salt marshes and tidal flats. Although porewater Fe2+ and EH2S
concentrations in our study were much lower (2-236 and 0-61 umol l"1
respectively),thereaction mechanism proposed byLuther (1991)may apply since
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Fe2+and sulfide coexist (Figs.2,3)which strongly indicates thepresence of soluble
complexes. In all experimental studies on pyrite formation at room temperature,
pyrite was formed as single crystals, sometimes with a weak clustering. Pyrite
framboids wereneverobserved,probablybecausetheyformextremely slowatlow
temperatures (Sweeney &Kaplan 1973).Thepresence of single crystals of pyrite
(Plate 4) in sediments of Gerritsfles and Kliplo is a strong indication for rapid
pyrite formation. The abundant presence of pyrite framboids in Gerritsfles and
Kliplo (asinPlates 1 and2),suggeststhatsulfurization ofanironsulfide precursor
(Berner 1970;Sweeney &Kaplan 1973;Rickard 1975)isanimportantpathwayof
pyrite formation inthese pools.Psenner (1983) and Oenema (1990)explained the
close association of pyrite with organic matter by itsformation atmicrosites with
high sulfide concentrations. We believe that this is also the case in Kliplo and
Gerritsfles. During periods when reduction prevail in the top sediment (e.g. in
Gerritsfles, March until July 1990, Fig.3), high sulfide concentrations within
organic enclosures establish saturation with respect to FeS(am), while bulk
porewaters remain undersaturated (Fig.7).Subsequent intrusions of 0 2 will lower
dissolved Fe2+ concentrations through oxidation and the organic enclosures serve
as an oxic/anoxic boundary. Sulfides, produced within the enclosures, may be
oxidized to S° and because of low Fe2+ concentrations S° will be available for
sulfurization ofprecursor FeS topyrite within the enclosures.Simultaneously, the
organicenclosuresprotectthesolidphaseironsulfides andpyriteagainstoxidation.
This must be the reason why we find the pyrite framboids predominantly in
association with organic matter. The low sedimentation rates in Gerritsfles and
Kliplo (Van Dam et al. 1988b) allows the slow formation process of framboidal
pyritetoproceeduntilpermanentreducedconditionsoccurandnomorezerovalent
sulfur is available for sulfurization of iron monosulfides topyrite.
CONCLUSIONS
- Porewater chemistry inbothpool sediments isextremely dynamic.Dissolved Fe
concentrations may increase to 20 fold within a month. Porewater data indicate
rapid formation and reduction of Fe-oxides. In Gerritsfles and Kliplo, pyrite was
themost important iron sulfide phase;sedimentary FeS2-S/AVSmolar ratioswere
32 and 55 respectively. In other lakes, where stratification caused anaerobic
conditions inthehypolimnion,FeS2-S/AVSratios were<1. Redoxstatusmaythus
be amain factor in determining whether pyrite or AVS is formed.
- The slow formation of framboidal pyrite through sulfurization of iron sulfide
precursors is thought to be an important pathway of pyrite formation in the
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freshwater sediments of Gerritsfles and Kliplo. The presence of single-crystal
morphology ofpyriteindicatesthatpyriteinbothsedimentsmayalsoformrapidly.
The close association of pyrite framboids and organic matter, and the
undersaturationofbulkporewaters withrespecttoamorphous FeSsuggest thatthe
framboidalpyriteisformedatmicrositeswithinorganicmatter.Alternatingreduced
and more oxic conditions in the sediment will supply Fe2+ and zerovalent sulfur
respectivelyfortheformation ofpyrite.Thecloseassociationofpyritewithorganic
matter may be explained by preferential oxidation of pyrite at locations where
pyrite is not protected against 0 2 intrusion while it is protected when located in
microsites in organic matter.
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ABSTRACT
The chemical composition of surface waters of two Dutch
moorland pools and of incident precipitation, weremonitored from 1982to 1990.
For this period, sulfur and water budgets were calculated using a hydrochemical
modeldevelopedforwell-mixednon-stratifying lakes.Totalatmosphericdeposition
of S decreased significantly after 1986 at both locations. A model describing the
sulfur budgetintermsofinput,output andreduction/oxidationprocessespredicted
a fast decrease of pool water SO4"concentrations after a decrease of atmospheric
input.However,SO2" concentrations inthesurface waterwaslowered onlyslightly
or remained constant. The model suggested that 75-90 mmol m"2 y"1 had to be
suppliedfrom thesedimenttoaccountforconstantSO2" concentration.Thepossible
supply of SO2"from the sediment through regulation by (K-)A1-S04 containing
mineralsordesorptionofSO2"frompositivelychargedsurfaces inthesedimentwas
evaluated.Solubilitycalculationsofporewaterwithrespecttoalunite,basaluminite
andjurbanite indicatedthatSO2'concentrationwasnotregulatedbytheseminerals.
Also desorption from positively charged Fe(hydr)oxides could not be responsible
for the estimated SO2" supply by the sediment. It is suggested here 1) that
desorptionofSO2"frompeatysedimentsmayaccountfortheestimatedSO2" supply
provided thattheadsorption complex isperiodically rechargedbypartialoxidation
oftheupperbottomsedimentsand2)thatbecauseofexposureofapartofthepool
bottomtotheatmosphereduringdrysummersandsubsequentoxidationofreduced
S, the amount of SO2" may be provided which complements the decreasing
depositional SO2" input. In future research these two mechanisms need to be
investigated.
INTRODUCTION
Over the past decade, concern over the impact of elevated loading of
anthropogenicallyderivedpotentialacidonfreshwaters hasinitiatedmuchresearch.
Themain attention has been focused onthe influence of acid precipitation onthe
biogeochemistry of freshwater systems in acid-sensitive areas (e.g. Kelly 1982,
Rudd 1986b). In extremely acid-vulnerable lakes, within-lake biogeochemical
processes appeared to be important sources of alkalinity (Schindler et al. 1980;
Cook et al. 1986).During an acidification experiment of aCanadian Shield Lake,
about70%of theH2S04 addedovera7-yearperiod,waslostby SO4" reduction in
epilimnetic sediments. Sulfate reduction and subsequent retention accounted for
85% of the internal alkalinity generation (Cook et al. 1986).In an experimentally
acidified Wisconsin seepage lake, seston deposition appeared to be the most
important SOj" sink (Baker et'al. 1989).
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IntheNetherlandsalargenumberofoligotrophictomesotrophicmoorlandpools
occur in poorly buffered, non-calcareous sandy areas. Since the pools are largely
fedby atmospheric deposition,they arevulnerabletoenvironmentalchanges (Van
Dam &Buskens 1993).Moorland pools act as important habitats for avariety of
plants and animals,characteristic for these environments.Because these biota are
comparatively rareinTheNetherlands andsurrounding countries,theyhaveahigh
value for nature conservation. Acidification by acid atmospheric deposition is a
main threat to isolated moorland pool ecosystems and results in biological
impoverishment of the pools (Van Dam & Buskens 1993). Restoration of these
pools may possibly be accomplished by the reduction of the acid load.
Although thetotalpotentialaciddeposition (480mmolm"2y*1 in 1989,Erisman
(1989)) still exceeds the critical potential acid load (25 mmol m"2 y"1, i.e. the
quantity of acid above which these types of waters may acidify within a short
period, Schuurkes et al. 1987;VanDam&Buskens 1993),the totalpotentialacid
deposition has decreased by about 30%over the years 1980-1989, mainly due to
decreased wet and dry SOx deposition (Erisman 1992).To assess how these types
ofecosystemsreactonthedecreaseatmosphericS-deposition, twomoorlandpools
that differ in trophic status and morphometry were studied in detail.In this paper
wepresent Sbudgets of themoorlandpools overtheperiod 1982-1990.Trends in
SO2" concentrations of pool water and deposition were evaluated based on
calculationsbyhydrochemicalmodelsandshort-termvariationsinS chemistry.The
reaction ofthepoolwater Schemistry onthedecreaseofatmosphericSdeposition
was evaluated by means of a simple model.
STUDYAREA
Investigations were conducted intwo moorland pools,Gerritsfles and Kliplo,in
the Netherlands (Fig.l). Both pools are seepagepools with small catchment areas
and they have a perched water table. Gerritsfles (52°10'N, 5°49'E, 40 m above
MSL)isanoligotrophicpool,located inaheath-dominated ecosystem.Thebottom
sediments are unconsolidated quartz sands which are covered by a detrital layer.
This organic layer varies in thickness and is absent at some places. The detrital
materialismainlyderivedfrompeat-moss(Sphagnum) whichisabundantlypresent
in Gerritsfles. The surface area of the pool is approximately 7 ha and the mean
depth about 0.65 m. Kliplo (52°50'N, 6°26'E, 13 m above MSL), an oligomesotrophic pool, is located in an area that is characterized by the occurrence of
aeolian sands.Thebottom sediments consist of organic material which is mainly
derived from decomposing algae. Kliplo has a surface area of approximately 0.5
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Fig.l. Meteorological stations (open circles, except for Kootwijk) and the study locations
Gerritsfles and Kliplo (solid circles). At Kootwijk another research location of the Agricultural
University Wageningen is located. The small dots indicate the locations of the National Air
Quality Monitoring Network where S0 2 concentrations were measured.

ha and amean water depth of about 1m.At thewestern side a strip of bog (5-10
minlength) separatesthepoolfrom aheathland. Atthe southeastern sidethepool
has a sandy beach. Otherwise the pool is enclosed by forest. More detailed
descriptions are provided by Van Dobben et al. (1992) and Van Dam &Buskens
(1993)
METHODS
Modelling
Budgets of SOj" and water in two moorland pools were calculated using two
models.ThemodelVENSIM(VanDobbenetal.1992)simulatesthewatervolume
of themoorland pools.ThemodelBUDGET (VanDobben et al. 1992) calculates
budgets for SO4"in both pools. The Sulfatemodel was specifically developed to
investigate howpool water SO4" concentrations react ona change of S-deposition.
Thefunction ofthedifferent modelsandtheirrelationshipisschematically depicted
inFig.2.
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S0 4 cone,of
deposition and
poolwater
SO, budget
includingSO,
net removal
bysediment

BUDGET
(Eq.8)
precipitation
evaporation

VENSIM
(parameters,
Table 1)

Water
budget
Sulfatemodel
(parameters,
Table5)

•

Poolandporewater
SO* cone.

S0 4 deposition

Fig.2. Schematic representation of the function and relationship between the models used.

Massbudgets ofwater
The model VENSIM (Van Dobben et al. 1992) was used to simulate the water
budgets of themoorlandpools for theyears 1982-1990.VENSIM applies towellmixed non-stratifying lakes.The water budget can be described as follows:
dV] Idt + £ Ftr = 0

(1)

where
t =time [y]
V! = water volume of the pool [m3]
EFj= sum of inflow and outflow fluxes [m3y"1].
If CI" is considered to be conservative and the pool water is well-mixed, the
chloridebudget equation canbe written as
diV^CJ/dt + £(F.*C,.) = 0

(2)
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where
Q = CI"concentration in thepool [mmolm"3]
Q = Cl"concentration in F; (inflow and outflow fluxes) [mmolm"3]
Figure 3 is a schematic representation of the pool system.The surface area of the
pool depends onthe water level.Thehydraulic resistance of the poolbottom

As

"Â7

-H

H

Fig.3. Schematic representation of thepool system (for explanation of the symbols see Table 1
and text).

decreases near theborder. Theparameters andvariables of themodel arelisted in
Table 1. Since both pools have a perched water table, inseepage does not occur.
Theconcentration of CI"ions intheevaporation flux isneglected soFe*Cecanbe
left out from Eq.(2) and the concentration of CI"in the outflow fluxes equals the
pool water concentration. With these assumptions Eqs.(l) and (2) can be written
as
FP + F. + F,P + F. + dVJdt = 0

(3)

F

(4)

C
P* P

+ F

( sP+Fo)*Ci

+

diV^CJ/dt =0
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Table 1. Variables and parameters of the VENSIM model.
Symbol

Unit

p
E„

mm
mm
mmol m 3

Input variables
Precipitation per 10days
Evaporation per 10days
CI"concentration in precipitation

Cp

State variables
CI"concentration in pool water
Pool water volume

c,
v,

mmolm"3
m"3

Parameters
Catchment area
Pool water area
Surface area of the border strip with hydraulic bottom
resistancecu
Surface areaofthe central partofthe pool with hydraulic
bottom resistancec,,
Empirical evaporation coefficient in resp. around pool
Hydraulic resistance of pool bottom
Hydraulic resistance of pool bottom above Hc +dH
Highest level where hydraulic bottom resistance iscb
Range over which cbreduces tocu
Water pressure below pool bottom

Al
A„

m2
m2
m2

A„

m

fiA

.
d
m + MSL
d
m
m + MSL

As

Cb

c„
H,
dH
H,

*

*
*
*
*
*

* Calibrated parameters

where the subscripts p,e,sp andodenote precipitation, evaporation, outseepage
and overflow respectively. We use the convention that inflow and decreaseof
storage have apositive sign.
The components of Eq.(3) and (4) are calculated as follows:
(5)

F„= P-A,
P

s

Fe=fx-Eo-Al+F2-{ArA)
where

F2 =f2-E0
F2 = P

(6)

ifP>f 2 -E 0
ifP<f 2 -E 0

^-(ff,-ff,)-(Vf» + VO
VENSIM integrates Eqs.(3) and (4). The initial values ofthe state variables are

(7)
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takenfrom observations.Thepoolwatersurface A^thepoolwaterlevelHtandthe
poolwatervolumeYl arerelatedbymorphometric data.Themodelwas calibrated
by minimizing the root mean square difference between observed and calculated
poolwaterlevels andchloride concentrations overtheperiod 1982-1990.Withthe
calibrated model components of the waterbudget are calculated withEq.(3).
Massbudgets ofS024'
The model BUDGET (Van Dobben et al. 1992) was applied to calculate budgets
of SOf for the years 1982-1990using Eq.(4),extended with the termLOSS:
Fp*Cp* (Fsp+Fo)*C, + diV^C^Idt

+LOSS- 0

(8)

where Cdenotes theconcentration of SO4".TheLOSSterm isused tobalancethe
budget and refers to the amount of SO4"that is removed or gained from the pool
water by processes other than by mass transport with water, i.e. biogeochemical
reactions.Wewillrefer totheLOSS asthenet removal of SO4".Thewater fluxes
andpoolwatervolumearetakenfrom theVENSIMoutput (Fig.2).PoolwaterSOf
concentrations are measured values.
Modellingofpool waterS024' concentrations
Toinvestigate howpoolwaters react onachange inS-deposition, wedeveloped
asimplemodel,theSulfatemodel.Gerritsfles andKliplowererepresented asboxshapedlakeswithaconstantwaterlevel.Thenine-yearaveragewaterbudgetswere
used as hydrological input (Fig.2). Overflow, outseepage and evaporation were
expressed as fraction of precipitation, and the change of storage was set to zero
(while infact it amounted -2% of theprecipitation).Twodissolved sulfur species
hasbeen considered; SO4" andanyform ofreduced dissolved sulfur. Weestimated
theuptake of SO4" inthewater columnbySphagnum (inGerritsfles) andby algae
(in Kliplo) from the concentration of organic Sintheupper 2 cmof the sediment
(non-publ.) and the sedimentation rate (for both pools about 1mm y"1,Van Dam
1987). Sulfate reduction rates in the sediment, sulfur oxidation rates in the water
column and sulfur fixation rates in the sediment were modelled by first order
reaction kinetics using theparameters Kred,Kox andKfix respectively. Transport
of sulfur species occurs via diffusion andmass flow (downward transport).
Becausevalues for the parameters Kox, Kred and Kfix inGerritsfles and Kliplo
are not known, wemade a combination of these parameters such that 1)a steady
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stateS0^~porewaterprofile wasreachedwhichagreedwithperiodicmeasurements
during 1990 of SO2"concentrations in pore waters within a range of ±SD, 2) a
steady state SO2" pool water concentration was reached i.e. the mean SO2;"
concentration over 1982-1990, 3) the modelled steady state SO2"flux across the
sedimentwater interface wasofthe sameorderofmagnitude thancalculated from
field observations. We used mean pool water SO2"concentrations instead of the
individualvaluesbecause itrequires amuchmore simplemodeland itwellserves
thepurpose,i.e.toinvestigatewhetherSO2"poolwaterconcentrationswerereacting
fast onadecreaseof SO2"inputorwhethertherewasaslowreaction yieldingSO2"
pool water concentrations within the range of the measured fluctuations.
Deposition estimates
Modelinputconsists ofdatacollected atGerritsfles andKliplo during theperiod
1982-1990. The amount of precipitation and its chemical composition was not
monitored continuously atbothlocations.Missingdatawerereplacedbydata from
nearestmonitoringstations(Table2,Fig.l).BulkdepositionofCI"andprecipitation
attheGerritsfles andKliplolocationsweremeasuredbyopenfunnel samplers.The
total deposition of SOx onto both pool surfaces was estimated by the sum of the
wet S-deposition and the dry S-deposition.
Up to 1988, wet S-deposition in The Netherlands was measured using open
funnel samplers (bulk samplers), which also included dry S-deposition onto the
capturesurface. Since 1988,wet-onlycollectorswereusedwiththefunnel opento
the atmosphere during rain events only. Deposition of SO2" calculated from
precipitation datacollectedbybulksamplerswasestimatedtobeabout25%higher
than those collected with wet-only samplers (Erisman et al. 1989). The wet Sdeposition estimates before 1988 are corrected accordingly. Yearly average wet
deposition fluxes for each monitoring station in the Netherlands (20 in 1982 and
14 in 1987 and following years) were calculated by multiplying the SO2"
concentration and the amount of rain. The local fluxes at Gerritsfles and Kliplo
weresubsequentlyestimatedbyinterpolation.Theuncertaintyintheannualaverage
wet deposition flux is 25%(Erisman 1992).
Dry S-deposition at Gerritsfles and Kliplo was estimated using interpolated S0 2
andparticulateSO2"concentrationsandmeteorologicalparameters(10x10km2grid)
basedonmeasurements atstationsoftheNationalAirQualityMonitoringNetwork
(NAQMN, Elskamp 1989, Fig.l). Roughness characteristics of the areas
surrounding the stations differ from those of water surfaces. Therefore, before
interpolation of S0 2 andSO2;concentrations totheGerritsfles andKliplo site,the
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Table 2. Monitoring stations and data that were used for calculating budgets in
Gerritsfles and Kliplo.
amount
evap.

amount
prec.

+

+
+

CI'
prec.

water
level

solutes
in prec.

solutes
in lake
water

+

+

+

Gerritsfles site
Gerritsfles1,2
Radio Kootwijk3
Kootwijk2
Deelen3
Druten3

+
+

+
+

Kliplo site
Kliplo1'2
Witteveen3
Eelde3

+
+

+
+

+

+

+
+

+

evap. = evaporation, prec. = precipitation
l
- Monitoring site of the DLO Institute for Forestry and Nature Research
Monitoring site of the Agricultural University.
Monitoring station of The Royal Meteorological Institute
Monitoring at station Deelen was moved to Druten starting at 01-01-1986.

measured concentrations and meteorological data were extrapolated to a height
(50m) where deposition and roughness characteristics hardly influence the
concentration profile of S0 2 (Erisman 1993).Hourly average dry deposition was
theninferred from interpolatedconcentrationsandanestimatedlocaldrydeposition
velocity.Thedrydepositionvelocities werecalculated withtheresistanceanalogy
(Hicks et al. 1987) using interpolated meteorological data and the roughness
characteristics for water surfaces. The annual average dry deposition flux is
calculated by summing two-hourly average values. This dry deposition flux is
currently the best estimate available for the locations Gerritsfles and Kliplo.The
uncertaintyintheannualaveragedrydepositionflux is45%(Erisman 1992,1993).
For the year 1986we donothave a reliable estimate of dry and wet S-deposition
because the configuration of the monitoring network was changed. For budget
calculations of 1986wetherefore usedinterpolated valuesbetween 1985and1987.
Analyses of Cl", SOf were carried out by different laboratories. Chloride was
determined by potentiometrical titration with a silver nitrate solution
(Waterleidingbedrijf Midden-Nederland, WMN and National Institute of Public
Health and Environmental Protection, RIVM) orby ion chromatography (Dionex
or HPLC, Agricultural University, LUW). Sulfate was analyzed through coloring
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of excess barium with thorium after addition of a barium Perchlorate solution
(RIVM, WMN) or by ion chromatography (Dionex or HPLC, LUW). pH was
determined potentiometrically using a combination electrode. Parallel samples of
several pools were taken to compare the different methods. No appreciable
differences between results of the methods were found for CI" and SO4" (Van
Dobben et al. 1992,two tailed T-Test, p>0.31).
Porewateranalyses and fluxes
Fluxes across the sediment/water interface were determined to estimate withinyearvariation inSO4" fluxes andtocompare thefluxes withmodellednetremoval
of SO4" from the water column. To assess fluxes of SO4"over the sediment water
interface,pore waterwascollected duringtheyear 1990inGerritsfles andKliplo.
Pore water was sampled by in situdialysis using a sampling device ("peeper",
Ixhxw=60x30x4 cm) that contained 10 membrane cells (modified after Oenema
1990) with slits parallel to the sediment-water interface, covered with a 0.2 urn
biologically inert acrylic copolymer membrane filter (Versapor-200: Gelman
Sciences).The upper 6 cells (width of slit 5mm) of the peeper comprised about
40ml,thelower4cells (widthof slit 1 mm)about80m.Porewatersampleswere
withdrawnthroughtubing thatwasconnected withthecellsandthatreachedtothe
watersurface. Sulfate wasmeasuredbyHighPerformance Liquid Chromatography
(KH-phtalate,pH4aseluent).Thepeeper was installed permanently for oneyear.
Thewaterinsidethemembranecellswasallowedtoequilibratewiththeporewater
for about amonth.
Fluxes were calculated according to the equation (Lerman 1978)
d[S0.2-]

=

V"^'-^

,„

(}

where § is porosity and Ds denotes the whole sediment diffusion coefficient. The
Ds was determined in the lab on duplicate cores using tritiated water (Sweerts et
al. 1991;Mamette et al. 1992a) and was corrected for temperature.
Pore water Al, SO4"and K+ were used to calculate equilibria with (K-OAl-SOj"
phases. Al was determined colorimetrically on acidified samples (pH ~ 2) using
pyrocatechol violet. Pyrocatechol violet complexes essentially all dissolved Al
except very strong organic-Alcomplexes as Al-citrate or Al-salicylate (J Mulder,
pers. comm.).Potassium was determined by Atomic Absorption Spectrometry.
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RESULTS
Massbudgets ofwater
To test the model assumption that the pool waters are well-mixed, CI"andSO4"
concentrations weredetermined atthe surface, atca.30cmand atca.80cmdepth
(Table 3). The coefficient of variation (CV) of SO4" and CI- concentrations in
Gerritsfles was less than 2%except for CI"and SO4-concentrations in July. The
CVatKliplo weresomewhathigherthan inGerritsfles butstilllessthan4%,with
exception of SO4"in June,July and December and of CI"in December. Although
these data only cover a limited period, they indicate that in most cases the pool
waters approach a well-mixed state.
Table 3. Variation of pool water CI"and SOj" concentrations in Gerritsfles and Kliplo.
Values represent means (± SD) of three samples collected at one sampling date, each
sample taken at a different depth (surface, 30 cm and 80 cm depth).
Gerritsfles

Kliplo

Date

[CI]

[S042]

Date

[CI]

[SOM

1 Jun 90
2 Jul 90
31 Jul 90
4 Sep 90
1 Oct 90
1 Nov 90
3 Dec 90

389*
191 ± 9
332 ± 4
318 ± 2
317 ± 1
315 ± 4
318 ± 4

136 ± 1.3
116 ±9.4
109 ± 0.4
102 ± 1.1
101 ± 0.2
95 ± 0.5
103 ± 0.6

1 May 90
1 Jun 90
2 Jul 90
3 Aug 90
4 Sep 90
1 Oct 90
1 Nov 90
3 Dec 90

400 ± 1
438 ±17
267 ± 4
448 ± 8
395 ± 4
391 ± 2
389 ± 5
399 ±30

75 ± 1
93 ±18
92 ±12
92 ± 1
80 ± 2
75 ± 1
78 ± 1
82 ± 8

*[CI] at surface and at 30 cm depth

ThewaterlevelsinGerritsfles couldbesimulatedratherpreciselyusingVENSIM
(Fig.4). The root mean square error (RMSE) between measured and simulated
waterlevels was 2.83 cm (-4% of mean depth).Chloride concentrations couldbe
simulatedreasonably well(Fig.4),with aRMSEbetweenmeasured andcalculated
values of 33.9 mmol m"3 (-14% of mean CI" concentration). Chloride
concentrations wereoverestimated during 1987andslightlyunderestimated during
the following period. The trends of measured and simulated CI"concentrations,
however, agreed well. Simulation of water levels in Kliplo (Fig.5) resulted in a
RMSEof4.12cm (-5.5% ofmeandepth).Simulation oftheCI" concentrationwas
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slightly more accurate as inGerritsfles (RMSE 32.4mmolm"3,-10% ofmeanCI"
concentration). Also in Kliplo, CI"concentrations wereunderestimated during the
period 1988-1990.
ThebudgetsofwaterandSOj"inGerritsfles andKliploaredepictedinFig.6.The
outseepage flux depends onbottom resistance, water level and the water pressure
belowthepoolwater,neitherofwhichvariedmuchoverthewholeperiod.Annual
precipitation varies from 719 mm (1982) to 1013 mm (1983) in Gerritsfles and
from 667mm(1989)to 1042mm(1988) inKliplo.Generally thechangeofwater
storage in Gerritsfles and Kliplo is small compared to precipitation. The total
change of storage overnine years comprises about 2%of the total precipitation.
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Fig.6. WaterandSOj" budgetsofGerritsflesandKliploovertheperiod1982-1990.
Inputandoutputbudgets ofSO^
Thebudgets ofSO4" inGerritsfles andKliplo areshown inFig.6.InGerritsfles the
annualnetremovalof SOj"tothe sediment clearlydecreased after 1986(Fig.6).In
Kliplo the net removal follows the same trend but the decrease was less
pronounced than in Gerritsfles.
Estimates for the annual total S deposition and for the wet S deposition at
Gerritsfles and Kliplo are shown in Fig.7a,b.Wet S-deposition fluxes were rather
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constant over the years at both locations,whereas total deposition showed aclear
decrease after 1986as a result of a decrease in dry deposition.
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Pool waters
Temporal variation in SO4"concentrations of Gerritsfles and Kliplo pool waters
is considerable (Fig.7c,d).InGerritsfles pool water SO4" concentrations decreased
significantly (t-test, p<0.0001) from about 140 umol l"1(over 1982 and 1983) to
around 100umoll 1 (1984-1990).ThedecreaseofSO4" concentration inpoolwater
didnotcoincidewiththatoftotalSdeposition (Fig.7).Atrendanalysis (procedure
Autoreg,SAS)overtheyears 1982-1990,usingalinearmodelwithcorrections for
periodicity,gaveasignificant (p<0.005)decreaseofpoolwaterSO4" concentrations
butapoorfit (R2=0.34).Sulfate poolwaterconcentrations inKliplo didnot follow
a linear trend intime andneither did they show a significant decrease over 19821990.
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Fluxes
Thetemporalvariationofsulfatepoolandporewaterconcentrationsin Gerritsfles
andKliplo(Fig.8) andcalculatedfluxes acrossthesedimentwaterinterface (Table
4)waslarge.InbothGerritsfles andKliplofluxes from thesedimentintothewater
column (negative sign) temporarily occurred, although at different times of the
year.
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Fig.8. Pore water concentrations of SOj" in Gerritsfles and Kliplo sediment during 1990.
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Table 4. Diffusive flux of SO2;over the sediment-water interface in Gerritsfles and Kliplo
during the year 1990,calculated from pore water gradients. Positive fluxes are directed
downwards.
Gerritsfles
Date
03-Jan-90
30-Jan-90
28-Feb-90
02-Apr-90
Ol-May-90
Ol-Jun-90
02-Jul-90
31-M-90
04-Sep-90
Ol-Oct-90
Ol-Nov-90
03-Dec-90

SO4-flux
mmol m"2 d'
0.12
0.08
0.11
0.10
0.21
0.49
-0.05
0.01
-0.03
-0.04
0.01
0.13

Kliplo
2

Date

SO ;flux
mmol m"2 d"1

04-Jan-90
31-Jan-90

0.09
-0.04

02-Apr-90
01-May-90
01-Jun-90
02-Jul-90
03-Aug-90
04-Sep-90
Ol-Oct-90
Ol-Nov-90
03-Dec-90

0.05
0.15
0.15
0.06
0.03
0.10
0.02
0.04
-0.02

Modellingofpool waterSO2,' concentrations
The main purpose of the Sulfatemodel was to investigate whether SO2"pool
waterconcentrationswerereactingfast onadecreaseofSO2"inputorwhetherthere
wasaslowreactionyieldingSO2"poolwaterconcentrations withintherangeofthe
measured fluctuations (Fig.7c,d).
Themostimportantmodelparameters andtheir (steady state)values arelistedin
Table 5.Before imposing the decrease of S-deposition onthemodel system (Figs
7a,b),theunknownreduction,oxidation andfixation rateconstants (Kred,Koxand
Kfix) were tuned to achieve a steady state pool water SO2"concentration. Only
Kred has been estimated earlier in Gerritsfles and varied considerably with time
anddepth (0.6-5d"1,Feijtel etal. 1989).Assteady stateconcentrations weretaken
the mean values of pool water SO^ concentrations over the whole period 19821990(Table5).Theoxidation (inthewatercolumn)andfixation (inthe sediment)
rate constants have neverbeen estimated in these sediments.Biological uptakeof
sulfate in the water column calculated from organic-S contents in the upper 2cm
of thesediment (13.3umolcm"3for Gerritsfles and28.3pmolcm"3for Kliplo)and
sedimentation rates (1mmy"1),wasestimated as6.7 mmolm"2y"1and 14.2mmol
m"2y"1for Gerritsfles and Kliplo respectively. These values can be considered as
eitherunder-oroverestimatesbecauseorganicSmaybemineralizedby(an)aerobic
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Table 5.Themost important parameters used for predicting theSO2;pool water
concentration using theSulfatemodel.

amount of precipitation
biol. uptake of SO2;in water
overflow
seepage
evaporation
depth
area
number of sediment layers
thickness of sediment layer
mean pool water SOj concn. used
for tuning Kred, Kox and Kfix

Gerritsfles

Kliplo

units

0.00236
6.7
0.17
0.23
0.60
0.68
56000
10
0.01

0.00239
14.2
0.23
0.08
0.69
0.82
6500
10
0.01

md' 1
mmol m"2 y'1
frac, of pree.
frac, of pree.
frac, of pree.
m
m2
m

108

60

mmolm"3

model
run #

Kred
(d1)

Kox
(d1)

Kfix
(d-1)

SO2;flux*

Gerritsfles

1
2
3
4
5

0.410
0.382
0.384
0.381
0.500

1.00e-3
1.00e-4
1.00e-4
1.00e-4
4.38e-3

0.9
0.9
0.5
1.5
0.9

127
123
124
123
137

Kliplo

1
2
3
4
5

2.345
2.283
2.285
2.281
3.000

1.00e-4
1.00e-5
1.00e-5
1.00e-5
9.36e-4

0.9
0.9
0.5
1.5
0.9

112
112
112
112
117

SOj flux across sediment water interface (mmol m'2y'1)

decompositionordiageneticallyformedbyreactionofsulfides withorganicmatter.
Theuptake of Sfrom thewater column inGerritsfles however agrees rather well
withthe5.5mmolm"2y"1estimated from theannualproduction ofSphagnum and
its Scontent (Feijtel et al. 1989).
We listed five different combinations of Kred, Kox and Kfix that yielded a
steadystate(Table5).Allthesecombinationsofrateconstantvaluesfor Gerritsfles
yielded steady state interstitial SO2"concentrations thatjustfall withintherangeof
pore water measurements (Fig.9). For Kliplo the pore water steady state SO2"
concentrations werebelow therangeofmeasured concentrations andcouldnotbe
improved using thecurrent model.Themodel could notreach steady statebelow
a Kred value of 0.38 (Gerritsfles) and 2.28 d"1 (Kliplo), because the SO2;
concentration of the deposition was somuch higher than that of thepool water.
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Fig.9. Mean pore water SOj" concentrations (± SD) during the year 1990 and steady state SOj"
profiles as calculated by different runs of the Sulfatemodel.

Only reduction rate constants above thesevalues could bring thepool waterSO2'
concentration atthe preset steady state level (mean SO2-pool water concentration
over thewholeperiod).Thechange inmodelled poolwater SO2' concentrations is
onlydependentonthechangeinSdeposition;different combinations ofKred,Kox
and Kfix that lead to steady state situation resulted inthe samerates of changeof
pool water SO2/ concentrations.
Over the period that the S deposition did not decrease and the model was at
steady state (Fig.7) we calculated a SO2- flux across the sediment/water interface
of 123mmolm"2y"1,which is in fair agreement with measured integrated annual
SO2"fluxof 111mmolm"2y 1 in 1987 (Feijtel et al. 1989).
When steady state wasreached,themodelwasrunfor 9years which includeda
decrease in S-deposition according a sigmoid function (Fig.7a,b).Themodelruns
withdifferent combinations ofrateconstants(Table5)yieldedthesameresults;the
model calculated a decrease of the pool water SO2- concentration as areaction on
decreasedSdepositionthatclearlydidnotmatchthemeasuredSO2;concentrations
(Fig.7c,d).
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DISCUSSION

Baker et al. (1986) and Kelly et al. (1987) developed amodel that predicts the
SOf removal and the resulting acid neutralization within acid-sensitive lakes
requiring the water residence time, mean depth and the average mass transfer
coefficient for SO2".The model only applies to lakes with oxic hypolimnia and
mightbeusedforGerritsfles andKliplo.Atsteady statetheremovalofSO2"byinlakeprocesses is expressed by the removal coefficient R, which is the proportion
ofincomingmasswhichisremovedfrom thewatercolumn,eithertothesediments
ortotheatmosphere ortoanewform withinthewatercolumn (Kellyetal.1987):
mass in - mass out

D

K=

/1AN

(1U)

;

massin
At steady state,mass in=mass out +masslost within thelake.Wemay consider
the amount of SO2"in Gerritsfles and Kliplo is in a steady state over the period
1982-1990 because the change of storage is only 2.5% of the SO2" input for
Gerritsfles and 3% for Kliplo. The change of storage for the individual years
howevermay behigh and ranges from 0.7-41% for Gerritsfles and from 0.3-69%
for Kliplo. So the model of Baker et al.(1986) and Kelly et al.(1987) is only
applicablewhenusingmeandatavaluesduring 1982-1990.Theremoval coefficient
of Gerritsfles and Kliplo can easily be calculated from the SO2"budgets (Fig.6)
with Eq.(10) where "mass in - mass out" equals the net SO2"removal and "mass
in" equals the total S deposition. Mass balance data were related with the SO2"
mass transfer coefficient S, the water residence time xw and the mean depth z
(Kelly et al. 1987) according
R

- -=-2
(z/xj * S

(ID

with the assumption that SO2" reduction follows first order kinetics. The mass
transfer coefficient S(inmy'1)canbeseenastheheight ofthewatercolumn from
which SO2"is removed each year. Estimates of the mass transfer coefficient were
calculated as follows (Kelly et al.1987):
s

=—^r[S04 ]

where [SO2] isthemeanpoolwaterSO2"concentration (mmolm"3)andftheSO2"
reduction rate (mmolm"2y"1)estimated asthe net removal of SO4" from thewater

(12)
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column derivedfrom the massbudgets.
To compare our budget calculations with the model developed by Baker et al.
(1986) and Kelly et al. (198)7,the SO^ removal coefficient (Table 6)was
calculatedfrom massbudgetsofGerritsfles andKliplousingEq.(lO)andfromthe
model formulations of Baker et al. (1986) and Kelly et al. (1987) using Eqs.(ll)
and (12).The removal coefficients derived directly from the mass budgets are
Table 6. Removal coefficients calculated from 1) mass transfer coefficients (S), mean depth
(z) and water residence time (xw), (R*) and from 2) mass budgets (R).Data are means over
theperiod 1982-1990.
z

xw

[SC£]

f

(m)

(y)

(mmol m-3)

(mmol m'2 y"1)*

108
60

96
95

Gerritsfles 0.68 0.77
Kliplo 0.82 0.96

S
(m y 1 )
0.89
1.58

R*
R
(Eq.ll) (Eq.10)
(-)
(-)
0.50
0.65

0.74
0.83

*f is the mean net SO2;removal rate over 1982-1990 estimated from budgets
*calculated with the model developed by Baker et al. (1986) and Kelly et al. (1987)

muchlowerthanthosewhichweremodelled (Bakeret al. 1986),perhapsbecause
the net removal asafirst orderfunction of thepoolwater SOj"concentration (one
of the model conditions) does not apply for both pools. This is supported by the
fact that we observe a decrease in the net SOf removal while there is not a
concomitant decrease of pool water SO4"concentrations (Figs.6 and7).
Theremovalcoefficients ofGerritsfles andKliploasfunction of z/xw(theheight
ofthewatercolumnthat isdisplacedbynewwatereachyear)fitratherwellinthe
trendreported byBaker etal. (1986)andKellyet al.(1987)for anumber oflakes
(Fig.10).The authors concluded that the contact time of thewater with sediments
is crucial in determining the fraction of SO4"removed from the water as it passes
throughthelakewhichisevidencedbyadecreasingSO4"removalcoefficient with
increasing z/xw.
As an independent check of the SO4"net removal calculated by the BUDGET
model, we used annual fluxes across the sediment/water interface. The timeintegrated flux of SO^ over 1987 was estimated by Feijtel et al. (1989). In our
study SO*"fluxes were calculated over the year 1990 (Table 4). In some cases
fluxes mayhavebeenunderestimated because the spatial resolution atwhichpore
waterconcentrationsweremeasured (1cmabovethesedimentand0.25cmbelow)
mayhavebeeninsufficient toreliablyestimatetheconcentrationgradients.Inmost
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Fig.10. Removal coefficients of SO2"as function of z/xw for a number of lakes. The removal
coefficients and~zl%w ofGerritsfles andKlipoaremeanvaluesover 1982-1990derivedfrom mass
balances of SO2"and water.
acases there is a gradual decrease of SO4" with dep
-u fluxes
considered tobe well estimated.
In Table 7 the diffusive transport of SOj" into the sediment is compared with the
net removal of SO4" by the sediment from the budget calculations. The annual

Table 7. Annual net removal of SOj" from the water column in Gerritsfles and Kliplo
from budget calculations and from diffusive fluxes of SOj" across the sediment/water
interface calculated from pore water gradients.
Net removal to
sediment (from
mass budgets),
mmolm"2

Net removal into
sediment (from
diffusive fluxes),
mmolm"2

Gerritsfles

1987
1990

83*
32*

111*
35*

Kliplo

1990

9*

22*

*from Feijtel et al. 1989
*from this study
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fluxes andmodellednetremovalareinthesameorderofmagnitudeand,especially
for Gerritsfles in 1990,agreeverywell.Alsotheybothshowadecreasefrom 1987
to 1990 for Gerritsfles. The calculation of the net diffusive SO4"fluxfrom pore
water gradients is acompletely different approachtoestimate netremoval ofSO2"
from thewatercolumnthanisthebudget calculationusinghydrochemicalmodels.
Thegood agreementbetween theseapproaches indicates thatthenetSO4" removal
has been fairly well estimated.
ThetotalS-deposition inTheNetherlandshasdecreasedconsiderablyafter 1986.
This temporal change in S deposition is mainly the result of a decrease in West
European S0 2 emissions and thus S0 2 concentrations (Erisman, 1992). Also a
decline in total S-deposition at our study sites, based on regional data, has been
calculated (Fig.7a,b). There is a large discrepancy between measured lake water
SO4" concentrations inbothpoolsand SO2"concentrations modelled by the Sulfate
model (Fig.7).Measured poolwater concentrations remained aboutconstant while
model calculations indicated a fast decrease of lake water SO2"concentrations to
thelowering oftheS-deposition. Somostlikely,anet sourceof SO2,"makesup for
the lowered input of atmospheric S. From the model simulations a supply rateof
89mmolm"2y"1SO2;for Gerritsfles and75mmolm"2y"1for Kliplo at the endof
1990was estimated in order to maintain constant pool water SO2"concentrations.
Uptake of SO2" by primary production in the water column or on top of the
sediment is accounted for inthe model.Therefore, themost likely source of extra
SO2"is the sediment,because besides atmospheric Sdeposition there areno other
quantitativelyimportantsourcesofSO2".Wesuggestthreeprocessesthatmayresult
in more or less constant SO2"concentrations in spite of declining SO2."inputs: 1)
equilibrium controlbySO2-containingmineralphases,2)desorption of SO2"from
positively charged surfaces and 3) input of SO2" formed by oxidation of
sedimentary reduced Sthrough desiccation of a part of the pool bottom after dry
summers. The first two processes represent a causal link between the supply of
SO2" and the decreased S-deposition, whereas the last process would be
coincidental.
WeinvestigatedthepossibilityofequilibriumcontrolofSO2/containingminerals
because this process may have a regulating effect on the SO4"concentration. The
only SO^"containing minerals that may be considered under the current chemical
porewaterconditionsofbothstudysitesarealuminum(potassium)sulfateminerals
because of their low solubility (Table 8). Data on pH, SO2-, total Al and K
concentrations over a one year (1989) period (not published) have been used to
checkwhetherporewaterswereinequilibriumwithrespectto(K-)A1-S04_mineral
phases. Equilibria of Al3+with hydroxide ligands and sulfate ligands were
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Table 8.Thermodynamicconstantsat298°K
Reaction

pK

Hydroxidelieands
Al3*+ H 2 0 *•Al(OH)2+ +H+
Al3*+ 2H 2 0 -H.+ Al(OH)+ +2H+
Al3*+ 4H 2 0 "H.+ Al(OH); +4H+
Sulfate lieands

4.98
10.13
22.16

-38.99

1,2
1
1,3

AP +SOJ-^AISO;

-3.21
-5.11

9581
12845

4,5
4,5

Al3*+ 2SOJ-^ A1(S04)2
Natural gibbsite
Al(OH)3 + 3H+ -e- Al3*+ 3H20
Alunite
KA13(S04)2(0H)6 *»K+ +3A13* + 2SOJ-+60HBasaluminite
Al4(SO4)(OH)10 *•4A13*+ SOf +
10OH"
Jurbanite
A10HS04 -H-Al3*+ SOJ"+OH"

AH?t
8.33

Ref.

-8.77

1

85.4

6

117.7

6

17.23

7

fEnthalpy valuesin Jmol"1
1:Mayet al. 1979;2:Hem 1968;3:Wagman et al. 1969;
4: Behr &Wendt 1962;5:Izattet al.1969;
5: Adams&Rawajfih 1977;6:VanBreemen 1973

calculated using equilibria constants and reaction enthalpies as reported by Von
Freiesleben (1988,Table 8). No information was available about the fraction of
Al3+complexedwith organicmatter.Helmeret al. (1990) reported that in surface
water samples from peatlands with low DOC ([DOC] = 5mg 1"\ concentrations
comparablewiththosefound inGerritsfles; 1-6.5 mgl"1),54-86%oftotaldissolved
Alexisted asAl3+or otherinorganic Alspecies.In surface waterswithhighDOC
([DOC]=50mg1"\similartothoseinKliplo;20-60mgl 1 )about 10-20%oftotal
dissolved Al existed as inorganic Al. In Fig.11 2pH+S04 values of pore waters
collectedat0.25cmand 1 cmdepthover 1989areplottedagainstpAl(OH)3values
together with solubility curves (T=298°K) for natural gibbsite, Al(OH)3; alunite,
KA13(S04)2(0H)6;basaluminite,Al4SO4(OH)10-5H2Oandjurbanite,A10HS04-5H20
(Table 8).The Al3+ activities were calculated without complexation with organic
matter.If 50% and 90%of thetotaldissolved Alwouldbe complexed by organic
matter in Gerritsfles and Kliplorespectively,thepH2S04-pAl(OH)3valuesplotted
in Fig.11would shift upwards along they-axisby 0.3 units for Gerritsfles andby
1.0 unitfor Kliplo.If porewatersareregulatedby oneof theminerals considered,
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Fig.ll. The pAl+3pOH and 2pH+pS04 values of pore waters of Gerritsfles and Kliplo at 0.25
and 1cm sediment depth during collected during 1989.Solubility curves areplotted for natural
gibbsite,alunite(minimum(1)andmaximum (2)pK+pOHwerecalculatedfrom porewatersand
yielded 11.3 and 13.0 for Gerritsfles and 11.1and 12.8 for Kliplo), basaluminite andjurbanite.

than the plotted values would follow the solubility curve of this mineral. Pore
waters of Gerritsfles and Kliplo wereundersaturated with respect tojurbanite and
oversaturated withrespecttobasaluminite andalunite(except someofthesamples
of Kliplo) but none of the A1(K)-S04 minerals are in equilibrium with the pore
water even if Al complexation to organic matter is taken into account.
Summarizing we may conclude that SO2"concentrations in pore waters are most
likely not regulated by equilibrium control of SO2"containing minerals.
Sulfate concentration maybe regulatedby adsorption ordesorption atpositively
charged surfaces in the sediment. Ensminger (1954) carried out extractions with
sodium acetate (pH 4.8) on Florida peat which was presaturated with SO2".The
peat released 160mgSperkg material.Taking adrybulk density of peat of 0.35
g cm"3for the Dutch study sites,thepotentialadsorption of SO2"canbe estimated
as about 175 mmol S per m2-10 cm sediment depth. If Gerritsfles and Kliplo
sediments would possess the sameproperties as the peat used for the extractions,
themodelled releaseof SO2" from thesediment (about75-89mmolm"2y"1)could
be explained by desorption of SO2" from peat. Recharging of the adsorption
complex is necessary to provide a sustained supply of SO2,"to the water column.
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Wehave indications that periodical shifts of the redox boundary occur (Marnette
et al. 1992, 1993a), so the adsorption complex canbe recharged by SO4" that has
been supplied by reoxidation of reduced Scompounds.
VanDam (1988a) reported aconcomitant increase of SO4" concentrations anda
decrease of alkalinity and pH in Gerritsfles and several other pools after the
extremely dry summer of 1976.Because of exposure of apart of thepoolbottom
to the atmosphere and subsequent oxidation of large quantities of reduced S,SO*"
concentrations reached extremely high levels of about 450 umoll"1(Van Dam &
Buskens, 1993).During the following years, SO4"concentrations decreased again
through dilution with rain andby SO4" reduction.Thedry summers of 1986, 1989
and 1990 may have lead to pulses of SO4"that replenished the amount of pool
water SO4".However, since there is no causallinkbetween increased S-oxidation
through desiccation and decrease of S-deposition, this replenishment of SOf only
could have happened by chance, since the amount of SOj" released through
oxidation shouldhavebeeninthesameorderofmagnitudeinordertocomplement
decreasing depositional SO4" input. Nevertheless this might be a possible
mechanism toexplain themore orless constant pool water SO4"concentrations in
Gerritsfles in spite of decreasing S-deposition. In Kliplo after the dry summer in
1976,theSO4" concentration andpHremainedrelatively constantbecausethepool
morphometry doesnot allow large parts of the bottom to desiccate.
Inanycaseit isclearthatthemechanism which isresponsiblefor thenetrelease
of SOj" to the water column will eventually lead to a strong decrease in
sedimentary S.
CONCLUSIONS
ThedecreaseoftotalSdeposition ontotwomoorlandpoolsystems,didnotlead
to decreased pool water SO4" concentrations. The supply of SO4" cannot be
explained by the regulation of S(^"-containingminerals but mightbe achievedby
desorption processes in the sediment or by pulse-releases of SO4" through
desiccation of a part of the poolbottom after dry summers.
Future research will be necessary to establish the mechanisms which are
responsible for the delivery of SO4" from sediments to the water column.
Acknowledgements -Weliketoacknowledge N.vanBreemen,K.Hordijk and
Th. Cappenberg for criticalnotes onthemanuscript. E. Velthorst,N.Nakken and
F. Lettink are acknowledged for lab and field assistance. Financial support was
supplied by 'The Netherlands Integrated SoilResearch Programme' (grant 8942).
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ABSTRACT.
In an oligotrophic moorland pool mineralization rates of
organically bound S was estimated by diagenetic modelling using porewater
ammonia concentrations and sedimentary N:S ratios. Estimated maximum sulfur
mineralization rates were 25mmolm"2y"1andplay aminor role in the overall Scycling.High Smineralization rates relative to rates of input of organic Sandthe
absence of adecrease of organic Swithdepth,point towards diagenetic formation
of organic Scompounds.
INTRODUCTION
Questionsabouttheecologicaleffects ofincreasedatmosphericS-depositionhas
stimulated research on the S-cycling in freshwater ecosystems. Sulfate reduction
was not only found tobe an important alkalinity generating process (Kelly et al.,
1982;Kelly andRudd, 1984;Cooketal., 1986),butalsoappearedtoplaya major
role inthe anaerobicmineralization of organicmatter (Cappenberg et al., 1984)in
sediments.
AgreatdealofworkhasbeendoneonSmineralizationincultivatedsoils,forest
soils and pastures with respect to soil fertility, forest productivity (e.g.Autry and
Fitzgerald, 1990)andatmospheric deposition (Fitzgeraldetal., 1988).Interrestrial
soils, organic S generally comprises the major part of the total S pool with the
small amounts of inorganic S mostly present as SO2;. In (anaerobic) freshwater
sediments organic Sis often predominant too,but an appreciable part of the total
Smayalsobeinorganic.Therearethreepossiblepathways oforganicS formation
in sediments. First, the uptake of SO2"by plants and subsequent reduction and
assimilation intoproteins, and second, esterification can contribute to the initialS
pool of dead organic matter. A third possible way is the reaction of mimic
materials with H2S produced by putrefaction of organic S or by SO2"reduction.
Experiments with labelled SOf evidenced that organic Smay be the major initial
product of dissimilatory SO2"reduction (Nriagu and Soon, 1985, Brown, 1986,
Mamette et al., 1992).
Investigation ofthemineralization ratesoforganicSinsediments,coupledwith
solid phase data on sedimentary organic S fractions may provide information on
theoriginoforganicSandontheimportanceoforganicSinthefixation (andthus
the internal alkalinity generation) of Sin the sediment.
Mineralization of organic S ismuch more difficult to assess than its formation
partly because it canbe studied only by indirect methods.Usually, mineralization
of S is estimated from the difference of S input by (non-mineralized) seston and
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the S content of the top sediment which has been subject to mineralization for a
period depending on the accumulation rate of the sediment (e.g. David and
Mitchell, 1985).In this study the mineralization rate of organic sulfur of the top
10 cm of sediment in a shallow moorland pool was estimated by diagenetic
modellingofporewaterammoniaconcentrationprofiles usingsedimentaryN/org-S
ratios.
MATERIALSAND METHODS
Study site
Experiments werecarried outinGerritsfles (5°49'E,52°10'N,40mabovemean
sealevel),ashallowfreshwater lakeinthecentreofTheNetherlands.Thepoolhas
a simple hydrology, characterized by a small catchment area and aperched water
table due to an impermeable iron pan (Schimmel and Ter Hoeve, 1952). The
surface area of the pool is about 5ha and the mean depth 0.65 m. The mean pH
and SOj" concentration of the lake water are 4.4 and 102 uM respectively.
Gerritsfles is located in a heath-dominated ecosystem. The sediments are
unconsolidated quartz sand covered with a detrital layer of variable thickness (050 cm),mainly originating from peat moss (Sphagnum).
Solidphase analyses
SedimentwassampledusingacorerdeviceasdescribedbyAli(1984).Sediment
coresweresliced in2cmhorizontal sections.Foursediment coreswerecollected,
two at a location with organic rich top sediment (mean C content over top 10cm
= 9.8% dry weight) and two at a sandy location (mean Ccontent over top 10cm
= 1.4% dry weight). The sediment samples were analyzed for inorganic S and
organic Sfractions, total Sand organicmatter content. Of the organic S fractions,
ester sulfate S, amino acid S and a non-reducible fraction C bonded S was
determined.EsterSwasestimated ashydriodic acid(Hl)-reducibleS(Kowalenko,
1985; Wieder et al., 1985) minus acid-volatile S (AVS). Amino acid S was
determined by reduction with Raney nickel (Freney et al., 1970). The C-bonded
organic S that could not be reduced by these reagents was calculated as the
difference between total S and ester sulfate S, amino acid S and inorganic S(i.e.
AVS +pyritic S).Awidevariety of alkane sulfonates was not reduced by theHI
and Raney-nickelreagents (Fitzgerald and Franklin, 1982).Carbon-bonded Sthat
is not reduced by these agents is therefore provisionally considered to represent
sulfonate S.PyriticSmakesupthemajor partoftheinorganicSfraction (Marnette
et al., 1993). Total S was determined through oxidation with a sodium
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hypobromide solution to sulfate (Tabatabai and Bremner, 1970) and subsequent
reduction of sulfate with HI reagent to H2S. Total S and organic S forms were
determined colorimetrically with bismuth nitrate (Dean, 1966) after conversion of
theScompounds toH2Sinadigestion-distillation apparatus.TheH2Swastrapped
in a sodium hydroxyde solution. Pyrite content was assayed as Fe after HF
extraction of non-pyritic Fefollowed byoxidation of pyrite-withHN0 3 (Begheijn
et al., 1978). Iron was determined colorimetrically with orthophenanthroline
(Begheijn et al., 1978). The organic matter content was estimated by loss on
ignition (LI) of oven dried samples (105°C) at 450°C, a common procedure for
non-clayeymaterial.Drybulkdensitieswereestimatedfrom arelationshipbetween
LIanddrybulkdensity(MarnetteandStein, 1993).Totalnitrogenandcarbonwere
analyzed withaCHNCarloErbaElementalAnalyzer.Of onecore,depths 2-4and
4-6 cm could not be analyzed for C and N, because no sample was left for
analysis.AtthesedepthsCwasestimatedfrom theLIandtherelationshipbetween
LI and total C content (Marnette and Stein, 1993). AVS was determined by
sparging 1-3 gof wet sediment withhighpurity gradeN2after addition of 8mlof
12M(coned)HCl(Wiederetal., 1985).Thesamplewasheatedtoboilingandthe
liberated sulfide was trapped in 50 ml of 5% (w/v) zinc acetate. Sulfide was
measured with a spectrophotometer as amethylene-blue complex (modified after
Johnson and Nishita, 1952).
Porewater analyses
Porewater samples werecollectedusingpermanently installed insitudialysescells
("peepers") which could be sampled at the water surface (cf. Oenema, 1990).
Porewater was sampled monthly throughout 1989. Ammonia was measured
colorimetrically with aTechnicon autoanalyzer asa complex of ammonia, sodium
salicylate, sodium nitroprusside and sodium hypochloride (Harwood and Huyser,
1970).
Calculation ofmineralization rates
From measured depth profiles of NHJ concentrations, mineralization rates of
organic N can be estimated by steady state diagenetic modelling (Berner, 1980).
The following assumptions were made to calculate N mineralization rates: 1)
material denoted by N is entirely converted to ammonia following first order
kinetics:

™ = -kN
dt

(1)
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withk isthemineralization rate constant (d"1),2)NHJistransported bymolecular
diffusion and there is a steady state sedimentation of organic matter and
mineralization of organic matter 3) at the sediment pH (between 5 to 6), any
ammonia is protonated and is rapidly and reversibly exchanged on negatively
charged surfaces accordingtoasimplelinearisotherm,and4)NH4isnotinvolved
in irreversible fixation or mineral formation. Under these conditions, the rates of
Nmineralization ateach depth canbe calculated using the steady state diagenetic
equation:

- ^ 1 - Rnn- - _ ^ L _ ^

+

co^

(2)

where C is the concentration of NH4 (nmol cm"3), Dn the sediment diffusion
constant of NH4(cm2d"1),Qnthe linear adsorption constant for NH4(-) andRNH4+
is the rate of NH4formation through mineralization of organic N, whereas N^,is
the nitrification rate of NH4.Thevalues of 92C/9x2and dC/dxwere calculated by
fitting NH4profiles using the function:
Cx=(C„-C0)exp(ax)

+

Cm

with C„is the NHJconcentration at infinite depth and C0the concentration atthe
sediment water interface. The sediment diffusion coefficient of NH4 was
determined with tritiated water (Sweerts et al., 1991; Marnette et al., 1992)
assuming a ratio of the molecular diffusion coefficients of NH4and 3H20 of 0.89
(DoJffl4+=9.8-106 cm2sec"1,Do3H2O=lM0"6cm2sec"1atT=0°C).Sediment diffusion
coefficients were temperature corrected (Li and Gregory, 1974) and calculated as
function of porosity (Marnette et al., 1992).
After calculation of themineralization rate of Nthemineralization rate of Swas
estimated from the org.N/org.S ratio and the assumption that the mineralization
constant k for N is the same asfor S, in other words,that the ratio of the amount
of N and Smineralized isequal to the N/Sratio of the organic matter.

(3)
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RESULTS
Solidphase analyses
The contents of the different S fractions are shown in Fig.l. AVS comprised
only<5% ofthetotalScontent.Pyritecontentspeakedinthe subsurface sediment
at 2-4 cmdepth.In allfour cores,bothester sulfate Sand aminoacid Sdecreased
with depth, whereas ester sulfate S showed a small subsurface peak at 2-6 cm.
Sulfonate S (non-reducible carbon-bonded S)varied irregularly with depth.
The contents of N and C decreased with depth and increased again downcore.
Mean C:organic S, N:organic S ratios (Table 1) show the highest values at the
surface sediment whereas also a slight increase was observed at greater depth.
S fractions (/mol cm"3)

C (mmol cm" )

0.5

N (mmol cm"3)

0.05

1.0
0.1

1.5

2.0

0.5

1.0

1.5

0.15

0.2

0.05

0.1

0.15

2.0
0.2

Fig.l Sulfur fractions andtotalCandNcontentsinGerritsfles sediment.CoresAandBarefrom
a organicrich location, cores Cand Dfrom a sandy location. esS =ester sulfate S (HIreducible
S minus AVS), aaS = amino acid-S (Raney-nickel reduced S), nrCS = non-reducible carbonbonded S (rest fraction of organic S)also refered in thetextas sulfonate S, AVS = acid volatile
sulfur.

Porewater ammonia concentrations
Ammonia concentrations invariably increased with depth from a mean
concentration of about 115umol l"1at the sediment surface to about 300umoll"1
at 20 cm sediment depth. Although NHJ concentrations in the three peepers
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followed the same trend with depth, the variation between the three peepers was
quitehigh.Themean porewater NHJconcentration atthe sediment surface intwo
peeperswasabout20-30umoll"1 lowerthaninthethirdpeeperandat20cmdepth
theNH4concentration inthethirdpeeperwas about 100umoll"1 lowerthaninthe
first.
Table 1.Mean N, C, total S, organic S (org.S) and N:org.S,Corg.S and C:N
ratios (± SE).
total S
%

org.S

N:org.S
(wt/wt)

C:org.S
(wt/wt)

C:N
(wt/wt)

7.71
(1.90)

0.36
(0.09)

0.23
(0.05)

2.72
(0.12)

32.2
(1.81)

11.8
(0.36)

0.30
(0.14)

6.21
(2.61)

0.59
(0.23)

0.21
(0.07)

1.93
(0.08)

25.5
(4.18)

11.2
(1.63)

4-6

0.24
(0.14)

5.62
(2.61)

0.59
(0.29)

0.22
(0.09)

1.48
(0.28)

20.3
(4.01)

12.2
(1.55)

6-8

0.27
(0.10)

3.55
(1.51)

0.29
(0.12)

0.14
(0.05)

1.76
(0.13)

19.8
(4.05)

10.9
(1.66)

8-10

0.28
(0.11)

3.73
(1.60)

0.28
(0.13)

0.14
(0.06)

2.05
(0.10)

23.6
(1.66)

11.8
(1.27)

Depth
cm

N

0-2

0.65
(0.16)

2-4

number of samples, n=4 except for N, N:org.S and C:N wheren=3.
N:org.S, C:org.S and C:N are means of ratios, not ratios of means

Mineralization rates
Mineralization rates of S at the top 10 cm of the sediment were calculated by
diagenetic modelling of monthly collected NH4porewater profiles (Eqns.2,3) and
N:org.S ratios. An accumulation rate of 1 mm y"1 was used (Van Dam et al.,
1988b).Thelinearadsorption constantKwasestimated tobe 1.7±0.16(±SE,n=3)
from NHJextractionsby shaking sediment with0.5MK2S04 (VanderLinde,pers.
comm.). While the nitrification was not investigated in this study, preliminary
results ofexperiments carried outbyVanderLinde(pers.comm.)revealedthatin
10cmsediment columns,about 85% oftheNHJinthewaterphasewas consumed
by nitrification intheupper 2cmof the sediment.Therefore Rnit was setequalto
0.85*RNH4+/1+K (Eqn.2) for the upper 2 cm and below tozero.
The mean org.N/org.S ratios (Table 1) were used to calculate the organic S
mineralization from theNmineralization.Theestimated Smineralization rateover
1989is shown inFig.2.Mineralization followed aseasonaltrend with moderately
high rates in spring, high rates in summer and low rates in winter. The mean
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annualintegratedmineralizationrateover1989ofNamounts 133mmolm"2y"1 and
that of S amounts 25mmolm"2 y"1.
DISCUSSION
Theinorganic Scontent inthetopsediment (0-2cm)of Gerritsfles islowrelative
to the subsurface sediment (Fig.l). An explanation for this may be that in thetop
sediment, overlain by a oxygenated water layer, the oxidation of inorganic Sis
Annual min.rate S: 25mmol m2y "'
Nrl33 mmol m2y ''

-1

0.8 §
o
E
E.
ta

j»
CD

0.6 "g
3
o_
3.

E
co

0.4

-0.2

Fig.2 Mineralization rates of N and S during 1989. Different symbols represent mineralization
ratescalculatedbyusingthedifferent peepersfor thecollection ofporewater ammonia.Thesolid
line connects mean values.

faster than atgreaterdepth.Inthemoreorganic sedimentprofiles (A,B,Fig.l),the
inorganicScontent(mainlyconsistingofpyrite)ishigherthaninthesandyprofiles
(C,D), which is in agreement with the hypothesis that pyrite, associated with
organic matter isbetterprotected against oxidation (Marnette et al., 1993b).
The organic S contents as shown in Fig.l are the result of formation and decay
of organic S compounds.The small subsurface (2-6 cm)peaks of ester sulfates
may be explained by a net formation of ester sulfates where SO2,"concentrations
are still relatively high whereas in the more oxic top sediment there is a net
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mineralization of ester sulfates. Going down the profile, ester sulfate contents
decrease presumably because of decreasing interstitial SO2' concentrations.
Breakdown of ester sulfates is mediated by extracellulair enzymes which show
enhanced microbialproduction atlow availability of SO2"(Fitzgerald, 1976).Thus
the(anaerobic) decomposition ofestersulfates willlikelybefaster atgreaterdepth
where SO2"concentrations are lower. The carbon-bonded S makes up the largest
partoftheorganicSpool,whichiscommoninpeaty sediments (WiederandLang,
1988,Wieder et al., 1985).Carbon-bonded Smay form through uptake by plants
of SO2"and subsequent assimilationmainly intoproteins (e.g.thioether, -C-S-CH3
inmethionine ordisulfides, -C-S-S-C-incysteine) andsulfolipids (Stanko-Golden
and Fitzgerald, 1990, 1991). Sulfolipids are constituents of photosynthetic tissues
and contain sulfonate (-C-S03H) linkages (Harwood, 1980).Additional Smaybe
fixed inasimilarwaybymicrobial assimilation inthesediment.InGerritsfles,the
contribution of microbial biomass to organic Sisprobably smallcompared tothe
organic matter derived from the Sphagnum.Both proteins and sulfolipids are
readily metabolizible constituens and therefore accumulation of their sulfurcontaining components seems unlikely. This is supported by the decrease of the
protein (Raney-nickel reducible) S with depth (Fig.l). In terrestrial studies, the
difference between protein S and the total organic S contents is usually assigned
to sulfonate S(Stanko-Golden andFitzgerald, 1990, 1991).InGerritsfles however
this "rest fraction" (here denoted by nrCS,non-reducible carbon bonded S),does
notdecreasewithdepthandprobablyalsocomprisesoforganicScompoundsother
than sulfonates. Together with the fact that the Crorg.S ratio decreases with depth
it seems plausible that addition of sulfur takes places to organic substances. This
phenomena has earlier been recognized by many workers (e.g. Nriagu and Soon,
1985, Brown, 1986; Rudd et al., 1986a). Considering the reactivity of inorganic
sulfur anditspresenceinGerritsfles sediments,achemicalreaction seemsthemost
likely mechanism. Organic matter may react with H2S or HS"produced bySO4"
reducing microorganisms through nucleophilic substitution or addition yielding
thiols(-C-SH).Alsopolysulfides,whichareintermediateoxidationproductsofH2S
orwhichmayform from thereactionbetweenelementalSwith sulfide, mayreact
with organic matter and form organic polysulfides (Francois, 1987, Losher and
Kelts, 1989).
The Smineralization rate overthe year 1989was estimated tobe 25 mmolm"2
1
y" (Fig.2). This value probably overestimates real net S mineralization rates and
musttherefore beconsidered asamaximumvalue.Theoverestimation maybedue
tothefact thattherateofnetSmineralization was calculated withthe assumption
that the ratio of the net mineralization rate of N and S was equal to the organic
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matterN:Sratio.HoweverlowerN:Sratios atgreaterdepth (Table 1)implyhigher
net mineralization rates of Nthan of S.Differences between N:S ratios (wt/wt)in
seston (3.8) and profunda! sediment (2.0) in Wintergreen Lake (King and Klug,
1982) also pointed to a greater net release of N than of S. While the annual
integratedSO2;reductionratesover1989inGerritsfles sedimentareunknown,SO2"
reductionrateswereestimatedusing different techniques inNovember 1990(0.44
mmol m 2 d"1) and July 1990 (10.9 mmol m"2 d"1, Marnette et al., 1992). Net S
mineralization rates calculated inNovember 1989(0.01mmolm"2d"1)and inJuly
1989 (0.15mmolm"2d"1)amounted -1-2% of the SO2;reduction rates.Similarly,
Cook and Schindler (1983) reported that microbial breakdown of S-containing
organic matter accounted for no more than 5% of the reduced SO2" in the
hypolimnionoftheacidifiedLake223,northwesternOntario.Thesamevaluecould
becalculatedfrom netmineralizationratesoftotalSinputandSO2;reductionrates
in the hypereutrophic Wintergreen Lake (King and Klug, 1982). From those
findings it appeared that in these freshwater systems, the net mineralization of S
plays aminor role in the overall Scycling.
Because the estimated net Smineralization rate (~ 25mmolm"2y"1)is almost5
times greater thanthe organic Sinput (-5.5mmol Sm"2y"1,Feijtel et al., 1989)it
is evident that diagenetic formation of organic Smust be an important process in
Gerritsfles sediments.Although wemustrealize that thenet Smineralization rate
isoverestimated,thelarge difference betweenthenetSmineralization rateandthe
rate of organic Sinput, diagenetic formation of organic Sisprobably of thesame
order of magnitude than the net S mineralization rate. For a more accurate
estimationoforganicSmineralization,themethodtoestimatenetSmineralization
rates from diagenetic modelling of NHJprofiles needs to be refined with respect
to the stoichiometry of S and N mineralization.
Summarizing can be concluded that the net mineralization of S (<25 mmolm"2
y"1)plays aminor role in the overall S cycle in Gerritsfles.
Acknowledgements - The author would like to thank N. van Breemen for
reviewing thismanuscript.F.Lettink, T.Dekkers,N.Nakken andE.Velthorstare
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Chapter 6
ABSTRACT.
UnderwatersedimentsoftwoDutchmoorlandpools,Gerritsfles
and Kliplo,have been compared statistically with respect to total S and S-related
sediment contents. Horizontal and vertical distribution of S in the two pools are
significantly different from each other. Statistical analyses indicate that in
Gerritsfles there is no spatial interrelation between S, C and Fe and that spatial
variation of S in Kliplo is due to variations in organically bound S.
As evidenced by this study, a choice for ameasurement unit like mass fraction
(g g"1) or volumetric mass (mg cm"3) is crucial for the interpretation of spatial
variability. In spatial studies of sediment constituents, it is essential to express
contents of these constituents involumetric mass fractions, since spatial sediment
patterns are often obscured by spatial variations in bulk density. Taking spatial
variability into account mayhighly affect the quantification of S-budgets ofpools
orlakes.
INTRODUCTION
Recently, increased atmospheric deposition of sulfur compounds has stimulated
researchintoS-cyclingoffreshwater systems.Increasedinputof anthropogenically
derived sulfate not always resulted inincreasing sulfate concentrations inlimnetic
waters (Van Dam 1988a), presumably due to increased dissimilatory sulfate
reduction (Kelly & Rudd 1984) and subsequent sulfur accumulation. Sulfur
accumulation may occur throughparticle sedimentation and accumulation, aswell
through sulfate reduction and precipitation of sulfides with iron or other metals
(Holdren et al. 1984;Carignan &Tessier 1985,1988).
In many whole-lake studies on sulfate reduction and sulfur accumulation,
chemical observations at afew sites are supposed tobe representative for awhole
lake area (e.g. Rudd et al. 1986a). Little attention has been given to horizontal
variability of chemical characteristics related to sulfur accumulation. Horizontal
spatial variability is known to be of great importance for areal calculations of
quantitative soil and sediment variables (Stein et al. 1988a,b).
In this study we established the relationship between diagenetic processes
involved in sulfur accumulation and spatial variability of data collected through
intensivesampling ofthesediment.Todoso,attentionisgiventocarbon (C),total
sulfur (S) and iron (Fe). In order to model the diagenetic processes the most
important depth is close to the water-sediment interface. We therefore measured
intensively at0-2cmdepth andat4-6 cmdepth.Geostatistical methods wereused
to assess the spatial distribution of C, S and Fe.The semivariogram was used for
interpolation purposes and for obtaining a sampling strategy for future studies.A
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simple sulfur budget calculation modelwasused to illustrate the effects of taking
horizontal spatial variability into account.
Innumerousreportedstudiesonelementdistributionandaccumulationinmarine
andfreshwater systems,contentsareexpressedeitherasmassfraction (e.g.Berner
& Raiswell 1983; Giblin et al. 1990; Swider & Mackin 1989) or as volumetric
mass(Howarth&J0rgensen 1984; Ruddetal. 1986a). Inthispaperwewilldiscuss
the importance of choosing therightunit to express measured contents.
MATERIALAND METHODS
Study sites
TwoDutchmoorlandpools,different insize,morphometry andvegetation,were
selected to study sulfur budgets in underwater sediments (Fig.l). Both pools are
located in an unconsolidated quartz sand area. They have a simple hydrology,
characterized by small catchment areas and a perched water table due to an
impermeable iron pan (Schimmel &Ter Hoeve 1952).The first pool, Gerritsfles
(5°49'E, 52°10'N, 40 m above mean sea level), is located in a heath-dominated
ecosystem. The sediments are mainly covered with a peat-moss (Sphagnum)
detritus layer of variable thickness (0-16 cm). The surface area of the pool is
approximately 7ha andthe mean depth 0.64 m (at time of sampling).The second
pool,Kliplo (52°50'N, 6°26'E, 13mabovemean sealevel),has a surface areaof
approximately 0.5 ha and amean water depth of 0.58 m. The western sidehas a
strip of bog vegetation (5-10 m) that separates the pool from aheathland. At the
southeastern side the pool has a sandy beach, all the other sides are enclosed by
forest.
Sediment sampling
Thebottomsedimentofthepoolswassampledaccordingtoagridpattern.Poles
were lined up at 10m intervals in two parallel rows. The distance between both
rows was 70m atGerritsfles and 60m atKliplo.Thin fishing lines,labelled every
5m,werestretchedbetweenthepoles.At 10mintervals alongtheselinessediment
cores werecollected with a coring device (Ali 1984)usingplexiglas tubes (0 =7
cm, length 30 cm).To assess variability at distances smaller than 5m, additional
observations,separatedby lm,werecarriedoutinsixclustersoffour samples.The
clusters were evenly spread over the pool area. The sampling locations in Kliplo
coveredtheentirepoolarea.Gerritsfles was sampled onlypartly,covering anarea
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Sampling area

50m

Gerritsfles
The Netherlands

• Sampling point
• Cluster of4sampling points
Fig.l.Location ofthemoorlandpoolswiththesamplingpointsinTheNetherlands.Thickerdots
indicate sample clusters.

of approximately the same size as the whole Kliplo pool. In the field, sediment
cores were immediately sliced into 2 cm sections and the sections were stored at
5°C. After return to the lab, samples were frozen to -20°C and within 24 hours
centrifugea in100mlcentrifuge bottlesat3000rpm.Theresiduewasdriedat70°C
prior to analysis.
Becausepreviousstudiesindicatedthatsulfate reductionmainlyoccursabove10
cm depth inboth Gerritsfles and Kliplo (Gerritsfles: Marnette et al. 1992,Kliplo:
notpublished) solidphase analyses werecarriedoutonsections sampled at 0-2cm
and at4-6 cm depth.Further, analyses wereperformed in a selected subset of the
observation locations (about 30 for Gerritsfles and 40 for Kliplo), evenly spread
overthepoolareaincluding5clustersinGerritsfles and6inKliplo.Measurements
included contents of total iron, organic matter, total carbon and total sulfur. Total
S was analyzed using indirectphotometric chromatography after half fusion with
a KNO^aCOj mixture (Hordijk et al. 1989). Total carbon was measured on a
CHNCarloErbaElementalAnalyzer. Organicmattercontent (OM)wasestimated
from the weight loss upon ashing at430°C,being a common procedure for sandy
sediments. Concentrations of total iron were determined by X-ray fluorescence
spectrometry on samples fused with Li2B407.
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Allmeasurements wereoriginallyexpressedasmassfractions (%).Sincebudget
calculations should be carried out with volumetric mass contents, the solid phase
analyses were converted from mass fraction (MF) into volumetric mass (VM),
expressed in mg cm"3, by means of dry bulk densities. The dry bulk density of
water saturated samples is calculated from the weight of the dry sediment, the
organic matter, the inorganic sediment and the weight of H20. Density of the
individual components water, inorganic sediment and organicmatter canbe taken
as 1, 2.6 and 1.2 g cm"3 respectively (Hâkanson & Janson 1983; Hillel 1980;
Sweerts et al. 1991). Because organic matter content was the only variable
measuredinallobservationpoints,anexponentialregressionequationbetweendry
bulk density and organic matter was estimated from samples of four cores which
were collected for this purpose. The dry bulk density-organic matter relation has
been used to calculate drybulk density values.
Statistical analyses
We used summary statistics (means, standard deviations and ranges) and
autocorrelations to describe the order of magnitude of S,C andFe contents inthe
sediment and to investigate whether significant relations exist between these
elements.Such statistics however mask the spatial character of the variability.To
define spatial variability of the elements, weused geostatistical methods (Journel
&Huijbregts 1978). Thevariablesaretreatedasregionalizedvariables,i.e.theyare
consideredasaspatiallyvarying (stochastic)function ofthelocationxofsampling.
We will give a short explanation of the geostatistical methods used.
First,wedefine theregionalizedvariablesC(x),Fe(x)andS(x),beingthecarbon
content, the iron content and the total sulfur content as a function of the location
x.The spatialvariability willbe described bymeans of the semivariogramsYc(h)>
YFe(h)andYs(h)>defined ashalf the variance of the differences of observations on
C,Fe and S, respectively, at distance h (Journel &Huijbregts 1978).To estimate
the semivariograms, oneuses the differences between the values inn locations of
variables C(x),Fe(x)and S(x).Theestimated semivariograms gz(h),where z =C,
FeandS,forthedistancehbetweenobservations ishalf theaverageofthesquared
differences of allpairs of points which are separated by approximately a distance
h:
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Here yt and yi+hdenotes the i'hpair of observations on z=C,Fe or S, separated by
distance h. N2(h) is the totalnumbers of suchpairs.
Commonly, forn observations, semivariogram values calculatedfor each ofthe
Vin(n-l) pairs of observation points are grouped into lags (distance classes). For
eachlag the distances between thepoints are approximately the samefor allpairs
in this class. Each lag should contain at least 30 pairs of observation points
(Joumel &Huijbregts 1978).
Anexponential model wasfitted through the semivariogram values in thelags.
The exponential model was defined as
gz(h)=a*(l-8(/0)+ß *(\-e *)
where 5(h) = 1if h = 0 and 5(h) =0 elsewhere. The parameters <xzrepresent the
nugget effect, cxz+ßzthe sill value, which is reached at the range, defined in this
study tobe equalto 2.3 *yz(where 90%of the sillvalueisreached)for z =C,Fe
and S. The values of the parameters were determined by means of a weighted fit
of the models, weights being proportional to the number of pairs of observation
points ineach lag (Cressie 1985).
Semivariograms were determined for all variables measured at the two depths
in the two pools, modelling the spatial variability for interpretative purposes.
Important properties of a semivariogram include (1) the sill, i.e. themaximum of
thesemivariancethatisreached atsuchadistancethatspatialdependencebetween
pairs of observation points ceases toexist, (2)therange, i.e.the distance between
observations where the sill is reached, and (3) the nugget effect, i.e. the value of
the semivariogram ashtends to0.Suchanuggeteffect maybeduetonon-spatial
variation (observation errors,measurement errors) orby spatialvariability atvery
short distances (in this study: distances shorter than lm, the minimum distance
between observations). Thenugget/sill ratio and the range willmainly be used to
evaluate the spatial variability of avariable, in combination with the shape of the
correspondingvariogram.Alownugget/sillratioimpliesthatthevariability dueto
measurement errors orvariability atvery short distance islow ascompared tothe
spatial variability at larger distances.
Semivariograms were also used to map these variables by means of kriging,
which is the optimal procedure for contouring spatially dependent data (Webster
1985; Stein 1991).The form, shape and values of a semivariogram influence the
krigingequations.Forexample,whenobservationshaveastrongspatialcorrelation,
the closest observations are assigned a larger weight than the observations at a

(2)
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larger distance, but when observations are uncorrelated, all observations are
weighed equally.
In order to determine the grid spacing necessary for obtaining predictions at
unvisited locations with a prescribed precision, different grid spacings with the
resulting standard deviation of the prediction error have been compared.
RESULTS
Summary statistics and correlations
To convert from mass fraction (MF) into volumetric mass (VM), all
measurements must be multiplied by the bulk density. The regression equation
between the calculated bulk density by means of Eqn.(l) and the organic matter
contentyielded aR2valueequalto0.91for Gerritsfles and0.74for Kliplo(Fig.2).
This relationship gives a good estimation of bulk density, andjustifies its use for
theconversion.PredictedBDvalueswereobtained withastandard deviationequal
to0.32,being anabsolutemeasureoftheuncertainty intheindividualpredictions.
Higher OM contents imply lower bulk densities of the sediment.

I

+ Gerritsfles
• Kliplo

OrganicMatter[%dw]
Fig.2. Relation between dry bulk density and organic matter content for Gerritsfles and Kliplo.
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Summary statisticsfor allelementsbothinMFandinVMfor thetwopools atthe
different depths are given in Table la,b. As concerns MF, in both pools mean
values of allelements werehigher at 0-2 cm depth than at4-6 cm depth,except
for S in Gerritsfles. Mean values of all elements are lower in Gerritsfles than in
Kliplo except for S at 4-6 cmdepth.
As concerns VM, differences between element contents at two depths and
between the two pools were much smaller; the conversion from MF into VM
resulted in less scattered data. We notice that inboth pools mean Fe contents are
higherat0-2cmthanat4-6cmdepthwhenexpressedasMF(Table la)whilethey
are lower at 0-2 cm than at 4-6 cm when expressed as VM (Table lb).
TheMF-correlations(Table2)betweenthecontentsofthedifferent elementsare
highandnearlyalwayssignificantly different from 0(P=0.999),whereastheVMcorrelations aremuch lower. It appears that the high MF-correlation are obscured
by thebulk density asacommon factor. InGerritsfles at4-6 cm depth, S, Feand
C were significantly correlated. This was also the case in Kliplo at 0-2 cm depth
for S with C and for Fewith C,but not for SandFe.
Spatial variability
Semivariograms of VM fractions of C, Fe and S at 0-2 cm and 4-6 cm in
Gerritsfles andKliploareshowninFig.3a,bandc.Semivariogramswerecalculated
using 6lags,whilethewidthofthelagswas setto9mfor Gerritsfles and 8mfor
Kliplo.SothemaximumdistancebetweenobservationsinGerritsfles was54mand
inKliplo48m.Onemaynoticethat someofthelagscontainlessthan 30pairsof
points (indicated with brackets).Semivariogramvaluesfor theselags arelikely to
be toohigh and shouldbeneglected. Estimated parameters of the semivariograms
are given in Table 3. Below we will discuss the interpretation of the
semivariograms.
To test the significance of the differences in total S-content, ax2-test wasused
for spatially dependent observations (Stein et al. 1988a).In Gerritsfles mean total
S at 0-2 cm sediment depth was lower than at 4-6 cm depth. Despite the large
differences inmeanvalues,thedifferences werenotsignificant (Table4)probably
becausetherewereanumberofsamplingpoints south-east inGerritsfles wherethe
total S content was higher at 0-2 cm than at 4-6 cm depth. In Kliplo differences
between total Sat 0-2 and 4-6 cm depth were significant (Table4).
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Table la. Summary statistics of the element-contents expressed as mass fractions ovendried
sediment at different depths in Gerritsfles and Kliplo.
Depth

Var.

Mean

SD

Min

Max

N

GERRITSFLES
0-2

C
Fe
S

(%)
(%)
(%)

4.65
0.42
0.25

3.74
0.22
0.30

0.56
0.20
0.01

15.66
1.06
1.27

33
33
33

4-6

C
Fe
S

(%)
(%)
(%)

1.90
0.33
0.71

1.99
0.20
0.55

0.13
0.19
0.01

6.95
1.06
1.94

35
34
35

0-2

C
Fe
S

(%)
(%)
(%)

13.81
0.72
0.92

9.32
0.35
0.65

0.44
0.13
0.00

35.08
1.69
2.60

42
43
41

4-6

C
Fe
S

(%)
(%)
(%)

6.29
0.42
0.29

4.94
0.24
0.29

0.18
0.11
0.01

19.84
1.28
1.41

47
46
45

KLIPLO

Table lb. Summary statistics of the element contents expressed as volumetric mass
fractions wet sediment at different depths in Gerritsfles and Kliplo.
Depth

Var.

Mean

SD

Min

Max

N

GERRITSFLES
0-2

C
Fe
S

(mg cm3)
(mgcm"3)
(mgcm"3)

19.51
2.23
1.10

4.60
0.79
1.26

6.12
0.88
0.19

26.82
3.60
7.45

33
33
33

4-6

C
Fe
S

(mgcm"3)
(mgcm"3)
(mg cm'3)

12.79
3.07
7.97

7.27
0.78
7.29

1.85
1.50
0.08

23.89
5.25
21.68

33
33
32

0-2

C
Fe
S

(mgcm"3)
(mg cm3)
(mgcm"3)

24.44
1.57
1.69

10.10
0.45
0.97

5.60
0.89
0.00

51.67
2.60
3.94

41
43
41

4-6

C
Fe
S

(mgcm"3)
(mgcm"3)
(mgcm"3)

21.76
1.80
0.90

9.42
0.58
0.43

3.11
0.50
0.06

66.58
3.09
2.11

44
46
45

KLIPLO
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Table 2. Correlation coefficients in Gerritsfles and Kliplo. MF data are above the diagonal,
VM data are below the diagonal. One-tailed significance: *= .01 ** =.001.
Depth

C

Fe

S

OM

GERRITSFLES
0-2

C
Fe
S
OM

1.00
-0.38
-0.16
—

0.80**
1.00
0.28
—

0.64"
0.82"
1.00
—

0.97'
0.79'
0.61"
1.00

4-6

C
Fe
S
OM

1.00
-0.45*
-0.63"
—

0.82"
1.00
0.52*
—

0.23
0.42*
1.00
—

0.93'
0.82'
0.19
1.00

0-2

C
Fe
S
OM

1.00
-0.43*
0.47*
—

0.89**
1.00
-0.24
—

0.74"
0.83"
1.00
—

0.98'
0.89'
0.74'
1.00

4-6

C
Fe
S
OM

1.00
-0.32
0.31
—

0.76"
1.00
-0.12
—

0.87"
0.85"
1.00
...

0.97'
0.81'
0.90*
1.00

KLIPLO

DISCUSSION

Massfraction vs.volumetric mass.
MFdata for the different elements areallhighly correlated with organicmatter
in Gerritsfles (Table 2) except for S. The correlation with BD explains this
relationship,sincelowBDimplieshighMFcontents.SedimentsinGerritsfles and
Kliplo show largehorizontal and vertical variation inporosity and organic matter
content (andhenceinbulk density).Therefore, interpretation of spatial patterns in
MF contents in these sediments may be obscured by spatial variation in bulk
densities. In the following discussion of spatial variability and the comparisons
between different locations, we willtherefore only consider VM-contents.
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Table 3. Estimated parameters of exponential semivariogram models for all elements
expressed as volumetric mass at different depth in Gerritsfles and Kliplo.
Depth
(cm)

Var. nugget

ranget
(m)

sill

nugget/sill
(%)

GERRITSFLES
0-2

Fe
S

0
0

0.61
1.53

4-6

-

10.3

7.0

0
0

C
Fe
S

0
0.51

73.7
0.58

43.6
0.19

87.4

2.0

-

C
Fe
S

16.5

107

C
Fe
S

34.0

17.1

c

>54

>54

0
-

KLIPLO
0-2

4-6

0
0.34

0.2
0

39.8
0.19
8.0
1.69 >48

_
-

15.5

0
-

>48
>48

0.17

1.78

_
0

*Range = distance where 90% of the sill is reached, though reworking h from Eqn.(2) and
g(h)=0.9*(az+ßz); (a+ß)=sill, z=C,Fe and S.
Table 4. Significance of differences between S-contents. MF data are above the diagonal,
VM data are below the diagonal. Two-tailed significance: *= .01 ** =.001.
Gerritsfles

Gerritsfles
Kliplo

Kliplo

0-2

4-6

0-2

0-2
4-6

—
0.081

3.326
—

8.848*

0-2
4-6

1.332
0.115

4-6
2.489

—
21.624*

7.861*

Spatialvariability ofC, FeandS
*

The semivariograms in Fig.3 canbe used to evaluate spatial dependence of C,
Fe and S in both pools. We would like to focus on a few features that are
important inthis.
Some semivariograms show alinear shape (Fig.3),yielding a range that
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Gerritsfies *
°/2cm
• " - - 4-6cm
Kliplo

° — 0-2cm
D ---

4-6cm

Fig.3. Semivariogramsof total C (a),Fe (b) and S (c).Symbols inparentheses indicate that the
number of pairs of observations,onwhichthe estimateof the semivariograrn wasbasedislower
than 30.

exceeds the size of thepool (Table 3).In case of CatGerritsfles (0-2cm) andof
FeatKliplo(4-6cm)thesemivariograrn isflat andshowsanugget-typebehaviour
(Figs.3a,b).We also observe a strong nugget effect when the range is very small,
which is the case for Fe at Gerritsfles (4-6 cm) and for S at Kliplo (4-6 cm,
Figs.3b,c).Allelements with a strong nugget effect show spatial independence at
thatparticulardepth.Onthecontourmaps inFigs.4eand5fthepurenugget effect
canbe recognized byrelatively large differences in CorFe content very nearthe
sampling points,while at larger distances the contents are about equal.
The linear shape of a semivariograrn may be an indication of a trend, but the
number of observations wastoo smallto study this indetail.Astationary analysis
well serves the purpose of this study especially because we did not need to
extrapolate the data (Journel 1992).Thecontourmaps of Cand SinKliplo at 0-2
cm and of C at 4-6 cm depth show a clear trend for both elements (Figs.5a,c,d).
Thetrend inCcontents atthetop sediment layer inKliplo corresponds to asandy
area at the southeast side of the pool whereas the top sediment gets more
organically rich ending up as a small bog at the northwest side. The trend in C
contents atKliplo at0-2 cmdepth coincides withthe trend observed in Scontents
(Fig.5c), suggesting that differences intotal S content may be determined by
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differences in organically bound S at theupper sediment layer.
Data suggest that Scycling inbothpools is different; inGerritsfles more Shas
accumulated at 4-6 cm depth than at 0-2 cm depth while in Kliplo an opposite
pattern is observed (Table lb). One may notice that at these depths also the
strongest relations exist between S,CandFe,while suchrelationships areweaker
or even absent at depths where S-accumulation is lower (Table 2). Sulfur can
accumulate inboth organic andinorganicform. Iron sulfides arethemainform of
inorganic S. In marine sediments iron-sulfides constitute the major pool of sulfur
in sediments
(J0rgensen 1983).Infreshwater sediment,however,thismaynotnecessarilybetrue
(e.g.Nriagu &Soon 1985).Organic Smay consist of organic Csulfidized bythe
reaction of H2S with organic matter (Nissenbaum &Kaplan 1972; Mango 1983)
and of organic S deposited as seston. In Gerritsfles the inversed significant
relationship between Cand Fe and Cand S, and the relationship between Feand
S at4-6 cm depth indicate thatvariation in Sis due tovariations in the inorganic
S content. This is supported by detailed solid phase analyses of cores taken in
highly organic and low organic sediment in Gerritsfles (not published). In these
cores differences in total S could be attributed to differences in iron sulfides.
However, the fact that S (4-6) seems to be spatially dependent (low nugget/sill,
Table 3,Fig.3c) while Fe is not (pure nugget effect, Fig.3b), suggests that S and
Fe arenot spatially interrelated.
InKliplo at0-2 cm depth,CandFe are alsonegatively correlated, but CandS
show apositive correlation while no significant correlation exists between Feand
S.Thissupportsourearliersuggestionthatspatialvariation intotalSisdetermined
by spatial variation in organically bound S.
Theremaybe severalreasons forpreferential Saccumulation atcertainregions.
Onemaythinkof spatialdifferences insulfate reduction rates,sedimentationrates,
in the ability of the sediment to trap sulfides or in local reoxidation. For logistic
reasons it would be almost impossible to assess processes as reduction and
reoxidation rates on arealbasis.Wedohave indications, that (net)reduction rates
inGerritsfles, measured attwoextremesites(highly organicand sandy sediments)
do not differ systematically (Marnette et al. 1992). Spatial differences in
sedimentation ratesmay alsoberesponsible for the unevenhorizontal distribution
of total S in the sediment. The question is if sedimentation rates are positively
correlated withScontents.Most ofthe accumulating material isof organicorigin,
since sediment accumulation in the pools is mainly determined by growth of
Sphagnum (Gerritsfles), sedimentation ofseston(Kliplo),inputoforganicmaterial
from surroundingvegetationandinputofparticulatematerialfrom theatmosphere.
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The lack of a C-S correlation in Gerritsfles at 0-2 cm and an inverse relationship
at 4-6 cm depth between C and S, indicate that spatial variation in sedimentation
ratedoesnotdirectly influences thespatialS-distribution. InKliplohowever,there
isasignificant correlationbetweenSandCat0-2cmdepth,sohere sedimentation
rates may directly determine S-distribution.
Spatialvariability andcalculation ofsulfur budgets
To illustrate how the horizontal variation in S is reflected in sulfur budget
calculations, a simple sulfur budget for Gerritsfles is examined. One can assume
that both the atmospheric deposition (Erisman et al. 1989) and the sedimentation
ratehavebeen constant over the area during the last twodecades.
The mean Spool in the upper 2 cm of the sediment amounts to 688 mmolm'2
(1.10mgScm"3,Table lb,times2104/32gives688mmolSm"2intheupper2cm
sediment layer). At a sedimentation rate of 1mm yr"1(Van Dam 1988b),and an
atmospheric input of 80mmolm"2yr"1S042"(Feijtel et al. 1989),this amounts to
43% of the atmospheric input. Assuming that SO2"concentrations in pool water
have been practically constant over the last decades (Van Dam 1987), and that
internalcycling ofSdoesnotaffect theoverallSretention intheupper2cm, 57%
ofthe atmospheric Sinputmustberemoved tothe groundwater orreenterintothe
atmosphere. However, taking into account the spatial variability of total S, the S
retention (as fraction of atmospheric input) ranges from 4 - 390%, yielding a
pattern which is similar to the total Smap (Fig.4).Thevalue 390% isbased ona
veryhighSmeasurement (7.45mgcm"3,Table lb).Taking thenexthighestvalue,
Sretentionamounts78%,whichillustratesthatspatialvariabilityneedstobetaken
into account when calculating S-budgets.
Sampling strategyforfuturestudies
Finally one may question whether the analysis of spatial variability may be
helpful when carrying out a future investigation in a similar ecosystem. For this
purpose, we determined the necessary grid spacing to achieve a prescribed
precision on an interpolated map (Fig.6).For Gerritsfles we notice that to obtain
interpolatedmapsoftotalScontentatahigherprecisionthan 1%,thegridspacing
should be equal to 4m at 0-2cm depth, and equal about 14m at 4-6cm depth.For
Kliplo a very small grid mesh (< lm) is needed to obtain interpolated maps at a
higher precision than 1%. For such cases, using contour maps for the
characterization of the S-content with increased precision, willput an (extremely)
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highburden onthe sampling effort ascompared to afew measurements needed to
estimate themean value of S.
Precision obtained
2.0 - ,
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Fig.6. The required grid mesh to measure total S as a function of the required precision for
Gerritsfles and Kliplo.

CONCLUSIONS
1.In spatialvariability studies ofelemental sediment constituents,it isessentialto
express theelementalcontents involumetricmassfractions, since spatial sediment
patterns are often obscured by spatialvariations in bulk density.
2. Spatial variation of S in Kliplo is due to organically bound S. For Gerritsfles
spatial interrelation between C, Sor Fe could not be recognized.
3. To obtain interpolated maps of total Scontent atahigherprecision than 1%,a
very small (< lm) grid spacing is needed for Kliplo. For Gerritsfles the grid
spacing should be 4m at 0-2cm depth and 14m at 4-6cm depth for a precision
higher than 1%.
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Chapter 7
EPILOGUE
The previous chapters of this thesis presented some aspects of the sulfur cycling
inpoorlybuffered freshwater systemsinTheNetherlands.Thischapterisreserved
for the main conclusions that can be drawn from this study and for some
afterthoughts concerning aspects that remained underexposed and future research
necessary to answer yet unresolved problems.
MAIN CONCLUSIONS
Atracer 35S2"study indicatedthatapart ofreduced Sintroduced intothe sediment
was transferred from the sediment into the overlying water. Only a small
fraction of labelled Sinthe water column couldbe recovered aseitherSO2"
(3%) orS2" (0.3%),indicating rapidtransport ofthismobilereduced Stoan
unknown form of Se.g. organic-S or Sof intermediate oxidation state.
Resultsofwholecoreinjections of35S02"andmeasurements aboutremovalofSO4"
in overlying water in July 1990 demonstrated that there must be a flux of
reduced Sfrom thesediment intothewatercolumnofwhichpossibly>90%
was reoxidized to SO2;.
Sulfate reduction rates in sediments with higher volumetric mass fraction of
organic matter did not differ significantly from those in sediments with a
lower mass fraction of organicmatter.
35
S02" core injections indicated that organically bound S is a major (75-88%)
initial product of sulfate reduction inGerritsfles sediments.
The decrease of total atmospheric S deposition onto two moorland pool systems,
didnotleadtodecreasedpoolwaterSO2" concentrations.ThesupplyofSO2"
cannotbeexplainedbytheregulation of S02"-containingmineralsbutmight
be achieved by desorption processes inthe sediment orby pulse-releasesof
SO2"through desiccation of apart of the poolbottom after dry summers.
This research demonstrated that the moorland pools can effectively cope with
inputs of Sby reducing SO2; and by subsequently storing the reduced Sin
eitherorganicorinorganicform.InGerritsfles andKliplorespectively about
70% and 80% of the incoming S is lost to the sediment, i.e. reduced and
buried.Hence,thereductionofSO2"isanimportantmechanismtobuffer the
incoming acidic Scompounds.
Porewaterchemistry inbothpoolsedimentsisextremelydynamic.Porewaterdata
indicate rapid formation and reduction of Fe-oxides. In Gerritsfles and
Kliplo, pyrite was the most important iron sulfide phase. The clear
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distinction between sedimentary molar FeS2/AVS ratios in stratified lakes
(<1) and in both Dutch study sites with a continuously oxic water column
(>30) indicate that the redox status may be a main factor in determining
whether pyrite or AVS is formed.
The slow formation of framboidal pyrite through sulfurization of iron sulfide
precursors is thought to be an important pathway of pyrite formation inthe
freshwater sedimentsofGerritsfles andKliplo.Thepresenceofsingle-crystal
morphology of pyrite indicates thatpyrite inboth sediments may also form
rapidly.Thecloseassociationofpyriteframboids andorganicmatter,andthe
undersaturation ofbulk pore waters with respect to amorphous FeS suggest
that the framboidal pyrite is formed atmicrosites within organic matter.
Thenetmineralization of Splays aminor role inthe overall Scycle in Gerritsfles
and was estimated to be maximally 25mmolm"2y"1.
In spatial variability studies of elemental sediment constituents, it is essential to
express the elemental contents in volumetric mass fractions, since spatial
sedimentpatterns are often obscured by spatialvariations inbulk density.
Spatial variation of S in Kliplo is due to organically bound S. For Gerritsfles
spatial interrelation between C, SorFe could not be recognized.
To obtain interpolated maps of total S content at a higher precision than 1%, a
samplingschemewithavery small(< lm)gridspacingisneededforKliplo,
which implies an extremely high sampling effort. For Gerritsfles the grid
spacing should be 4m at 0-2cm depth and 14m at 4-6cm depth for a
precision higher than 1%.
FINAL CONSIDERATIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH
Methodsto estimate SO2" reduction.
Sulfate reduction rates wereestimated using different methods.Thenet removal
of SO2"in the overlying water column isthe result of severalprocesses otherthan
SO2"reduction (Chapter 2).Sulfate profiles arethenetresultof SO2;reductionand
reoxidation ofreducedScompounds toSO2;.Hence diagenetic modelling ofthese
profiles onbasisofSO2"reductiononly,underestimatestherealSO2" reductionrate.
In case incorporation of reduced S into organic substances takes place and
adsorption of SO2"to the sediment matrix is negligible, depletion of "SO2."added
to the sediment is the only reliable method available to estimate the real SO2"
reduction rate.Inthepresent study there seemstobequite a discrepancy between
reduction rates estimated by diagenetic modelling and from depletion of 35S02"
(Chapter 2).Itwassuggestedthatadsorption of"SO2;toe.g.Fe(hydr)oxidescould

Chapter 7
notcontributetothedepletionof35SC>4\becauseseparateexperimentsrevealedthat
after inhibition of SOf reduction with Na2Mo04, recovery of 35SOf was almost
complete.However,MoO^~notonlyhasthesamecharge,butitisstereochemically
similar to SO*" and therefore competes with ^SOj" for adsorption at positively
charged surfaces. Although addition of zinc acetate solution before measuring the
restactivity of"SO*"mayhavereleased someofthe"SOj"eventually adsorbedto
thesedimentmatrix,theaspectofpossibleadsorptionofSO*"inthesedimentneeds
further investigation.
Sulfate reduction rates in Gerritsfles sediment estimated in sediment slurries
spiked with "SO*"(Feijtel et al. 1989) and with whole core 35SOl'injection (this
study)agreedverywell.Theuseofbatches ismuchcleaner, easierandfaster than
the use of whole sediment cores.Therefore, if adsorption of SO*"seems toplaya
minor role,themeasurement of 35SOj"depletion inbatches is considered tobe an
excellent way to estimate real SO*"reduction rates in these types of sediment.
Thefluxofnon-SOl' acrossthesediment/water interface
Two findings inthe study described in Chapter 2point to the existence of a flux
of yet unidentified S species from the sediment into the water column: 1) the
increase of the SO*" concentration intheoverlying water column during enclosure
experiments, combined with a SO^"concentration gradient resulting in downward
diffusive transportof SO2," acrossthe sediment/waterinterface 2)the small fraction
of labelled SO*"of the total activity recovered in the water column after injection
of labelled Na2S in sediment cores. Above observations were explained by a
diffusive flux of one ormore reduced Sspecies from the sediment into the water
columnwith subsequent oxidationtoSO4". Duringthecore incubation experiment,
labelledreducedSrecovered inthewatercolumn appeared tobepersistent against
chemical oxidation. The same phenomenon has been observed by Hordijk et al.
(submitted) in Lake Vechten, a meso-eutrophic freshwater. The authors reported
thatunderoxicconditionsover60%ofthesulfur wasreleasedasnon-SOf species.
If this non-SO*' pool in the lake water of moorland freshwater systems is
quantitatively important, asisthecaseinLakeVechten,thenS-budgets,whichare
based on SO*"data,must be re-estimated. Identification and quantification of this
non-SO*"sulfur inthe lake water should be oneof the subjects infuture research.
Estimation ofdry deposition
Dry deposition estimates are still an uncertain factor in the S budgets of both
moorland pools. Interpolated values based on measurements at stations of the
NationalAirQualityMonitoringNetworkarethebestestimates sofar (Chapter4).
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Based on the uncertainty of interpolated deposition values at the moorland pool
location for wet deposition (25%) and dry deposition (45%), the uncertainty for
totaldeposition estimates isabout 40%.Thebudget terms outseepage and overflow
are directly related to measured SO4"pool water concentrations and do not show
a trend over the period considered (1982-1990). Therefore changes in total S
deposition are proportional to the remaining "rest term" indicated as the net SO4"
removal, resulting in lower net removal rates when the S deposition decreases
(Chapter 4). The mean (1982-1990) SO^ removal coefficient, which is the
proportion of incoming SO4" removed from the water column by biochemical
processes was calculated as 74% for Gerritsfles and 83% for Kliplo. Using the
uncertainty in total S deposition of 40%, the SO4"removal coefficients range from
55-81% for Gerritsfles and from 72-88% for Kliplo. These ranges are quite high
although for Kliplo the conclusion holds that the SO4" removal coefficient is
relatively high compared with other oxic seepage lakes (Kelly et al. 1986; Baker
et al. 1987). A study should be carried out to get more accurate estimates of dry
S deposition on both pool water surfaces.
The extra S024'source to the lake water of Gerritsfles and Kliplo
The study described in Chapter 4 is an example of the fact that research inevitably
raises new questions. In this thesis these questions have not been answered
adequately, but some suggestions were brought about.
The decrease of atmospheric S deposition starting around 1986 was not reflected
in a decrease of pool water SO4"concentrations. Consequently there must be a, yet
unidentified, source of SO4",which has not been included as such in the S budgets.
Two theoretically possible SO4"sources were proposed: 1)desorption of SOj" from
the sediment matrix, and 2) desiccation of sediment at low water levels during dry
summers, oxidation of reduced S to SO4"and entering of the SO4" in the pool water
after rise of the water level. The second mechanism has been observed earlier in
Gerritsfles during the dry summer of 1976 (Van Dam 1987).Future studies should
show whether indeed sediments may act as abüffer for changes in pool waterSO4"
concentrations, by desorption/adsorption reactions or by oxidation/reduction
processes.
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Alshetgevolgvanatmosferische zuredepositie iseengrootaantalheidevennenin
Nederland verzuurd. Vele vennen hebben hierdoor hun oorspronkelijke karakter,
dat gekenmerktwerddooreentypischefloraenfauna, verloren. Heidevennen zijn
in het algemeen gevoelig voor verzuring omdat de onderliggende en omringende
bodems een laag chemisch bufferend vermogen bezitten. Daarom zijn juist de
interne biologische processen als denitrificatie en sulfaat reductie van essientieel
belang voor het neutraliseren van inkomende verzurende stikstof en zwavel
componenten.Dezestudiehad alsdoeleenbeterinzichtteverkrijgen indezwavel
cyclus van oligo-mesotrofe heidevennen.
De karakterisering enkwantificering vandezwavelreservoirs inhetsediment en
bovenliggendewater. Bepaling van de ruimtelijke variabiliteitvanchemische
componenten diezijngerelateerd aandeScyclus.
Insedimenten meteenhoog organische stof gehalte (gemiddelde Cgehalte inde
bovenste 10cm= 9.8% droog gewicht) vormt organisch Songeveer 46%vanhet
totale S gehalte, terwijl in meer zandige sedimenten (gemiddeld C = 1.4% droog
gewicht) het aandeel van organisch S in het totale S gehalte ongeveer 75%
bedraagt. Totaal S, C en Fe gehaltes in waterbodems van twee Nederlandse
heidevennen, Gerritsfles en Kliplo, zijn met elkaar vergeleken (Hfdst.6). De
horizontale en verticale verspreiding van S in beide vennen was significant
verschillend. Statistische analyse wees uit dat de ruimtelijke variabiliteit van Sin
Kliplo bepaald wordt door variaties in organisch S gehalte. In Gerritsfles was er
geen ruimtelijke relatie te herkennen tussen S, C en Fe. Deze studie heeft
aangetoond dat het gebruik van dejuiste eenheden (g g"1of g cm"3)belangrijk is
met betrekking tot de interpretatie van ruimtelijk variabiliteit, omdat ruimtelijke
patronen van de concentratie vaneenbepaald element direct inverband staanmet
de ruimtelijke variabiliteit van de bulkdichtheid van de sedimenten. Voor het
kwantificeren van S budgetten zal, indien mogelijk, rekening moeten worden
gehouden met de ruimtelijke variabiliteit van S.
Bepaling van SOf reductiesnelheden en transformatiesnelheden van SO]' naar
organische en anorganischeS fracties. Schatting van S oxidatiesnelheden in
sediment enbovenliggend water.
DeS-cyclusaanhet sediment-water grensvlak wasonderzocht aan dehand van 1)
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SO2"reductiesnelheden in het sediment, 2) afname van SO2"in de bovenstaande
waterkolom en 3) de afgifte van 35S van het sediment naar de waterkolom
(Hfdst.2). Twee locaties in Gerritsfles met een verschillend type sediment
(organisch rijk en zandig) werden vergeleken wat betreft SO2"reductie snelheden
en afname van SO2"in de waterkolom.
Sulfaat reductiesnelheden,geschatmetbehulpvaneendiagenetischmodelenmet
injectie van35S02"inintactesediment cores,bedroegen 0.27tot 11.2mmolm"2d"1.
Sulfaat consumptiesnelheden in het bovenstaande water werden bepaald door
middel van in situgeïnstalleerde klokken en varieerden van -0.51 tot 1.81mmol
m"2d"1. De maximale oxidatiesnelheid die werd geschat injuli 1990aan dehand
van SO2," reductie snelheid en insituopnamevanSO2"indeklokken bedroeg 10.3
opdelocatiemethet organischrijkesediment en 10.5mmolm"2d"1 opdezandige
locatie.
Tracerexperimenten wezen op een snelle vorming van organisch gebonden S
afkomstig van gereduceerd SO4" en ophettransport van gereduceerd Svanuit het
sediment in de bovenstaande waterkolom. Deze gereduceerde S verbindingen
bleken uitermate persistent te zijn tegen oxidatie naarSO2".
Sulfaatreductiesnelheden in organisch rijke sediment verschilden niet significant
van die in dezandige sedimenten.
De rolvananorganisch S indeS cyclus vanGerritsfles enKliplo.
Indesedimentenvanbeidevennenispyriet (FeS2)demeestvoorkomendevorm
vanFesulfide (Hfdst.3).Deredoxpotentiaalinhetsedimentbepaalt inbelangrijke
matewelkeFe sulfiden worden gevormd.In sedimentenvan Gerritsfles enKliplo,
waarboven zich altijd een zuurstofrijke waterkolom bevindt, wordt relatief meer
pyriet gevormd dan andere,meer reactieve FeSverbindingen, hier aangeduid met
AVS("acid-volatile sulfur").DeratioFeS2/AVSbedraagtvoorGerritsfles enKliplo
sedimenten 32 en 55 respectievelijk, terwijl in meren waarin zich jaarlijks een
anoxisch hypolimnion ontwikkelt, hoofdzakelijk AVS wordt gevormd (FeSj/AVS

<D.
MicroscopischonderzoekvanGerritsfles enKliplosedimentheeft aangetoonddat
pyriet zowel als grote framboïden als in de vorm van kleine enkel-kristallen kan
voorkomen.Deaanwezigheidvanframboïden duidtopeenlangzamevormingvan
pyrietdoordesulfurizatie vanFeSprecursors.Deassociatievandeframboïden met
organische stof ende onderverzadiging vanhetporiewater ten opzichtevan amorf
FeS,doetvermoedendatdegrotepyrietkristallen inanaerobemicronichesontstaan.
Afwisselend gereduceerde en meer geoxideerde omstandigheden zorgen danvoor
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de aanvoer van Fe2+ en elementair S dat noodzakelijk is voor de vorming van
pyriet.Eenverklaringvoordepreferentiële aanwezigheid vanpyrietin afgestorven
plantencellenkunnenzijndatpyriet,datnietdoororganischestofwordtbeschermd,
bij voorkeur wordt geoxideerd.
S budgetten vanGerritsfles en Kliplo
De chemische samenstelling van het oppervlaktewater van beide vennen envan
de neerslag werd bepaald gedurende de periode 1982-1990. Sulfaat- en water
budgettenwerdenberekendmetbehulpvaneenmodeldatisontwikkeldvoorgoed
gemengdeniet-stratificerendezoetwatersystemen(Hfdst.4).InGerritsflesenKliplo,
respectievelijk 70 en 80% van de S input wordt vastgelegd in het sediment,
voornamelijk door SOj"reductieenFeprecipitatie.Hieruit blijkt dat SO2"reductie
een grote rol speelt in debuffering van zure Sdepositie.
De atmosferische S depositie is sinds 1986 afgenomen op beide locaties. Een
model dat het zwavelbudget beschrijft aan de hand van input/output en
reductie/oxidatie processen in het sediment, voorspelde een snelle afname van de
SO2"concentratie inhet venwaterna de afname van deS depositie.GemetenSO2"
concentraties inhetvenwaterblekenechternauwelijks ofnietaftenemen,hetgeen
wijst op een extra bron van SO2". Twee processen kunnen mogelijk
verantwoordelijk zijn voor de extra bron van SO2": desorptie van SO2" uit het
sedimentenhetvrijkomenvanSO4"dooroxidatievangereduceerdeSverbindingen
nahet droogvallen van sediment gedurende droge zomers.Hetrelativebelangvan
beideprocessen zou in de toekomst nader onderzocht moeten worden.
Mineralisatie vanorganisch S
Demineralisatievanorganisch Swasonderzocht omeenindruktekrijgen vanhet
aandeel daarvan in de algehele S-cyclus (Hdst.5). De mineralisatie van organisch
S is indirect geschatmetbehulpvanmodellering vanNH4poriewaterprofielen en
de ratio van het organisch N en S gehalte in het sediment. Omdat de
mineralisatiesnelheid van NenSnietvolgens dezelfde stoichiometric verloopt als
deNenSgehaltes inhetsediment,washetalleenmogelijk eenmaximale snelheid
teberekenen.Demaximale mineralisatiesnelheid vanorganisch Sisgeschat op25
mmol m"2 j" 1 , en slechts 1-2% van de hoeveelheid SO2" die jaarlijks wordt
gereduceerd. Demineralisatie van organisch S speelt daarom een kleine rol inde
algehele S-cyclus.
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